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2400 Central SE I
I Daily

From the Editor

I

Mood Changes on Campus; Highlights
Community Outlook Bright
A very curious change has been coming over this
campus. It has nothing to do with the new con·
scrvatism or punk rock. It has nothing to do with
little pink polo shirts embossed with alligators.
(Sorry, Izod.) It's a new mood. It's- no it can't bel
It's-God forbid! H'soptimism!
Curiouscr and curiouscr, as our friend Alice would
say. On the surface, there does tlot appear to be any
particularly good reason for the upswing, The
l'ederal government has cut student aid programs and
funding for higher education to shreds; UNM administration is iron-l'isting student organizations into
submission - but still there seems to be a change in
the students themselves. A change from apathy and
cynicism to interest and enthusiasm, even although no comparison to the late 60s and early 70s
- a feeling of rebellion. It all adds up to one thing
and that is - oh no, here it comes again - op·

'I

Welcome Back Activites ..... , .......... p. A-6
Financial Aid ............... , . , ..... , p. A-15
Student Union Building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tp. A-17
AdmiJjistration ... , . , ... , ........... , ', p. B-1
President Davis Interview, ....... , . , . , . : p. B-5
Arts on Campus ..• , , .. , . , ..... , . , , , , . p. B-10
Athletic Directors Interviews......... pp. B-10, 21
Restaurant Guide .. , ................ p. B-14

"Thank goodness Jimmy Carter is out of office so
we can save some money and buy that new house,"
or something like that. It seems that things can't get
mw worse so they must be getting better.
But UNM is fadng a more personal change.
Finally, after years of one thing after another, the
university seems to be growing in a positive direction. Most students don't have to take classes with
400 or 500 students anymore. And- finally, finally,
finally - the stream of embarrassments coming
from the athletic department seems to have stopped.
Now that they've got some time maybe somebody
will clean up the mess in the records and business
offices.

For the first time in a long time, UNM feels like a
good place to be, before the onslaught of classes,
take time to think about what you want from the
university. Universities are the refuge for free
timism.
thinkers, idealists, optimists. This university has a lot
to offer, believe it or not. But, if you don't find what
Looking deeper, the reason for the mood change is you're looking for, create it. UNM is ready for
fairly obvious. As with any change in presidential change, it is ready to get over its past and get on to
administrations, the country is looking forward to better and brighter objectives and it is the students
better times. The public tends to blame whatever that can reach those objectives - students that are
misfortunes befall them on whoever is president. optimistic.

266-0550
7:00a.m. -12:00 p.m.
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·. Home of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll

1
I
BREAKFAST
1
(Served with whole wheat toast, margerine & jelly)
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
SIDE ORDERS
I
I Hash
French Fries •.... $.50 One Egg ........ $.50
Bacon, Ham, Sausage, or Beef Pattie ....•... $.75 I
Browns ...... 60 Pancake ...•......35
Salad with choice of Dressing ................70
I OnionRings
Western Style ... 95 Toast&Jelly ...... 40
Extra Blue Cheese ....................... 15 I
...•... 70Jelly ............. 05
Tomatoes(3slices) ........................ 15
I Beans
.. , ......... 35 Crackers .......... 05
American or Cheddar Cheese ................20 I
1 Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . .50 Green CMii or Chili con Carne (I oz.) . • • . . . • • • .1 5 1
I
Take Out on All Items
I
II
No.1 HAMBURGERsaladdre~~.~!~~~~.l!~n&lettuce ....... $1.25
I
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.40
I
No. 3 BONANZA
2.1 0
1..
No. 4.FIESTA BURGER
1.45
·II
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion lettllce -~': : ,, ..... : ... ; "1.20
I
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 1.20
I
;SANDWICHES
I
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato . . . $.85
I
I
HAM, LETIUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing . . . . . . • . . . . 1.35
BACON, LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above •. : ...... • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • 1.35
(
I
EGG, LETIUCE TOMATO same as above ............................ 1.05
I
MEXICAN FOOD
I
No.7 TACO meat, cheese, lettuce tomato .. • . • . • .•..•... • . · . · · · . · · · · · $.75
I
I
No.8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce tomato .•....................•..•65
No.9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce tomato .......•........•....... 2.19
I
I
BEEF with Chili Con Came, cheddar cheese onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese onion
I
I
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese onion
I
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco beans . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1.99
I
GREEN CHILl STEW cup (6 oz.) bowl (1 0 oz.) . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .59
.99
I
c~
~~
I
I
PLATTERS
I
6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK
$2.69
I
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL
2.19
1
5
RIB EVE STEAK-USDA Choice
3.99
II
CHEF SALAD
2.59
1
VEGETARIAN SALAD
2.39
I
I
DRINKS '"'"'•"••••m"
I
COFFEE ...•........ , .•..•..... $.29 .35 .45 SOFT DRINKS
$.40 .50 .65
I HOTSpiced
TEA .••.......•..•.........• 29 .35 .45 ICE TEA •.....•.....••......•.... 35 .50 .60 1
or herbal tea . • • . . • . . . • . • • .35 .40 .45 LEMONADE •...•.••.•... • ..... • .... • . • . • .70
II HOT
CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER .40 .50 .•65 JUICE
.45 .60 .85 1
MILK .. • ....... , ..... • .. , .........• , .40 .70
.50 . 75 .95
1
I
ROLL .62
6-pack frozen rolls 2.99
I
~------------------------~
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ............. , ... , .. , .
No.2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ........................
No. 3 TWO EGGS, hash browns & toast ....•.......•.............................
No.4 ONE EGG, hash browns & toast .......••. , .. , , .....•. , .. · .... · · ·. · · ·. · ·, · · ·
No.5 PANCAKES (4) ............... , ....................•....................
No.6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla & toast .•.. , •.......
No.7 WESTERN OMLETTE, ......... , .........................................
three eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea Untilll a.m. With Any of The Above Breakfasts

From page 1:
Susan Kempe dashes in front of Zimmerman
Library to make up for lost time. This scene will
become all to familiar to UNM students as the
semester begins next Monday. This and all
photos in this issue (except as noted) are by 811/
Wechter.

L___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, - - - · · · - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$2.49
$1.99
$1.69
$1.25
$1.35
$1.99
$2.85

double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion & lettuce , , •••••

chili con carne or green chili, chedda.r cheese, onion & lettuce • • • • • • • •

&

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Bevt< '.!ge
S189With coupon
Reg. s2 21
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
Expires 8·23·81
5231 Central NW

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015 Central NE
1200 Montgomery NE

&

&

&
&

Free French Fries

&

with this coupon and the purchase
of a hamburger f$1.20 or more)

&
&

&

expires 8-23-81
'~
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Cel's Pizza
Pizza by the Pan
Pepperoni Pizza by the Slice

2004 Central SE

843·9750

·~

Eldorado Special
One slice pepperoni pizza
and a medium soda, only
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the Posh Bagel
2216 Central SE
265-5986

~
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this coupon and any purchase.
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Offer good while supplies last.
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Ground round, TeKas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad. , • • •• •

Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries & salad

OZ.

TeKas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad. • ••••

with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham &egg ••••••• , ,

leHuce,tomato,cheddarcheese&eggs ••••••••••••••••••

coke, dr. pepper & 7 Up, •••

orange, apple, tomato & grapefruit • • • • •

SHAKES chocolate, strawberry & vanilla , ••••• ,
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Editorial

SAVE THIS ISSUEI It has articles that will be
valuable to you for the rest of the year. It tells a little
about everything - what to do, where to go and who
has the power to get you there. It is {fanfare) the
registration issue.
Oddly enough, one of the most difficult decisions
we had to make when creating this issue was what to
do about .us, The New Mexico Daily Lobo is one of the
biggest ami most influential entitiEts on campus and
yet we weren't quite sure how to handle our own
registration issue.
So here we are on the editorial page still feeling a
little odd about the whole thing. The problem is that it
would be very easy. to go rambling on about our
publication policies, our journali5tic theories and our
upstanding ethics, but it's more important that the
average student knows where and who we are.
In a style that would do our journalism professors
proud, let us take the dive and hope we don't bellyflop
into the blue beyond ....
WHAT: The New Mexico Daily Lobo, of course. The
student newspaper run by students by Student
Publications {who also publish Conceptions Southwest). Although the Lobo takes care of business
through the university, we are independent and selfsupported. We support ourselves through advertising
revenues and subscriptions, 13,000 of which are
bought by the ASUNM and GSA governments for oncampus distribution. They get the sixth largest paper
in the state, (that's us), for about two cents each. Not
bad.
WHO: Helen Gaussoin is the editor, the person you
demand to see when we make a mistake. Kelly Gibbs
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Medco Oalfy Lobo i!i published Monday through
~riday e,;eryregular wec:k o( the University ycarj w~cldy duriilg
dosed and 'finals w1:1:k~. "llrid WeeklY during the summer session
by the Board or Student Publication~ of dte Urii'tcr.sitY or New
Mexico, and is nbl fina11dal1y a~sociated With UNM. Second
dass pQslagc} paid at Albuquerque, New Mc:t~lco 87t.ll.
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is the managing editor, the person who can help you
the most with your questions. Judy Nakamura is the
news editor, the only person who really knows what is
going on. For sports, see Nick Greenwalt. For Arts,
see Ray Abeyta. For photos, see Bill Wechter. And if
you want to be entertained, consult Robert Sanchez.
WHY: To inform the public about the campus and
day-to-day decisions that affect all of us. To provide a
forum where read!lrs are e~posed to wide range of
perspectives and opinions, To provide an opportunity
for students to learn what it means to work on a daily
publication with all its deadline realities. (Don't ask
any staff member at the end of his work day why he
works on this paper. He br she will only stare at you
slightly stunned and most assuredly dazed.)
WHERE: Marron Hall on Redondo and Yale across
from the Journalism Building which is across from the
Lobo Campus Pharmacy. Our mailing address is UNM
Box 20 (zip: B7131) and our phone number is 2775656.
WHEN: Monday through Friday. The paper actually
appears in those little white boxes around 8 a.m.
Advertising staff (Steve Ciccone, Mike Ford, Marc
Gallegos, Jim Fisher, Ray Sisneros) and the business
office are open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The newstaff can be
found from about 10 a.m. until 8 p.m. on Monday
through Thursday, rarely on Friday, never on Saturday
and from about noon untiiB p.m. on Sunday,
HOW: By the skin of our teeth. We work hard to
produce the best newspaper we can. If you have any
suggestions, questions or complaints, please tell us.
On the bottom line, student input is really what the
Lobo is all about.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
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Life
And Related Subjects

Dave Barry
Syndicated Columnist

Lobo Represents Your Input

The

.

Edltot •. , • . • • . . . . . . . . . .......•.•.....•. 1-tt:!en Gaussoin
Managing Editor . .. •
. ......... f<:ell.YOibb~
EntcrtainmcntEditor ..•....•........... Robert Sanchez
Sports Editor .......................... Nkk:Orccnwalt
Arts Editor .... , ,. • .
. ................. Ray Abeyta
Phot11Editur . • , .
. . . . . ........ Bill Wechter
News Editor
...•...... Mam.tei Ft<hlco
Copy Editor
... Judy NakamtJra
Staff Artist . • . . .
. .......... Ethan Hay
Ousine!isManagcr . • . .
. .. Ste\·eCiccont
Advertising Mannger
...... Mike Ford
Night Editor . • . . .
. .. !!ric Ma-::ldy
Subinls~l(]n~ potkY
telitr'i: Leucr$ ttl the editor must be. Lyp(!d. double spac~
on a 60·!>pilce. !inc :ihd signed by the aut hot with the author'!i
name, .addrc$$ .and telephone number. They should be no
(()nger thiin 200 word5. Only the name or the author will be
priritetl and name~ will not be withheld.
The Ually tobo docs no! guarantee p11blication.
All submi~~!uns becoit'!t: th~ properfy of tht New Medto
1l:i11y l.ohOnnd w1JI be edited for lcng.th OT libelcms C(f(ltel'll.
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Now before 1 tell you the very interesting story of how I had my
wisdom teeth removed, let me assure you that I realize most people
do not enjoy reading about other people's dental procedures. I
mean if you were interested in dental pmcedures, you would spend
your 'leisure time hanging around dentists' offices, talking with
dental personnel about gum disease, and you probably do not do
this unless you have very few friends.
What .happened is that one day my dentist was poking around my
mouth, as is hiS wont, and he told me that my wisdom teeth had
erupted. That's the word he used: "erupted." This surprised me,
because, to the best of my knowledge, my wisdom teeth have never
once left my mouth, so you'd think that I would .have noticed
something, such as puffs of smoke followed by the screams of tooth
bacteria fleeing their little bacteria villages. But I never heard
anything. Maybe I was drinking.
Anyway, my dentist suggested that I have my wisdom teeth
removed. You've probably noticed this about dentists: They're
always coming up with new things to do to your mouth, They're
never satisfied. But I agreed to have my wisdom teeth removed,
mostly because at the time I was breathing that wonder gas your
modern dentists let you breathe while they're working on your
mouth. 1 don't know what's in wonder gas, but it makes me very
relaxed, and when I'm breathing it my dentist could get me to agree
to anything:
My Dentist: Okay, Dave, now I'm going to fix this cavity.
Me: Fine.
My Dentist: And then I'm going to drill a hole into your skull and
pour creamed corn on your brain.
Me: Fine.
IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: For the record, my dentist has
never suggested that he would pour creamed corn on my brain; I'm
only saying that if he did suggest it while I was breathing wonder
gas, 1 would agree. My dentist is a competent, humane, intelligent,
fine m~n. and I don't mean to suggest otherwise, because I want to
rule out the possibility that some other irate dentist will tie me down
and drill into my teeth without Novocain the way Laurence Olivier
did to Dustin Hoffman in the movie "Marathon Man" when Olivier
wanted Hoff man to tell him whether it was safe to get several million
dollars' worth of gems from a safety-deposit box.
In the weeks leading up to my wisdom-teeth removal, I talked with
friends who had had their wisdom teeth removed, and they were
very reassuring. "It's horrible," they reassured me. So when the big
day came, l'was fairly nervous.
But the actual removal was a breeze, My dentist gave me wonder
gas and enough Novocain to anesthetize mainland China, and I
never felt a thing. I was in a terrific mood; in fact, my wife and I
immediately went to Sears to look at carpets.
It was in the Sears carpet department that the wonder gas and the
Novocain wore off and I realized I had painful holes in my mouth and
was going to bleed to death. I was forced to sit down on one of the.
better grades of carpet (Positively Plush), where I tried to figure out
how, without getting blood on the carpet, I could alert my wife that I
was dying. ·All around me were people waving samples around, but
they had no idea of the tragedy about to occur; as far as they knew, I
was just an unusually pale person who tries out carpeting by sitting
on it. Finally, I was able to stagger to a phone and call my dentist,
who said he didn't think I would die, which was disappointing, given
the way I felt.
As you may have gathered, I did not die, and today I feel fine. My
only complaint is that the dentist turned the wonder gas off so soon.
I think he should have left it on until I was completely out of danger,
say four to six weeks. I would have felt much better, although Lord
only knows what kind of carpet I would have picked out.

Athletic Budget Passes BEF Despite Controversy
A motion to declare the 1981-82
University of New Mexico athletic
budget "unrealistic" and send it
back to the UNM Board of Regents
for reconsideration was rejected
Aug. 13 by the New Mexico Board
of Educational Finance.

1981-82, all of which will go to help
retire bonds.
University bonds are paid off
from a variety of sources, including
federal grants, $14 taken from each
student's tuition and lease
payments from UNM,owned land.
UNM Vice President for Budget
BEF Secretary Robert Rodriquez
made the motion after expressing and Finance John Perovich said the
concern about the department's bonds' interest rate did not rise
$93,000 deficit in 1980-81 while not because of the re-issue.
UNM President William "Bud"
paying anything to help retire
bonds used for improvements at Davis told the BEF the 1980-81
University Stadium and University athletic budget had a deficit
Arena.
because gate receipts from football
After a 1974 bond issue to build games was only $347,104 while
University Stadium's $1,8 million $500,000 was projected.
VIP seating area and press box,
Davis said the athletic departalong with the University Arena ment also had such unexpected
mezzanine, the athletic department costs as paying its $38,000 share
paid $300,000 a year to help retire from the 1978 NCAA basketball
the bonds.
tournament back to the NCAA, a
But those bonds, along with new academic counseling program
other university bonds, were all re- and unexpected rises in medical and
issued together in 1978 to lower the travel costs.
The increase in women's sports at
total yearly payment for the bonds
UNM
have added to the departto $2.1 million from $4.6 million
while extending the amount of time ment'' :1udget troubles, Davis said.
He said having a "full sports
needed to pay off the bonds,
program" by raising the women's
After the re-issue, the athletic sports budget to about $800,000 in
department was not required to pat_ 1980-81 from about $50,000 in 1974
the entire $300,000 each year but was "like adding a whole new
was committed to pay as much as it program without increasing the
could from any surplus it may have. revenue base."
A request to the 1981 New
The athletic department has
projected a $60,000 surplus for Mexico Legislature for more funds

specifically for women's sports was
rejected but Davis said he plans to
ask th~ legislature again next year.
Davis said for football to make
its projected $500,000 last year, 12
to 13,000 paying customers had to
attend each game.
Football gate receipts were more
than projected until Brad Wright
and David Osborn, UNM' stop two
quarterbacks, were injured in the
same game during the season, Davis
said.
After the injuries, the team no
longer played as well as before and
attendance dropped off drastically,
Davis said,
D.avis said the Regents were
confident UNM can k~ep a full
sports program of 23 men and
women teams but if budget
problems continued for two or
three years the university might
have to drop some non-revenue
sports.
Davis said this was the first time
the athletic department has had a
deficit since he became president in
1975.
After .Perovich stated that at least
two-thirds of the money used to
retire bonds came from student
fees, Rodriquez reiterated an accusation by Regent Calvin Horn
that UNM officials promised not to
use student money to pay for the

press box, VIP seating a11d mezzanine.

payment as part of the budget
deficit.

Rodriquez a)so produced a
number of newspaper articles,
including Daily Lobo articles from
April 22 and April 23, 1976, in
which UNM officials said student
fees would not be used for the
athletic department bonds.

BEF member Nelson Tydings
said the Regents bad already reaffirmed the 1981-82 athletic
budget over two weeks ago so there
was no need to send the budget
back to them,

Davis answered that using
student fees to help retire all UNM
bonds is established policy and was
"part of the university."
Perovich later said the expansions were paid with the part of
the General Operating Fund used
for construction, which does not
contain student fees, until the
bonds were sold. Revenues from
the bond sale - paid off by the bond
fund which is at least two-thirds
student fees - then replaced the
money taken from the General
Operating Fund, he said.
The expansions generate more
money than they cost, Davis said,
and the revenue from the basketball
and football teams alone would
easily pay off the bonds if that
revenue did not have to help
support other sports teams.
BEF member Charles Olson, who
would second Rodriquez' motion to
reject the 1981-82 athletic budget,
said he considered the $300,000

During a break taken after the
vote, Olson was still dissatisfied
and told Davis, "What you've said
(about the budget troubles) and the
way you've handled it will nat go
well with the Legislature.''
Davis later said he was concerned
about a deficit in any part of the
UNM budget but "I don't think the
university will collapse."
BEF Chairman Edward Ortiz
told Davis he hoped UNM got its
budget problems under control
because "As UNM goes, so goes
higher
education
in
the
state •.. now it seems as UNM
athletics goes, so goes the state."
BEF Vice Chairman Don Stuart
said that while BEF does look
closely at the budget projections of
all university departments, gate
receipts is the riskiest part of a
budget to project and is hard for
the BEF to check up on.

Permit Rush
Liill.its Space

For Parking
Patrick Armijo
The annual rush for a parking ·
permit has left the choice zones on
the main campus sold out but
parking permits for zone G, in the
dormitory area, and zone D,
southeast of Johnson Gym, will be
sold over-the-counter Aug. 17 at
the Police and Parking Services
Office located at 1821 Roma NE.
Parking permits are also
available in zones M·and L both on
the north cu.mpus which are sold
mostly to medical and law students.
These perntits can also be purchased at the Police and Parking
Services Office.
Permits for vehicles are $36 and
are valid for the fall and spring
semesters.
Perntits for motorcycles ate also
available for $20.
Motorcycle permits are Issued
free to holders of car permits. The
permits are issued for the same zone
as the car permit but motorcycles
must be parked in special parking
lots.
'l"he meters throughout the
campus can be used by anyone but
everyone must pay for the meterspace including permit holders.
Free-parking is available in a lot
located around the observatory on
the north campus bordered by
Tucker Road, Yale and Camino de
Salud; and on a lot across from
University Heights Hospital
border~d by Tucker Road and
University Boulevard.
A free shuttle bus transports
students from the free parking lots
to the main campus bus-stop at
Yale and Redondo. The buses
make stops everY ten minutes and
run from 7:45a.m. to 6:15p.m.
"We urge people to take advantage of the free lots and free bus
service," Berry Cox, director of
Police and Parking Services, said.
"It is relativly qUick and many
riders find that it efficientlY meets
their needs."
Demand far exceeds the supply in
the paid parking areas especially on
the main campus, Cox Said.
After 4:30p.m. UNM zone and
metered parking is free and not
enforced because most classes are
over.
However, the restricted shaded
curb areas are always enforced.
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'Super Summer Picnic' Highlights Fiesta Week
A unique way to meet the
university president and to
involve students in social activities, will be · among the
W~lcome Back Fiesta events
sponsored by nine campus
organizations.
Fiesta committee chairman
and Director of the New Mexico
Union, Cliff Holt, said the fiesta
was developed by Vice President
Marvin D. "Swede" Johnson
about four years ago and has
grown in size since then.
The following is a listing of
the event's times and dates:
Aug. 22 - Redondo Street
Dance, 9 p.m. in front of La
Posada Hall, near the dormitories, featuring Brian Dunn
and his Disco Act.
Aug. 23 Super Summer
Picnic, 5:30 p.m. to I 0:30 p.m.
at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium featuring the Charlie

Daniels Band, New Riders of the
Purple Sage, The Dirt Band and
Juice Newton. The Assoicated
Students at UNM Popular
Entertainment
Committee
(PEC), KRZY Radio and the
Old Time Fiddlers Association
are sponsoring the New .Mexico

State Fiddle Championships.

Fiddlers from throughout the
state are invited to compete for
the state title, which includes
prize money, the state trophy
and performance on the Super
Summer Picnic bill.
All ages are welcome to
compete. Contestants may preregister by calling the PEC at
277-4660 or can register the day
of the event between 8 a.m. and
10 a.m. at UNM's Woodward

Hall.
The preliminary competition
begins at Woodward Hall at 10
a.m. Aug. 23 and the five
finalists from each division will
compete at the Sports Stadium
beginning at 5 p.m.
The divisions are through 16
years of age, 17 to 59 years of
age and 60 and above.
Govenor Bruce King is
proclaiming Aug. 23 as "State
Fiddle Day."
Ticket prices are $11 for
students, $12 for the general
public and $13.50 the day of the
show. Tickets are available from
Giant Ticket Outlets. (In
Albuquerque that is both
General Stores, Sears, Wild
West Music and both UNM
Campus Box Offices).

The Old West
Returns to UNM, noon on the

Aug. 24 -

Mall, in front of Zimmerman
Library. This features a reenactment of the Tombstone,
Ariz. shoot-out at the O.K.
Corral and other Westem
brawls.
Aug. 25 - Comedy Festival,
noon at the SUB south lawn, .
featuring Michael Anthony and
, His Lovely Leslie and wizardry,
juggling and other acts. Also
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., there
will be continuous old-time
comedy flicks showing ir1 the
SUB Theatr~. free of charge,
Some of the flicks include
Laurel and Hardy, The Three
Stooges, The Keystone Cops,
The Little Rascals ~md cartoons.
Aug, 26 - Chili Feed from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the
Duck Pond. There will be free
chili and watermelon and
Flamenco dancers will be
featured.
Aug. 27 - Recreatiot; Getaway
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
games room in the downstairs
level of the SUB, There will be
free games for all students
during that time, including
video, pinball, pool, billiards

to 1 a.m. in the SUB Ballroom,
A free dance featuring the
Philesteens, Convertibles and
the Hydraulics.

and ping pong. Also, Jimmy
"Cowboy"
Moore,
selfproclaimed master of Minnesota
Fats, Willie Mosconi and other
pool greats, will give an
exhibition in pool and challenge
any UNM pool player.

Aug, 29 - Western Hoe Down
at 8 p.m. at the SUB Ballroom,
There will be a country-western
swing featuring Cactus Kid and
a dance contest. The winners
will receive an all expense paid
trip to Houston to see the Lobos
in their season opener at the
Houston Astrodome against the
University of Houston. The
same gunfighters group that will
perform Aug. 24 will perform
again at th.e Hoe Down.

One Small Splash for
Student Kind from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. on the Mall. Students have
a chance to dunk UNM administrators and ASUNM
officers and senators in the
dunking tank. Holt said that this
will probably be the most
popular event in the Fiesta.
Aug, 28 President's Ice
Cream Social at 2 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. Pre>ident Davis
and other UNM administrators
will be giving out free ice cream
cones. It gives a chance for
students to talk informally with
administrators. Also, there will
be tables with information on
different UNM organizations.
- Be(Jch Party at 3 p.m. at
the UNM Pool, Activities include dancing to the Rock 94
disco unit, swimming, sky diving
exhibitions, food, a bellY flop
contest, an innertube olympics
and models in swimsuits.
-Rock 'n' Roll from 9 p.m.

Ticket prices are $1 for
students and $1.50 for nonstudents.
Organizations sponsoring the
events a.re the Dean of Students,
the Resident Hall Association,
the lntramurals Department, the
Alumni Association, Popejoy
Hall, the Development Office,
the New Mexico Union (including Student Union Building
Entertainment), the student
government (including the
Popular Enter.tainment
Committee) and Physical
Resources, Holt said.

Liquor Advocate Fears Low Turnout
A low turnout for the Aug. 20

Baptist Church and liquor license
referendum that will decide
owners who •vant to limit available
whether restawants can serve beer licenses to keep the value of their
and wine with meals v.ill surely licenses high, Carrara said,
r~sult in the denial of the necessary
Carraro said task force polls
licenses, a license advocate said show 70 to 90 percent of voters in
Saturday.
favor of the licenses.
Joe Carrara, owner of Carrara's
Although the media have been
pizza and a member of the cooperative about publicizing the
Restaurant Task Force's executive referendum,
people are still
committee, said small groups of unaware of the election because
people opposed to the licenses will they are used to elections being held
surely vote Thursday and would on Tuesdays in October and
win if the turnout was low.
November, Carrara said.
The small opposition groups
Members of the task force
include constituents of the First collected more than enough

Montoya's Papers To Be Donated
Zimmerman Library will be
presented with the political papers
of the late Sen. Joseph Montoya
(D-NM) at a 3 p.m. ceremony
August 19 in the Anderson Room of
the library.
The papers are a gift to the
special collections department of
the General Library from Montoya's family.
Montoya's
daughter,
Linda.
Haran, will make the formal
presentation to UNM President
William E. "Bud" Davis, Dean of
Library Services Paul Vassallo and
economics
Professor David

Harr.!lt.m, who served as campaign the history of New Mexico," he
manager for the senator.
said.
"The principal significance of
"Our goal is to be the major
this gift is that these papers will be depository for the papers of New
preserved and made available to Mexico's public figures. This
scholars," Vassallo said. "The certainly is of major significance to
papers had originally been accomplishing that goal," he said.
deposited with the College of Santa
Born Sept. 24, 1915, in :Pena
Fe, which shared the family's Blanca, Montoya served in the state
concern that the papers should be legislature and as New Mexico's
placed in the proper institution.
lieutanant governor before being
"We're very grateful because we elected to the U.S. House of
believe such a record should not be Representatives in 1957. He won a
lost. We feel very strongly about it seat in the U.S. Senate in 1964.
because it compliments the other
Montoya died in Washington,
collections that we have regarding D.C., in June 1979.

Aid Money
Available
Enrollment and student financial
aid figures at UNM for 1981-82 are
expected to be very similar to those
oflast year.
Robert Weaver, dean of admissions and records, said the
steady enrollment pattern of the
past several years indicates that
some 22,400 students will be on
campus for the fall semester.
Weaver said there may be fewer
full-time students because of the
economic situation but that the
number of part-time students
would increase to balance the
enrollment figures.
Of the expected 22,400 students
most will require financial
assistance.
John Whiteside, associate
director of student financial aid and
career services, said the overall
effects of budget cuts in
Washington are fairly minor at this
point for 1981-82.
"The effect on students from
families with an adjusted gross
income of $15,000 and below will
be minimal," he said. "There will
be more of an effect on students
from families with an adjusted
gross income of $20,000 or more.
This effect might be anyWhere from
between $200 and $400 a year."
Last year $2 million was available
in National Direct Student Loans to
UNM students. This same amount
is available this year.
Of the $10 million dollars
allocated to New Mexi~o last year
for New Mexico Student Loans,
UNM received about $4 million.
UNM will receive more funds for
this program for 1981·82.
Within the work-study program,
the program that involves more
UNM students than any other, $1.8
million was available last year.
This year $1.9 million will be
available but with the increase in
the minimum Wage rate, which
became effective in January, the
amount of money cquais out.
Whiteside said the reason work·
study money has remained the same
is because UNM cut its work-study
program back to 60 percent during
the summer months so more furtds
would be available to more students
in the fall.
Compared to last fall the
program will be working at a level
of90 to 95 percent, Whiteside said.
Students may still apply for basic
grants artd New Mexico Student
Loans.

•
Welcome Back

&
Good Luck!

One bite of our mouth-watering
pizza and you'll agree that our
pizza has PIZZAZZ! We offer
both Neapolitan and Sicilian
styles, smothered with plenty
of your favorite garnish.

PIZZA BY THE SLICE

CALL AHEAD FOR
QUICK SERVICE.

107 Corhell S.E.

262·1555

I

signatures from registered voters to
call for the referendum but now
find themselves resorting to a media
campaign this week to remind
voters to. turn out.
People complained for years
about the liquor license situation
but now don't seem to care,
Carrara said.
Carrara accused the religious
faction of using scare tactics in
insinuating that allowing the
licenses will allow businesses to
serve liquor close to churches and
schools.
But it is already law that liquor

cannot be served within 300 feet of
a church or school and that will not
change regardless of the election
outcome, Carrara said.
_ Beer and wine license supporters
compromised with the religious
faction during the 1981 State
Legislature, Carraro said.
The religious faction ended
opposition to beer and wine licenses
after license supporters agreed to
place several restrictions on the
licenses, such a:s limiting them to
places that close by 11 p.m. and in
which at least 60 percent of sales are
food, Carraro said.
"We've dealt in an honorable
way but now they're opposing us on
grounds we've already add;cssed,"
Carraro said.
The Lobo was unable to contact
opponents of the licenses.
Carrara said the referendum is
being held as soon as the State
Legislature and the County Clerk
will allow. But because the
referendum .cannot be held with the
city elections later this year, the
referendum could not be held until
February if not held now.
Carrara said the chances for
winning the referendum would be
the same if it were held in February,
but the task force may have
miscalculated in having the election
now because many people are out
of town during the summer,

Foundation
Picks Etter
For Seminar
An assistant professor of
electrical
and
computer
engineering at UNM has been
chosen to participate in a
National Science Foundation
workshop on digital signal
processing for scientists and
engineers,
Dr. Delores M. Etter is one of
12 participants from the United

States who will be traveling to
Portovenere, Italy, to meet with
a group of Italian researchers to
initiate joint research efforts.
Following the workshop, to
be held Aug. 27 through 29, she
will present a technical paper at
the International Digital Signal
Processing Conference
scheduled for Sept. 2 through 5
in Florence, Italy.
While in Italy, she will also
visit various universities and a
NATO laboratory.

THE
CATS

MEOW

2 n d HAND CL0TH ES NEW~ USED
for WoMEN> MeN ~ CHILDREN
10 -s::;o

3104- CENTRAL, SE

MO~-FRl

Best Broadway Musical of 1979- Five Great Performances
POPEJOY HALL- UNM
~ ~

.t

E\·ery trip to your outdoors should .>t:trt
at Baet.:woods. Because we \•e got
selection and quality you \\'on 't find in
yout e\·eryday departn1ent store.
And the best known names in the
back\\'oods- names like !'lorth ·Face,
,\larmot and Sierra Designs.
From tents to hiking shom, depend
on Backwoods.

EVENINGS:

Saturday, Sept. 19- 6:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 20-8:15 p.m.
All Seats Reserved - $20.00, $18.00, $14.00
MATINEES: Sunday, Sept. 20-2:15 p.m.
All Seats Reserved- $16.00, $14.00, $1.1.00
Friday, Sept. 18- 8:15p.m. Subscribers Night
ASUNM/GSA Students Half Price

Tickets Available at all ficketmaster Outlets- Call277-3121 for more Information
Parental Guiqance is Recommended

The Sout

the Arts
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CITY
BOOKS

BUY SELL TRADE

GIUAL!TY USED BOOKS
1:39 HARVARD SE!

open

M·$10·7

Graduate, Law Students Offered
Specialized Association Services

Sun1·5

Wild Rose
Summer Clearance

20-500fo off
Summer clothing
including: Danskins,
swimwear and body suits

Sale starts today
266-9946

2916 Central S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106

Mon. ..Sat.
10-6

Back in 1969, University of New
Mexico graduate students voted to
create a student organi~ation to
represent them, independent of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico.
The
Graduate
Student
Association has been growing in
strength ever since.
GSA now has representatives on
all university standing committees
and handles a budget of over
$75,000.
The 1981-82 GSA president is
Ellen Foppes who is now working
towards a doctorate in history.
GSA's services are provided
through an $11 fee paid each
semester by all graduate and law
students.
One important GSA service is
provided by the Student Research
Allocations Committee which may
give limited funds to graduate
students to help with research,
various projects and for travel to
conferences directly associated with
their degree program.
The Special Projects and
Speakers Committee may provide
funds to chartered organizations
for projects or speakers of interest
to graduates.
The GSA office, room 96B in the
basement of the Student Union

WELCOME!

Building, has a lettering set for training is needed to operate the
graduate student use that can be word processor. GSA also provides
reserved or checked out overnight a user handbook.
Students are required to leave a
or for weekends.
$10 deposit for a floppy disk. Only
Graduate students can also use
$5 is given back when the floppy
,the GSA office phone for out-ofdisk is erased.
town calls about research or school
The price to enter copy typed on
activities for $2.
an IBM SeleGtric typewriter into a
GSA provides a GSA Handbook
floppy disk is 25 cents a page, $1.25
to all graduate students.
a page for copy typed on another
The handbook has in'ormation kind of typewriter and $8.50 an
on almost every aspect of graduate ho.JH to type in handwritten copy.
student life, including information
For editing or to enter tables and
on housing, health services and unusual formats, the price is $8.50
some of the local bars and anhour.
restaurants. Copies of the handFor variable letters, such as cover
book are available at the GSA
letters
for resumes, the price is
office.
$1.25 to enter a one page letter and
GSA also has a word processor $8.50 an hour to enter variables for
service which allows graduate the letter, such as different adstudents to electronically store texts dresses and salutations.
such as resumes, theses and
The price to print such variable
dissertations on a magnetic tape or
letters is 15 cents per letter and 10
"floppy disk."
cents per envelope.
This allows students to have the
Also offer~d are resume package
text corrected and reprinted in part, deals which include entering the
which saves time.
resume on a floppy disk, receiving a
The service is available to draft to edit, editing and one final
graduate students at cost, 50 to 60 copy.
percent lower than professional
The rates are $5 for a one page
word processor services.
resume, $7.50 for 2 or 3 pages and
Students must pay for word for over three pages the rate is $7.50
processor operators since intensive plus $1.25 for each page over three
pages.
Additional copies of a resume are
15 cents per copy up to 20 copies
and 20 cents per copy for more than
20 copies.
A rush editing service is also
offered at the word operators
discretion for $15 per hour and 15
cents per page.
GSA has also helped graduate
students receive discounts on
Popejoy Hall events such as the
Popejoy Cultural Series, day care
from the UNM Child Care Co•op,
and numerous seminars and lectures.
Groups .included in the GSA
budget and whose services are
available to graduate students
include the Daily Lobo, the
Mexican-American and American
Indian law student associations, the
Graduate Association of Business
Students, Agora, the ASA gallery,
the International Center, the Poetry
Series and arts magazine Conceptions Southwest.
For more information on GSA
and any of its services, call the GSA
office at 277-3803. Office hours
have not yet been set for this
semester but the GSA office will
have an answering machine after
office hours to give information
and take messages.

EIGHT YEAR
HIPPOI
- the following offer:

.

\

)

J.

Come to Reed's for all your photographic
needs. We offer complete product lines, con·
venient hours, professional service and

THE LOWEST PRICES
IN ALBUQUERQUE.
Hours: Mon·Thu 9·6
Fri
9-8

Sat

8206 Menaul. NE
Hoffmantown Shopping Ctr
299.6644
Bicycles are popular prey to thieves atUNM. Make sure you have a secure locking system.

16 Promoted to 'Professor'
Philip
Garry,
Faculty promotions for 1981-81 thropology;
have been announced by the pathology; Dick D. Gerdes,
modern and classical languages;
University of New Mexico,
James Goodwin, medicine; Jean
Promoted to professor are:
Goodwin, psychiatry; Larry
Jon~than Abrams,
medicine; Gorbet, anthropology; Richard
Richard C, Allen, mathematics and
Grassl, mathematics and statistics.
statistics; Arthur D. Bankhurst,
Frederick Hashimoto, medicine;
medicine; Thomas F. Barrow, art;
Joachim
Hermann, pharmacy;
Albert Church, economics; Roy
Colclaser, electrical and computer Richard Jensen, speech comscience; Richard A. Gonzales, law; munication; Timothy Johnston,
Robert
D.
Hilgers,
ob- pharmacy; William Kelly, pharmacy/pediatrics; Steven Kramer,
stetrics/gynecology.
history; Robert Lawrence, jourCharles E. McClelland, history; nalism;
Rodrigo
Lievano,
Harry Nadler, art; Wolfgang F.E. Anderson School of Management.
Preiser, architecture and planning;
Richard R. Murray, obWilliam R. Schiller, surgery; Glenn stetrics/gynecology; Thomas Paez,
Sears, civil engineering; William civil engineering; Su-Moon Park,
Sterling, surgery; A. Neal chemistry;
Allen Parkman,
Townsend, art education and Anderson School -of Management;
William H. Wiese, family, com· James Porter, Anderson School of
munity and emergency medicine.
Management; Jennifer Predock,
Promoted to associate professor theatre arts; Roberto Prizont,
medicine; Howard Rodee, art;
are:
R. Nicholas Abdalla, art; Gary Rosenberg, neurology.
Joseph Saiers, medicine; Ronald
Bechara F. Akl, surgery; Oswald C.
Baca, biology; Charles Biebel, Schrader, mathematics and
American studies; Gregory S. statistics; Robert Searles, medicine,
Bowes, secondary and adult teacher adjunct associate professor; Toby
education; ldolia Collier, nursing; Simon, pathology; Howard Sniith,
Michael Conniff, history; Charles Anderson School of Management;
Patricia Smith, English; Jacqueline
P. Crowley, computer science.
Harold Delaney, psychology; Solomon, nursing; Lawrence
William Dowling, English; Stewart Straus, anthropology.
Raney Thronhill, biology; John
Duban, pediatrics; Michael Fischer, .
English; Jeffrey Froehlich, an- Trujillo, biology; Harold Van

Winkle, music; Albert Vogel,
psychiatry; Roland Watkins, ·
pharmacy; Ebtisam Wilkins,
chemical arid nuclear engineering;
Floyd Williams, music; Carla
Wofsy, mathematics and statistics;
Carolyn Wood, educational administration and Jeffrey Woodside,
surgery.
New UNM .assistant professors
for 1981-82 include:
Rita Angel, music; Elen Feinberg, art; Jeffrey Piper, music;
Diane Stine, librarianship and Julia
Thornbury, nursing.

Get Ready!
Starting Tues. Aug. 25th
High Style is having a

25°/o off SALE
134 Harvard SE

FREE

with purchase of $5.00 or more
(limit l shirt per person)
offer good onl_y while the_y lost

SUNDAY, AUGUST23, 1981
lO:OOo.m to ll:OOpm

'

Need Auto
Insurance?
: Call the :
:specialists:
•

1

0©~
.

SINCE 1973

120 Harvard Dr. SE
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Imported Gourmet Coffee
Coffee Brewing Equipment
Ice Creo.m to go
Exotic Coffee Drinks
Fresh & Bottled Juices
Deluxe Po.str_ys
Po.cko.ged Teo.s
Gourmet Deco.ffino.ted Coffee
Alto.-Deno. Do.ir,Y Products

(across from No.turo.l Sound Records & To, pes)

•
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I
I

1
1

Insure your car with the
company you can depend
on and enjoy these great
. be_nefits:

• Lowdown
payments
• Money-saving
deductibles
• Affordable payment plans

1 • Co!lntrywi~e
I
cla1m servtce
Callor visit todayfor
I a free rate quotation.
•
265-5b95
I 1611 Carlisle Blvd. SE
I
(Carlisle & Gibson)

I

Calculator Day at
Reliable
Reproductions Inc.
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Meet a Factory Expert.

I
I

August 31, 1981
9 am to 4 pm
1100 Second NW
Albuquerque, NM
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.... INSURANCE COMPANY,

, . . CUP&SAVE.

Hewlett-Packard
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Watch for our sale Aug. 20
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Reliable Reproduclions Inc.
1100 Second Street, N. W.
Albuquerque, N,M. 87102
(505) 247-1578

265-4365
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ARE YOU COMING UP SHORT
AT THE END OF THE MONTH?
There~'s

~
~

one lhtng thai's probably common to all callege stUdents. They

have co watctlthe '' ftna nc.as Here's. news about some t'le lp you mav be able co
get
•
An Fotce ROTC hu four~ three ar\d twc•yellr scholarshipS lhat prov1de you
S100a montllllf1d cover alltuit•on. books end lab fees: _As an AFAOTCeader,

you'llen"'"" eoc>long on•o"m of A;r Fo.ce >nsuucnon Ihat pre,.,esyou fo<
one ot the most gr~t•fvif'lg management jobs nallabl11 today
The A~r FOtte tu1s opol!lntngs for vouf'!Q men and women ma,otmg m selected
sc:•ence .and englneertng fields,. as well as ·non•tachnlcal degrees Ctv1t;
Ek!clru:sl & Mechanu:al EngmeerH1Q, Computer $c1MCe, Bustnoss Ad·
mu.,·•stratlon, Economtcs and olher majors are currently 11'1 demand
look •nto tOe A•r For~e Program ughtaway. See wllat'sm•tforyou. You'll
. be glad you put your m8for to work one JOb that realty counts

CONTACT;
Prof. of Aerospace Science
1901 las Lomas NE

Uruversity cf New Mexico
Albuquerqoe, NM 87131

.ROTC
Golewoy loo great way olllll'.

limited edition 8th Anniversary T-shirt

10-5

Telephone 277 ..4502
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Library Dean Chosen
For 3 Reference Posts

DFUNM

The University of New
Mexico's dean of library services
has been elected to three
positicms associated with
regional and national library
networking organizations,
Dean Paul Vassallo was
elected chairman of the board of
trustees of the AMIGOS
Bibljographic Council, Inc. for
the 1982 fiscal year. He has
served as a board member for
the past two years.
AMIOOS
Bibliographic
Council, Inc., headquartered in
Dallas,
is
a
regional
organization established to
provide, via networking, the
services of bibliographic and
information-orie[\ted utilities to
libraries in the southwestern
United States and Latin
America,
The 202 members represent
libraries and information services in Arizona, Arkansas, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas and
Mexico. Included are the major
academic libraries, as well as
other four- and two-year institutions of higher learning, and

THERE!IS A FIRE DN THE UNIVERSITY
DF NEW MEXICO CAMPUS

• •

• THE FIRE DF SPIRITUAL REVIVAL. •

•

Yaur life can be chantaed as a result!
MARANATHA CHRISTIAN CENTER
invites yau ta several
exc:itinta happenint;~s an campus this week.
Bill McCaiiJ
Sint;~inr:t and Speakinr:t nit;~htly
7:DDp.m.
.at the
Maranatha CenterMa~day, Aut;~ust 24 and
Tuesday,Auvust25

r-

Davis, Names
Management
School Dean

Sunday,Aur:~ustaa

Crair:~ Rathwell

speakin,. an
''How ta have tatal success
in the camin,. warld crisis•'
7:DD p.m. at the

Maranatha Center

'

"THESE MEN WHD HAVE UPSET THE WDRLD HAVE CDME HERE ALSD.'
Actst7:&

~1

I

In •v•ry cit:y acra•• t:h• •arlfl. Chr•t:ian• are •till baldly d•clariniJ t:a
all m•n that .l••u• Chri•t: i• inu•d Lard and Kinfill. They ar• nat livi"fill
a r•lifilliau• life full af •mpt:y waru. but; t:uy ar• livihiJ a lif•at;yl• that
prav•• t:h• Pi!~•r af G~d t:a C~ft'ille the very_h•art: af nuan. Th•y are
nat; campranu••n'ill l:lw1r cammit:nutnt ta Chr1at:. but ar• tat:ally and
uncanditianally •urr•nured ta Hi• will far their lives. And thay ar•
still. with burnii'IIJ z•al and campl•t:. canfidenc• in tuir Gad. d•t•rmirwd ta .s•• the .wha• ••rth Chanfilled by lfl• paw•r · af th•ir
messafill•· Ratur than _take av•r _tu warld by military vial•nce.
these fallaw•rs af the KiniJ af kinfi11s b•liev• that evil will be av•rcam•
by fi11aad. sin averc:ame by rifillhl:eausne••· and hate av•rcam• by th•
lav•afGad.

Helen Gaussoin
The University of New Mexico
Law School isn't unique just
because it's the only law school in
the state or just because it has the
largest clinical law program in the
country. For the dean of the sc)lool,
what makes UNM's law school,
special is that the faculty and
students help each other.
"The faculty know the students
by their first names. Nobody keeps
office hours, Their offices are
always open," he says.
Desiderio says the school was
designed with this in mind with all
the classrooms opening to a centrally located forum.
He calls the forum a "third
classroom" explaining "education
begins in the classroom and should
continue, To me education is more
than just three credits a course."
This attitude helps the law school
provide a "total educational
program," Desiderio says,
"The study of law is a very
personal experience. It's not the
accumulation of information, It's
the development of one's thinking
and analytic abilities," he says.
Although law schools are not
ranked, Desiderio says, "I view the
UNM law school - in my .ob·
jective, unbiased manner - as the
best law school in the country."

The accreditation report of the
American Bar Association and the
American Association of Law
Schools states few schools have
achieved as much as t11e UNM Law
School.
Desiderio says, "We are a small
law school but when you look at the
amount
of
activity,
the
achievements
of
our
graduates , . , I guess you could
say, we're proud of our school."
The law school is best known for
its clinical· law program and the
school's
publication "Natural
Resources Journal" is internationally recognized, he says
UNM has the largest and, except
for the Supreme Court Library in
Santa Fe., the only law library in the
state.
The Law School Library is
"exceptional"
Desiderio
says
because of the employees "whose
goal is service."·
He says, "That service goes to
oureducationalprogram, to the bar
of the state of New Mexico and to
the people."
The library also provides a
"comfortable and. pleasant environment. People like to study
there," he says.
Like students on main campus,
the 340 law school students are
older than the average law school
student, Desiderio says.

The average age of first year
students at UNM's law school is 29,
he says.
The Ia w school student body
reflects the slate, )le says, with most
of the students coming from New
Mexico and representing all the
regions and most of the high
schools of the state.
Desiderio, who is starting his
third year as dean after IS years as a
faculty member, says although
enrollment has remained steady at
the school "the library is still
growing, the faculty is growing and
the activity of the faculty is
growing.''
Change at the school is a "slow
process," he says.
"There won't be any major,
violent, immediate changes," he
says. "On the long term, we plan to
review innovation of our academic
program."
Desiderio says in the future the
public can expect "a school that has
developed the kind of educational
program that meets the needs of the
students and the communities they
are working in."
Desiderio concludes, "What
makes this law school a fine place in
which to learn is the fact we are a
community. We understand we
have to help each other. Studying
law is hard work but it can be
e1<citing and fun."

..

Bill McCaiiJ
"In Cancert''
an the Mall
U:DD a.m. - t:DD p.m.

Bill McCaig

special and public libraries of all
sizes.
The Council of Academic
Research
Libraries,
an
organization of the 14 major
academic research libraries in
the AMlGOS region, also
recently elected Vassallo as its
chairman.
Its purpose is to identify and
implement cooperative
programs and projects among
the member institutions, such as
the identification, acquisition
and cataloging of library
materials from the border states
in Mexico.
At a meeting of the AMIOOS
membership in Dallas, the dean
was also elected as a delegate to
the Users Council of the Online
Computer Library Center, Inc.,
located in Columbus, Ohio.
The center is a national
computerized bibliographic
network of more than 2400
libraries, including 1432 college
and university libraries, w)lich
provides access to more than 7
million bibliographic records in
machine-readable fQrm,

Spirit at Law School Unique

1

A new dean for the University of
New Mexico Robert 0. Anderson
School of Management has been
named, according to President
William E. "Bud" Davjs.
Dr. Morgan Sparks, recently
retired president of the Sandia
Corp. in Albuquerque, will assume
)lis UNM duties with the beginning
of the 1981-82 fall semester on Aug.
24.
He succeeds Dr. Jerry Jordan
who resigned earlier this year to
accept a post on President Reagan's
Council of Economic Advisers.
Dr. William Peters, who has been
acting dean since Jordan's
resignation, has been appointed
associate dean for academic affairs
for the undergraduate and graduate
management schools, Davis said.
Sparks, who earned bachelor's
and master's degrees from Rice
University and a doctorate in
cllemistry-physics
from the
University of Illinois, spent 38 years
in scientific and. management
positions in the Bell System.
He was president of Sandia for
nine years and at the same time was
vice president of Western Electric
Co., the Sandia Corp. parent
company.
Sparks is the author of numerous
technical publications and has been
_granted 10 patents in the general
area of semiconductor electronics.
1n 1977 he was nanted recipient
of the Jack A. Morton Award of
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics
Engineers
for
meritorius achievement in the field
of solid state devices. UNM
awarded him the honorary degree
of Doctor of Science in 1980.
Sparks is a Fellow of the
American Physical Society, . the
Institute of Electrical and Elec·
tronics Engineers, . and the
American Institute of Chemists. He
is a member of Phi Beta Kappa:,
Sigma Xi, and the National
Academy of Engineering.

DYNAMIC PRODUCTIONS in association with the Popular
Entertainment Committee (UNM) proudly presents
NEW MEXICO'SfiRST ANNUAL

SUPER SUMMER
0
Also Appearing

The Dirt Band
The New Riders
of the Purple Sage
The New Mexico State
Fiddling Championships
and more to be announced
Also
Roping Exhibition
Bucking Machine
Barbeque
and more surprises

SUNDAY. AUGUST 23RD
at the ALBUQUERQUE SPORTS SlADIUM
Gates open at 3:30p.m.; Show starts at 6:00p.m.!
$11.00 ASUNM students: $12.00 General Admission
RAIN OR SHINEI
To charge tickets by phone: (505) 243-3208.
'
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If you're taking tough courses
you need all the help you can
get with Hewlett-Packard
professional calculators~
': '- r- ~-:- ' .- -.
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Tl calculators can help you handle
courses in math, science, or business now
and in the future.

,

I

.......,

;--,

"

Student Slimline
slide rule calculator
with constant memory
REG. $25.00

-.,

.

Adva need Scientific
Programmable with
continuous memory
REG. $150.00 $

11 995

SALE PRICE

'

I'

:- ).,

-;. ~- ,-~ ~-;r ~-~}\ ~;~~:::~:~ L--:! ~:~-~_~, (IJ1 r_~ ;:~~ :J t! r.C: Ul\ E.>~~:,
11

Programmable
with over 400 lines
of memory
REG.$250.00

S19995

LIST SALE

HP·33C

Programmable Scientific
with continuous memory

$90.00

$79.00

HP·37E

Business Management

$75.00

'$67.50

HP·38C

Advanced Financial Programmable

HP·41CV

Top Line Alphanumeric Programmable
with over 2,000 lines of memory

'

TI·58C

Tl-59

TI·35SP

,,'

$20.00
Rebate
from Tl

REG.$55.00
Advanced Scientific

i

Professional calculator
values for College or Career ...

,---- __ ,

1:::~

I

!J.

HP41C

HP·34C

HP-32E

!1

J_

S1995

1

$150.00 $124.9 5

Advanced Programmable
Calculator with
Constant Memory
REG. $115.00

S19995

[p{~..P!_rv..~_.,g
fiJ~rF~w\k

Plus
Calculator
Math Book
Free!

Ii

Top·of·the·line
up to 960 program
steps or 100 memories.
Magnetic card read/write
capability.
REG. $250.00

n\ l0

!r~(f'i, r~~tr-- ~~n rt~;,rr ;-~q c~p}~r~:"~
Ll >.::.:~· · '....~-;, '-4:::.?
U \..-.-> \::::::-' L~ •.::.-3: ·-::-~ ~ U-·.> '-- <:.l,;c;J,l

LIST SALE

Tl-1750111

6 Function LCD With memory

$15.95

$14.9 5

TI·30SP

Student Sliderule Scientific

$22.00

$14.95

Tl-3011

Slim line Scientific

$20.00

$14.9 5

BA·II

Slim line LCD Financial

$50.00

$39.95

Programmer • Hexadecimal/Octal Converter

$65.00

$59.9 5

Tl5040

Display/Printer Calculator

$115.00

$79.0 0

PC·100C

Printer/Plotter for TI-58C, Tl-59

$225.00

$189.9 5

II
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$325.00

$274.95

,-.

I

HP·82104A

Plug-in Card Reader

$215.00

$179.9 5

HP·82143A

Battery Operable printer

$385.00

$324.9 5

HP·82153A

Optical Wand

$125.00

$112.5 0

Mr. Buddy
Green

HP·82170A

Quad Memory Module

$79.95

HP Field Representative

$95.00

-

Friday & Saturday
August 21st & 22nd
9:00am until 4:00pm
Company representatives will help
select the ri
calculator for
.............._......_

Mr. John
Ebbinghouse
_ . Tl Sales Representative

Sale Ends 9/5/81. Hurry, quantities are limited.
(~.

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 8:00 to 5:30
SAT. 8:30 to 4:30

Holman's is the place for answers
and technical assistance.

Engineering & Drafting Supplies • Technical &
Medical Books • Complete Drafting kits for
Engineering 122 • Maps and more.

VISA
MASTERCHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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D 4r.:;ulc~ Associated Student Membership
-,.vitb ad I Associatecl Students of tne Nakamura, Reviews legislation and judicial powers delegated

II Dt•ink
4Sc

r

l-,.vi tb ad
I

I
I
I

University of New Mexico, or
(
c x pircs Aug, 22
ASUNM as it is more commonly
I
Coke, Sprite,
called, is the collective name of the
wckomc
Tab, ;\lr. l'ibb
undergraduate stude.nt body. E~ch
st ndclll~
undergraduate, by VIrtue of paYJng
2206 Ccn tml SE his tuition (which includes a $14
ASUNM fee), is a member of
!lours:
25.:;-a696
ASUNM.
mou-fri
Just as any large group of people
Ham-9pm
next to
nas a governing body. so does
:'>lcDonnklH
HUl-lillll
ASUNM. It consists of three
I ltuu-H pm
. branches; the executive, the
legislative ancl the judicial. The
llot Subs, Cold Subs
government operates from a budget
accrued partially from the $14 fee
llotueutade f)esset•ts
'collected from each undergraduate.
Jlot J)iunet·s. (;Ju~i.,s Salads
The executive branch of
ASUNM's governing nucleus
IJreakfast served Mon-Fri 8-11
consists of the President, Mike
FroUJ99Austin, the Vice President, Bill
Littlefield and appointed officials
ICreakfast IJurrito's our speeiality
of the executive cabinet. The
~NO SUB FOR A SUB UKE A SUB FROM SOUP'R'stm president and vice president are
elected by the students at the end of
..,...,. ..... ....
·!.'''
the spring semester,
Wr Wdl Catt>r Y~l\lr
(l..Fn"'' ~ ..1h<.
CotJ Ch...., anJ
The legislative branch, or the
l"i'). ~hLJtl
~xtP;JrW
tkat Trays
Senate, is composed of twenty
senators, ordinarily elected by the
students twice yearly. The vice
president serves as President of the
Senate.
There are three Senate committees that operate under the
hOUflS'
direction of the vice president:
- the Finance Committee,
-~f!?.r:
chaired by Traci Wolf. Considers
appropriation requests and makes
9:~- 9:00
budget recommendations to the
Senate;
~T·
the Steering and Rules
9611 MENAUL BLVD. NE
~:rD·i:>~OO
Committee, chaired by Judy
.

~
.1$}

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87112

-•

293-9725

other non-financial matters, except
those dealt with by the Appointments Committee;
- the Presidential Appointments Committee, currently
pending as to c]]airman, Reviews
application for appointments to
executive agencies sent to it by the
ASUNM president, then makes
appointee recommendations to the
Senate.
lncludeci in those executive
agencies are the Lobby Committee,
Michael Gallegos, chairman;
Popular Entertainment Committee,
R. J. Laino, chairman; and Film
Committee, Thomas Doherty,
chairman,
The joint student/faculty
executive agencies are: the Student
Publications Board, Bob Lawrence,
chairman; University.·. Radio
Committee,
Tony
Hillerman,
chairman; New Mexico Union
Board, Norman Dawson, chairman; Cultural Program Committee, Jan Tras, chairperson; and
the Speakers Committee, Bill
Snyder, chairman.
The judicial branch is vested in
two bodies. The first is the Student
Court, which has jurisdiction in
cases "arising under thi~ constitution, the laws and by-laws of
the Associated Students, the
regulations and actions of the
various bodies and committees of
the Associated Students, and all
other activities resulting from the
authorities created by tbis constitution with the exception of those

Libraries' Friends Elect Officers
The Friends of the UNM was elected vice president and
Libraries have elected three new Susan Badger was elected secretaryofficers and four board members to treasurer.
serve three-year terms on their
New board members are Janet
executive committee.
Johnson, Dwight Myers, Julius
The group's new president is Golden and Gloria Hernandez
Koury,
Mary Ann Rogers, who succeeds
Elizabeth Hendryson. Jim Dines
They join Hendryson, Homer S.

*Also -t\1e'le

to the
Student St~ndards and Grievance
Comin.ittee and to the Senate," as
stated in the ASUNM constitution,
The second body is the Student
Standards and Grievance Committee, a hearing board for "any·
student who feels that he or she has
been unjustly disciplined by any
other campus board or committee,
including the Student Court, or by
any official of the University who
feels t!lat he or she has been unjustly treated by a member of the
faculty or staff," as outlined in the
constitution,
Besides being a governing body,
ASUNM is also an entity through
which services are provided to
students, Such services as AGORA,
the ASUNM Duplicating Center in
the ·basement of the Student Union
Building, the ASA Gallery and the
ASUNM Book Co-op, to name a
few, are funded by legislative
distribution of the budget.
The total ASUNM 1981-82
operating budget, approved last
spring, is expected to be about
$386,000 (an accumulation of each
undergraduate's $14 fee), according
to Finance Chairperson Trll,ci Wolf,
Wolf said about $278,000 in budget
allocations has already been
committed and about $82,000 has
been estimated for further appropriations,
In addition to the $14 fee
collected from undergraduates,
revenue from related enterprises
makes ASUNM a million-dollar-ayear operation,

Musgrave, Joseph Baca, Ed
Perkins, Marita Travelstead,
Caroline Beaumont and Catherine
Fifield on the committee.
The Friends of the UNM
Libraries
is
a
non-profit
organization which, among other
activities, helps procure materials
for the UNM General Library.
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Save-way Liquor Stores
San· money, carry-out service. plenty of free parkin~

5704LOMASBLVD. N.E.
Your fa\'Orite brands cost less at Save-wav
and you '11 always gel what you ask for. -

.5.516MENAULBLVD. N.E.
WELCOME
UNM STUDENTS,
STAFF AND FACULTY

SAVE-WAY LIQUO-RS
FEATURES:
• The largcst .lt:lection of California
and imported wines in the state of
New Mexico.
• \Vide ussortment of wrdinls,
cognacs and hrandil's.
• Large ;election of American
and importPd beers.
• Tht• bt•sl brands in whiskies.
I'Um ~ vodka., niltl :gin.
• All of the above at low,
low, discount prices.

This just may be the best bargain on
campus! Great-looking furnitureenough to completely furnish three
rooms- for the price of one secondhand sofa. And it's all available in 48
hours! This package includes GranTree's
special 10°o discount offered to all
students. Rooms include living room,
bedroom and dinette. Nominal delivery
ond installation fee not included.

·Gur9J.1r~~ff4\\'

(Because college costs enough already.)
3900 Menaul Blvd. N. E., Albuquerque 87110, 265-5668

• Plus cotwcnicnl drive-up windows.

'
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Fiiwncial Aid For .Fall' Semester Still Available
l'atrick Armijo
Students can still receive
financial aid for the fall semester
through
Basic Educatio~al
Opportunity Grants and New
Mexico Student Loans.
All other grant, scholarship and
loan programs have used all their
funds for the fall semester,
Students can apply for a BEOG
and a NMSL at the Student
Financial Aid and Career Services
in Mesa Vista Hall.
Fred Chreist, director of Student
Financial Aid and Career Services,
said they will continue to give out
money through BEOG loans until
the program runs out of money,
Carol Desiderio, staff assistant at
Student Financial Aid and Career
Services, said that Oct. 2 is the
deadline to apply for NMSL loans
which will be dispersed Nov. 30.
Desiderio said they expect
changes in the NMSL loan
program, because of the possibility
of financial aid cutbacks by the
Reagan administration, beginning
with the Nov. 30 distribution of
funds. They are not sure what those
changes will be.
Most likely the changes will
include an income cap, which
would make it difficult for students
whose parents are in the upper
income bracket to obtain loans and

a change in the maximum amount
of money a student can receive
through the loan program,
Desiderio said,
Chreist said the financial aid
department would look over the
fund situation before the spring
semester to see if they could offer
more grants and loans for the
spring semester,
Sada Cox, financial aid specilist
at the Student Financial Aid and
Career Services, said that the
deadline to apply for scholarships
for the spring semester will be
Dec.!,
The best time to apply for
scholarships, grants and loans for
the next school year is after Jan. 1,
1982 and before March I, Chreist
said.
The following .is a list of financial
aid available for the next school
year:
GRANTS
There are three basic types of
grants available to UNM students:
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants which range from $126 to
$1670, Fran McVey, financial aid
specilist with Student Financial Aid
and Career Services, said.
BEOG grants are now given to
students for as many as ten
s~mesters,
compared to the
previous eight semester limit,

depending on a students progress in
obtaining a degree after their first
eight semesters, McVey said.
The grants are given for half-time
(6 hours) students, three-time (9
hours), and full-time (12 hours)
students.
Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity Grants which range
from $200 to $1000 said Fran
McVey,
New Mexico Student Incentive
Grants are given to extremely needy
New Mexico residents.
Grants <>re awarded on the basis
of financial need and academic
promise. Grants do not have to be
repaid and students must have a 2.0
grade-point-average to apply for
grants.

3.0 grade point average,
percent interest to qualified
Academic scholarships are students,
available to the top 10 percent of a
A Federal Insured/Guaranteed
high school gr;1duating Class, This Student Loan is a long terin 9
sclwlarship is $400 dollars a year.
percent interest loan eligible to
The Presidential Scholarship is qualified students through private
awarded annually to 100 New lending institutions such as banks,
Mexico high school seniors and are credit unions and saving and loan
worth $900 each year.
associations.
Athletic scholarships are also
Short Term Loans are loans up to
a warded but the these scholarships $100 and payable within ninety
11re not governed by the same days. and are available to qualified
guidelines as other scholarships.
students through the Office of
The National Collegiate Athletic Student Financial Aid,
Association and the Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
All U.S. veterans that have
Women set guidelines which
.at least six months of
served
athletes must meet before they can
honorable service are eligible for
be awarded scholarships.
Departmental scholarships are the Veterans Administration
awarded through each department, Educational Assistance, DepenSCHOLARSHIPS
Students should write to the dents of disablecl veterans are also
About 2000 scholarships were department of their interest and eligible for the financial aid.
Single veterans are eligible to
awarded to UNM students last inquire about scholarships and how
receive up to $342 each month for
year, Cox said ..
to apply for them.
up to 45 months of entitlement.
Scholarships are awarded solely
Married veterans can receive up to
on an academic basis, starting with
$407 each month.
the top of the scale (4.0) and
LOANS
continuing down until all the
A low interest loan allows a
There is no deadline to apply for
scholarships have been awarded, student to borrow money for his these programs. A veteran should
she said.
education which must be re-paid at take his class schedule and his 0]).,
There are about 500 types of a specified time in the future,
124, honorable discharge papers, to
scholarships available to UNM
A NMSL is provided to New the Veterans Administration Office
students.
Mexico residents at 9 percent in- on the second floor of Mesa Vista
To maintain a scholarship a terest.
Hall to become certified for the
student must complete 15 graded
A National Direct Student Loan program. It will take six to eight
honrs each semester and maintain a is a long term loan offered at 4
continued on page A -16

7 Administrative
Vacancies Filled
With New Faces
New faces have filled seven
administrative positions since May.
They are George Anselevidus,
dean, School of Architecture and
Planning;
Cynthia Hamilton,
director, Afro-American Studies;
Riley Schaeffer,
chairman,
chemistry; Thomas Zane Reeves,
director, Public Administration;
Omero Suarez, director, Valencia
County branch campus; Charlene
McDermott, dean, Graduate
Studies and Morgan Sparks, dean,
Anderson School of Management.
Anselevicius comes to UNM
from the State University of New
York at Buffalo where he was
chairman of the department of
architecture and environmental
design. He has also served as the
chairman of the department of
architecture at Harvard University
and dean for the School of
Architecture at Washington
University in St. Louis.
Hamilton served as assistant
professor of government and AfroAmerican -studies at Simmons
College, Boston, from 1973 until
this spring. She holds an undergraduate degree in . political
science from Stanford University
and a doctorate, also in political
science, from Boston University•
Prior to joining the UNM
faculty, Schaeffer was a pro~essor
of chemistry at the Uniyemty of
Wyoming, where he also served as
dean of Arts and Sciences. He is a
former chairman of the chemistry
department and . Js wide~y
recognized for h1s work m
inorganic chemistry,
Reeves is the former chairman of
the department of public administration in the School of
Management at California State
University.. He also served as
chairman of the division of public
affairs at Pepperdine University.
Suarez left the University of
Oklahoma where he was a
professor ot education and . a
reserch assistant in the provost's
office. He is a former dean of
students at Adams State College,
Alamosa, Colo,
McDermott has been a
philosophy professor at UNM since
1970 and associte dean of Graduate
Studies since 1978.
Caplan joined the UNM fa~ulty
in 1967 as a professor of busmess
administration.
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Y@lll 'I'YPING NEED3
TYPING SERVICE
.75

A PAGE
VARIOUS TYPES AVAILABLE

OCR
ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER

TYPE

1.25

A PAGE

LOWER LEVEL N,M, UNION

TYPEWRITTERS AVAILABLE

277-5031

1.00 PER StTTING

HOURS

SUMMER 8:00-5:00
FALL 8:00-9:00
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-Aid

SUB Houses Offices

continued from page A- 15
weeks before the benefits will
arrive.
UNM ,<tudents who entered the
military after Dec. 1976 will use a
different program in which a
certain amount of money saved
each month while in the service will
be doubled by the government. So
their monthly payment will be
include the mo11ey they saved plus
twice that amount, which is the
money the government provides.

offers federally funded national
scholarships in coordination with
other types of financial funds to
help finance the educatio11 of
Native Americans.
To apply for a scholarship
through the Indian bureaus a FAF
and New Mexico Fianacial Aid and
Scholarship Application must be
filled out •. A preliminary .eligibility
application must be filed with the
area Indian bureau agency (obtainable from the area BIA) and a·
certified academic transcript m\lst·
be filecl to the bureau. The area
Bureau of Indian Affairs agency
address is P.O. Box 8327,
Albuquerque 87108.
The Office of Indian Education
also offers financial assistance to
Native Americans. The studellt
should
apply
directly
to
Washington D.C. For more .information contact Virginia Edgar,
associate director of Student
Financial Aid and Career Services.

AFROTC
and
NROTC
SCHOLARSHIPS
The Air Force and Navy
scholarships pay for full tuition,
books, fees and gives each recipient
$100 dollars a month. No commitment is made to the armed
forces until the first day of the
junior year.
Any student who joins as a junior
receives $100 each month regardless
if he is on a scholarship or not.
Upon graduation the graduate is
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
commissioned as a second
lieutenant for a minimum of four
There ate three main types
years,
available through UNM services
they are:
NATIVE
AMERICAN
Work-study hires students in just
ASSISTANCE
about every department at UNM. A
Native Americans with a census student must show an economic
number, enrolled with a tribe or need before they become eligible
agency and at least one-fourth for employment through the
American Indian, Eskimo or Aleut, program.· The bottom line to
are eligible for ~Native American become elgibile is if the cost of
Assistance.
education exceeds the means to pay
The Bureau of Indian Affairs for it, said Jane Bennett, financial

aid specialist with the Student
Financial Aid and Career Services.
Bennett said that as of Aug. 11
they still had 350 to 400 jobs open.
Non-work-study is another form
of student employment offered to
students. The student \lSUa!ly
applies directly to the department
they wish to work for and is interviewed directly by the employer,
Part-time employment is another
type of student employment. Jobs
are provided outside the university
by private employers. About I 50
jobs are available through this
service according to Mary
Schodorf, supervisor of part-time
employment.
MARC
The Minority Access to Research
Careers program consists of jobs
given to minority juniors and
seniors. It pays $325 each month
and a student is assigned to a
professor.
The student must maintain a 3.0
grade point average. To apply
students should contact Richard
Griego, director of the Southwest
Resource Center in Marron Hall,
Room 122.

Did you know,..
UNM's Institute of Meteoritics is
one ·Of the most complete of it's
kind? It contains the world's largest
stoney meteorite.

Geology Department Gets Grants

GSA
Committee Applications
are now being accepted
in the GSA Offi~e, .
SUB basement. 277-3803
10 am- 1 pm Mon-Thur.
GSA Committees:
F'inance

Student Ucsearch Allocations
Word l'rocc.~Nor Use
Special Ideas
Judici:ory
Elections

Campus Committees:
Admissions and Hegistration
Athletic Council
C:irnpus Planning
Child Care Co-op
Computer Use
Cultural
Curricular
International Affairs
Library

Arts and Sciences Graduntc Committee
NM Union Board
Student Publicatiom

Student Stand:mls and Grievances
Hadio
Hcscarch I'olicy
Spcnkcrs
Hum all Subject~
Se11atc Gradtu;tc

If you are interested in serving on
any of these committees submit
your application to the GSA.

The University of New Mexico program. It allows us to bring the
geology department has been types of people we want into the
awarded two grantf. for support of program."
its visiting distinguished professor
He said the visiting distinguished
of petroleum geology position.
professorship
"allows
the
The Gulf Oil Foundation gave petroleum industry and the
the department $8000 and the university to cooperate in the
Phillips Petroleum Foundation, education of geologists who plan to
Inc. contributed $10,000.
work for the petroleum industry,"
Both grants were presented to
The
department's
first
department chairman Dr. Rodney distinguished
professor
of
Ewing, who said the awards are petroleum geology was Dr. Frank
"an important contribution to the Conselman, past president of the

American
Association
of
Petroleum
Geologists,
the
American IQstitute of Professional
Geologists and the American
Geological institute.
Iii addition, he has been
chairman of the Exploration
Committee of the Oil and Gas
Education Center, a Distinghished
Lecturer of the American
Association
of
Petroleum
Geologists and director of the
American Petroleum Institute.

ASUNM
TEXT BOOK CO·OP

Robert S~nchez

ASUNM Book Co-op, ASUNM
Crafts
Center,
ASUNM
The New Mexico Union, com• Duplicating Center and Typing
rnonly referred to as the Student Service; Casa del Sol Restaurant,
Union Building or SUB, is not only Galleria, Games Area, Graduate
a student recreation center and Student Association offices,
gathering place but also houses the Mountaineering Club, New Mexico
offices
of
many
student Public Interest Research Group,
organizations and other services.
Pre-medical Professions Club,
Returning
Students Association,
Tile hours of the building, which
is situated west of Johnson Gym Student Veterans Association, SUB
and adjacent to Popejoy Hall, are 6 Union Theater :.md the Subway
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through Station (where noontime enThursday, Friday 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. tertainment and weekend dances
and Saturday 7:30 a.m. to mid- are to be held).
A brief description of these
night, Cliff Holt, the director of the
organizations
and services follows:
Union, says, It is closed on SunAlumni
Association
- serves as
days.
a link between graduating seniors
Holt said services housed in the and graduates. This office
building are the (second fioor) publishes The Alumnus, which
Alumni Association. Associated keeps graduates informed of acStudents of UN,o'l offices, tivities and events at UNM and
Development Office of the UNM keeps a current list of addresses of
Foundation; (first floor) Country each alumnus.
Store, Gwyn's Place, Information
Associated Students at UNM Booth, Maywynns, Sidewalk Cafe, the
undergraduate
student
Student Activities Center, SUB government.
Sports Shop, Turquoise Shop,
Development Office - solicits,
UNM Mercado; (basement) Art records, reports and coordinates all
Student Association. Gallery,
continued on pageA-19

Police Beat
Police Beat is a weekly community service.column pre$ented by the
Daily Lobo in conjuction with the Campus Police Department. It is

NE\x/
MeXICO

dedicated to the reduction and prevention of crime at the University
of New Mexico.

"
The city of Albuquerque has recently experienced an upsurge of
stolen bicycles. The University of New Mexico has not been spared
the effects of this wave of theft.
In· June there were sixteen .reports of stolen bicycles from
University property, and thirteen in July. Several of these stolen
bikes were unlocked, left briefly inside University buildings, The
remainder were secured with chains and locks.
Simple locks and chains can, and are, quickly and easily defeated
with bolt cutters. Even heavy chains pose little challenge for habitual
bike thieves.
Chances of loosening a bike can be greatly reduced, however, bY
using a "U"-shaped lock such as "Darcey," "Kryptonite,"
"Citadel," etc., for bike security.
Also Campus Police will register bicycles by stamping the owner's
Social Security number into the frame and entering the owner's
name number address and bike description into UNMPD and APD
Oper~tion Ide~tification records. This method of marking bicycles
allows the numbers to be reaised with acid if they are ever ground
down.
We at Campus Police ask that any suspicious activity near bike
racks be reported to us immediately. Specific descriptions, location,
and direction of travel are important when communicating with the
police. The telephone number for Campus Police is 277-2241.

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

YOSHIMI TAKEDA
MUSIC DIRECTOR

ANNOUNCING THE GOLDEN SUBSCRIPTION SEASON
EIGHT PAIRS OF CLASSICAL SUBSCRIPTION CONCERTS
MARK ZELTSER. pianist
AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE II
GALA 50TH ANNIVERSARY CONCERT
RAYMOND LEPPARD. Guest Conductor
NANCY SHADE. Soprano: JON GARRISON. Tenor
NINA BElLINA. Violinist
ALICIA DE LARROCHA. Pianist
MAHLER'S SYMPHONY #2 with Chorus and Soloists
All concerts ill e at PopeiOY Hall 8 15 p Ill

September 25. 26 1981
October 16. 17
November 20. 21
January 15, 16 1982
February 26.27
March 12. 13
April 9. 10
May 13. 14

SUBSCRIBERS' BENEFITS
Substantial discounts.
Priority seating.
Choice of location. dates and price.
No "Sorry. sold out!"
Newsletters and receptions.
Special event notification and priority seating
at non-subscription concerts.
THERE IS STILL TIME TO SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE: THE TOP NAMES. THE
BRIGHTEST STARS. AFFORDABLE PRICES. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A Student Alternative to
the High Price of Text Books

Will Be Open 9 a.m. • 4 p.m.
Aug. 17 • Sept. 18

The finest live entertainment for tt1e whole family.

CASH
ForText Books you sell through the Co-Op - Provided
the books are used the next semester - and the lowest
prices anywhere on a wide selection of current used Texts

ASUNM Text Book Co·Op

Sell Your Books Through Us!
for more cash than anyone else

NEW LOCATION
in the SUB Basement, Room 24A
Telephone 277-3701

At Great "X" we're looking ahead with
something that will keep you co.ming back
again and again. Hair cutters that listen.
At Great Expectaticms Precision Haircutters we know that
for you to come back you have to be happy with the cut you
leave with. That's why we take time to listen, so the cut you
get is really the one you want. NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSAFiY.

-------~--------$2.50 OFF
shampoo,. precision cut,
<£
...,_
blow dry style
Reg. $14.50
"~ .,"'·
,.f?
,.f?
~+Q.'
f.(l~'.

Coronado Cenler
upper level

'

any permanent
wave
Reg. $32.00
Hours
M·F 10:00 to9:00

Sat 10:00 tcH1:00

enter Mlween

VIPS Md Wyalfs

----------

$5.00 OFF

UNM

UNM

Sun12;00!o5;00

/

]ANNIVERSARY

SE-ASON

FOA COMPLETE SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION.

CALL 842·8565
CHARGE TO YOUR VISA/MASTER CARD
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No Dorm Rooms Available For Fall

High& Dry_ _
High and Dry is a monthly column that includes up-to-date information about alcohol and problem drinking, Yow questions and
comments are welcome, and can be addressed to Dr, Miller in the
Department of Psychology, UNM, Albuquerque8713J.

William R. Miller, Ph.D.
HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?

All was well at UNM this summer. Late afternoons (top) were spent skating on the campus byways.
Shady benches (bottom) were very accomodating to the midday siestas. But, all too soon, everyone's
noses will be back in the books (bottom right).

--·-r···
.!
1·.··

..

)

'-'N\Ope
Vespa Scooters-Mopeds
Vespa
Scooters
S1299° 0

Mopeds
150MPG

New
Mopeds
539900

Expert Service-Parts-Accessories

All Makes

Certain types of families and ~ocieties are more li[>ely than others
to produce a high percentage of problem drinders. Children at
highest risk of becoming problem drinkers are those whose parents
are alcoholics, but next most likely are children from families where
alcohol is banned completely. Societies with thigh alcoholism rates
are those in which there are no norms or standards for "safe" or
"acceptable" drinking. As a whole the U.S. is one. such country; it's
OK to drink almost any time, with anybody, most anywhere, and in
any amount. We find intoxication tolerable if not funny. Many of us
seem to have no notion about how much is too much.
Some people judge by the effects they feel. It's too much when I
start feeling dizzy, or when I begin to feel nauseous, or when mY
nose gets warm. The trouble with this is that as a person drinks
.more, he or she develops a behavioral tolerance to alcohol. Fie or .she
can drink large and physically damaging amounts of alcohol without
appearing or feeling drunk. As we will see in a .later column, in fact,
problem drinkers seem to Jose tt.eir ability to judge just how drunk
they are, perhaps because of physical changes in their bodies.
What does the medical literature say? Didn't somebody find that
drinking helps your heart and makes you live longer? There have
been such findings. Moderate drinking (about two drinks a day) has
been found to be associated with lower rates of heart disease, and
moderate drinkers have been found in several studies to live longer
than abstainer, though the reason is not clear.
It is a mistake, however, to assume that if two drinks are "good"
for you, then four drinks are great for you. Heavy drinking (usually
defined in research as three drinks per day or more) is associated
with increased rates of many cancers, heart problems, liver diseases,
ulcers, premature aging of the brain and suicide. Fleavy drinkers on
the average die 5 to 12 years sooner than moderate drinkers, though
we can all point to exceptions, like Churchill. The fact is that three
drinks or more per day is a dangerous level of drinking in the long
run. (A drink, by the way, is equal to 10 ounces of beer, 4ounces of
wine, or 1 ounce of distilled spirits, all of which contain the same
amount of alcohol.)'
For some people even two drinks are too many. Women who are
pregnant or who are trying to conceive should not drink at all,
because current research suggests that alcohol can dp _serious damage
'to the unborn child..:: particularly during the first months- even in
moderate amounts. Some people find that they are simply unable to
handle alcohol: they lose control of heir behavior or their drinking
with even a few drinks. Other people simply choose to live their lives
without alcohol for reasons of personal values or religious beliefs.
People withdiabetes, ulcer, hepatitis, or ther health problems likely
to be made worse by alcohol are also best advised not to drink at all.
How much is too much? Of couse it's up to you to decide. We
know that going over three drinks per day is dangerous. Nor can you
save up your drinks for Saturday and safely have 14 beers on that
day! (Sorry - the high blood alcohol levels that result do definite
damage, not to mention the effects on your driving abil~tie~ an.d
other behavior.) If you find that the amount you are dnnkmg 1s
starting to cause you problems: a little harder to get to class on
Monday, can't remember what you did last night, arguing with
friends or family, spending too much time at it - then that's
probably too much, even if it seems ''moderate" to you.

Students taking at least six credit
hours during the fall and spring
semesters and one hour during the
summer may live in UNM's
residence halls, the "dorms,"
Full time professional staff
members supervise the dorms which
are staffed by student graduate
assistants and advisers.
The six dorms offer different
cho.ices in living arrangements.
Laguna and DeVargas Halls,
which house a total of 300 people,
are double and single airconditioned rooms generally
reserved for students who have
lived on campus for at least one
previous semester.
Non-escorted visits are allowed in
these halls 24 hours a day.
Recently re·decorated Hokona
Hall houses men and women in
different wings of the hall and has
rooms equipped for handicapped
students. The hall }:louses a total of
540 people.
The women's wing observes a 24hour escorted visitation policy
while the men's wing allow 24-hour
unescorted visitation.

Coronado Hall is an all-male hall
which houses 390 people and allows
unescorted visits 24 hours a day.
One has a choice of single and
double rooms that are ventilated
but not air-conditioned.
Alvarado Hall houses 160 men
and women on separate floors and
allows unescorted visits 24-hours a
day. All of Alvarado's rooms are
double rooms,
Santa Ana and Santa Clara Halls
are all-female halls which house 165
women each in air-conditioned
double rooms. 6oth have limited,
escorted visitation but Santa
Clara's visitation policy is less
limited than Santa Ana's,
Workers at the Housing
Collections and Reservations office
say people who apply now would be
put on a waiting list and receiving a
room for this semester could not be
guaranteed.
In fact, it is almost time to start
applying for a dorm room for the
Spring 1982 semester.
Applications and contractual
material for the spring semester will
be available Oct. 15,

Students may immediately
reserve a space in the dorms for a
future semester by sending a $25
deposit and a tear slip obtained
from the Housing Collections and
Reservations office back to the
office, This will guarantee a space
but not a specific hall or room.
Students may also wait until after
Oct. 15 and immediately :mbmit a
housing application, a completed
Housing Contract (if you are under
18 years old, it must be signed bY a
parent or guardian), a $100 prepayment and the $25 deposit to the
Housing offjce, This will not
guarantee a space but may allow the
applicant more freedom to choose
where he or she will be housed.
The charge for room and bo!!rd
in a double room for the spring
1982 semester ranges from $743,50
if the student eats only two meals a
day Monday through Friday at La
Posada, to $813 for three meals a
day Monday through Friday and
two meals a day on Saturday and
Sunday.
Other rates are available,
continued on page A -21

-SUB------------------continued from page A - 17
gifts for support of UNM. It raises

money for the Presidential
Scholarships and works on the
annu:~l Alumni Fund Phon-o·thon.
Country Store -operated by the
New Mexico Union, sells fruit,
sandwiches, canned drinks and
cookies. Its hours are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday and 8
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Saturday.
Gwyn's Place - is one of the
four businesses renting space in the
SUB and specializes in clothing.
Information Booth - provides
information on campus events,
activities, location of buildings or
other general infonnation.
Maywyn 's- another of the four
businesses specializing in clothing.
Sidewalk Cafe- operated by the
New Mexico Union, the sidewalk
cafe features an ice-cream shop and

a carrousel with different foods.
Bolt said, the Cafe serves about
6000 customers a day during the
regular school year. Its hours are
6:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday_
through Thursday, 6:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Friday and it is closed
weekends.
Student Activities Center - The
Center's serves as a resource center
for student organizations in their
program
planning;
initiates
programs in conjunction with
student organizations; is responsible for the chartering and rechartering of student organizations
and for the approval of use of
university facilites and outdo01
areas by the organizaiions.
SUB Sports Shop - is another of
the four businesses renting space in
the SUB specializing in athletic
equipment.

Turquoise
Shoppe/Crysta/
Shoppe - another of the four
businesses in the SUB, specializing
in jewelry, gemstones and other arts
and crafts.
UNM Mercado - the Mercado
has magazines, newspapers,
Hallmark Cards, candy, tobacco,
posters and a one-year-old check
cashing service, which, Holt said,
cashes about 300 to 400 checks a
day during the fall and spring
semesters. Its hours are 7 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 7
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday and 8 a.m.
to2p.m. on Saturday.

Art Student Association Gallery
-displays student art. It is open I I
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

ASUNM
operated

Book
by

Co-op

ASUNM,

Hudson's Audios' 2nd Annual
B056: BLITZ!
The Speaker Sale Of The Year!!!
Prices

gone up! BUT -

i

mode a BIG BOSE BUY before price• went up. Hud.on'• has
also added special reductions on old Bose prices -

so

~ Save~ Ways!
A.

BOSE 601 's

3222 Central SE
(2 blks. east UNM)
Jim O'Leary

(505) 268-3949

new list $310.00
PRICl 5

Enroll Now for
UNM Student

New Ltsh $1325.00 pair

HEALTH INSURANCE
Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying
6 or more. hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning . August 24, 1981 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 1·4 p.m.; or mail applica•
tions and payment to the local representative's office at
the address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

$914

-:.~;.o::::"'!l!'....'

Enrollment Period Ends
September 14 1981

i

list $279.95

SALE

Cassette Deck

-~~'

$239 95

reg< 179.95

$159 95

on a Super System

during Hud!on's Audio's Bose Blitz!
~Get

The Sherwood 9200 Receiver

w/ digital fm readout
JVC lA·21 furntable ,.,.-.--~--....,
w/Shure Cartridge "~ - ....
APAIRoiBOSE301 ~c:-:~\
spooken
...:; ....
~.:;:.

:a:l

Suite 300
884-6827

7

Receiver Now

JVC KDD-2
SALE:

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania NE
Alb., NM 87110

224 O$

Get the
Sherwood 59200

tn<rediltle Bose 90t's w!equali1er

Special Bose Blitz: Price
95

STOP in for a

FREE

Hudson's Audio T Shirt with
ANY

over $15.00

Fisher
Belt Drive
Semi-Automotle
Turntable
with Shure Cartridge
reg,

Reg• $808.65
SAtE<

gives

continued on page A -22

$589 95

SALEt

$176.87

$11 9 95
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THEH
J
A
ANNOUNCING THREE NEW
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
PROGRAMS THAT CAN HELP
YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE.
If you're like many college students, the closer you
get to your degree, the deeper
you get into debt. But, you
don't have to get in over your

head. Notwhenyoujoin the
Army National Guara.
Because now, the Guard
has three new programs to
help you pay for college: the
College Loan Repayment Program; the Educational

Assistance Program, and the
Enlistment Bonus Program.
And you don't have to wait for
graduation to take advantage
of them. You couldjoin the
Guard right now.
You see, the Army National Guard is part-time. After
your initial training, it takes
JUSt two days a month and two
weeks of annual training a
year to serve. So there's plenty
of time left for your studies.
And you get paid for every
hour you put into the Guard,
so you 11 have extra cash for
boOks, lab fees, and all those
other little expenses that
come up.
Of course, there's more
to the Guard than money. It's a
chance to do something good
for your coul).try, as well as for
people right in your own com-

munity. The Guard can give
you more options in your lifeand more control over your
financial future.
If that sounds like where
you want to be, see your financial aid officer, contact
your local Army National ·
Guard recruiter, or use the tollfree number below for complete details on how the Guard
can help you pay for college.
And help in a lot of other
ways, too. But hurry! These
special programs for college
students are available for a
limited time only.
·

students another place to buy and
sell used textbooks.
ASUNM Crafts Center provides materials and equipment
at minimal costs on photography,
ceramics and silk-screening among
other crafts.
'
ASUNM Duplicating Center and
Typing Service - is a non-profit
student organization that rents
typewriters, has access to a word
processor, prints invitations ·or
business cards, enlarges and
reduces drawings or posters, has a
typing service and duplicates, The
center and services are available to
anyone. All day use of a typewriter ·
costs $1. The hours for the
remainder of the summer are 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Fall semester hours are 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and if
there is enough demand, 1t will
open on Sunday.
Casa del Sol Restaurant- serves
primarily Mexican food and has a
variety of specialty foods. Its hours
are 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Galleria - displays student art
and has the same hours as the SUB.
Games Area- operated by SUB
Entertainment, the games area
consists of pool, billiards, ping
pong, pinball and video games. Its
hours are 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday; 8 a.m.
to 11 p.m. Friday and II a.m. to II
p.m. Saturday.
.
Graduate Student .Association is the graduate student government
and also has a word processor
service.
UNM Mountain Club - tries to
organize outdoor recreational
activities and teach basic skills and
safety.
New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group - concerns itself

primarily with the consumer interests,
Pre-Medif:al Professions Club organizes persons interested in
health professions.
,.
Returning Students Association
- was founded in 1977 as a means
of identifying needs of the nontr~ditional student ~nd to ~dvocate
changes within the university based
on these needs.
Student Veteran's Associationfacilitates a means by which the
student veterans may be of service
to other vets, UNM and the
community as well as providing
social activities for the same.
SUB Union Theater- will begin
showing films the first Wednesday
after the fall semester begins.
During the summer, the theater is
operated by the New Mexico Union
and during the fall and spring
partially operated by the ASUNM
Film Committee.
Holt said groups can reserve
rooms in the SUB. There are
different rates for different·
organizations, the highest being for
non-university groups renting space
for a meeting. More information
can be obtained by calling Arlene
Fitzpatrick at 277-2331 or in room
225 of the SUB.
Locker· rental space is also
available on a one semester ($7) to
academic year ($12) basis. Students
can also rent locker space during
the summer ($4) or for an entire
year($ 15 ).
.
Holt said, the New Mexico Urt1on
is working on design renovation
primarily in food services. He said
one of the possibilities would be to
add a "Balcony Restaurant" on the
second floor of the SUB.
He said he would be supportive
of a liquor license to put a pub in
the games area in the SUB
basement.

f""""""'""'_"""'"-________

NAnONAL

GUARD

Call toll-free: 8()()-638-7600.
In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438;
Maryland: 7 28-3388; in Alaska, consult your local phone directory.
Prognun tenns, payment amounts and eligibility requirements sub,jed to change. All programs not av.Uiable in an stites.

Schedule approval isn't the only
thing the University of New Mexico
college advisement centers are good
for. According to the people who
work at the 10 centers on campus,
they provide a wide range of services ranging from providing information on campus organizations
to career counseling.
New students are required to visit
an advisement center before
registering so that "they know what
they're doing when they sign up for
classes," Polly Park, an adviser for

the College of Arts and Sciences,
says.
But, she says, the centers provide
more than just degree requirement
information. The staffs of the
college advisement centers can help
students select courses that will
compliment their career choices and
their major or minor. They provide
information on interdisciplinary
programs and can recommend
course programs.
"I think we do a really good job
here," Parks says.
She says the arts and sciences
center also provides irtformation on

other campus services.
The College of Arts and Sciences
does not require an appointment
for a meeting with an adviser but
many of the other colleges do.
Ginny Sisneros of the Anderson
School of Management advisement
center says their center is usually
open but for the two weeks near
registration the center is so busy it's
best to make an appointment.
Many centers prefer that students
make appointments.
continued on

pag~
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UNM Child
Care Co-op
Open year around
7 :30ant•5:30pm
Continuous
registration

until full.
Children of students, faculty
and staff between 18 months
and 9 years are eligible for
UNM child care.

Free daycare is available for
those who qualify under Title
XX.
For further
informatlon
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America at its best.

The longstanding bar and danc~hall, Okies, is scheduled to be torn down this we~k. said one of th~
owners. It will b~ replaced by a conv~nience stor~.

Skills Center
3rd Floor Zimmerman Library
. 277-4560
Skills Center will open
Monday, Aug. 31

Tutoring and Workshops:
English 100, 101, 102
Math 100, 120, 1~1, 123, 150, 162
Social Sciences 100
natural Sciences 100

CST Review Workshops
Watch for our weekly ad
in the Lobo
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Beta Xi Nationally Honored
It is

the first time the award
Beta Xi, the UNM chapter of
the Sigma Chi fraternity, has has been given to the UNM
won two national awards and. chapter. All 180 of the fratertwo local awards for out- nity's chapters are eligible to
standing scholarship and ser- compete for the award.
vice.
The Legion of Honor is given
The U NM fraternity received to chapters with outstanding
the Peterson Significant Chapter undergraduate
scholarship
Award, the highest honor given programs.
to active fraternity chapters, and
Locally, Beta Xi has been
the Legion of Honor Award.
Both awards were announced giyen the President's Trophy for
at the recent Sigma Chi national most outstanding fraternity of
the year at UNM and the
~on vent ion in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Philanthropic
Sigma Chi's Peterson award is Presidential
Award
for
community
service.
given for superior performance
in all major fields of operations,
programs and activities.

The fraternity also won the
Presidential trophy last year.

New Courses Added to Schedule for Fall Semester

-Housing----------continued from page A-19

depending on how many meals the
student eats at La Posada.
Rates for this semester, if a room
is av&ilable, range from $893,50 to
$963.
More information on the dorms
or to apply can be obtained by
visiting the Housing Reserv&tions
and Collections Office, Room 201,
La Posada Hall, which is on Roma
Avenue or by calling 277-2606.
South ·of th.e main campus are
200 townhouses and apartments
for use by any student taking six or
more credit hour$ and his or her
dependents, whether the student is
married or not.
Apartments available range from
a one bedroom unfurnished
apartment to a three bedroom

furnished townhouse with two of
the bedrooms not furnished. The
rent charged includes payment of
all utilities, water and garbage
pickup.
People may stay in these
townhouses and apartments during
the summer without the. student
going to summer classes if the
student plans to register for the fall
semster.
The availablity of Married
Student Housing is scarce. After
submitting an application for
Married Student Housing there is a
six to 12 month waiting period.
Applications for Married Student
Housing should be sent with a $20
security/damage deposit. Another
$30 deposit must be paid when the
applicant accepts an apartment.
Applications may be picked up at

the Housing Reservations and
Collection Office, room 201 at La
Posada Hall or at the "married"
housing complex, 961 Buena Vista
Dr. S.E., 277-4265.
Lists of off-campus houses and
apartments available for rent are
maintained in the Dean of Students
Office, Room I 129, Mesa Vista
Hall.
For more information on UNM
Housing, call either Housing
Reservations and Collecti.ons at
277-2606, Housing Services at 2775208 or Married Student Housing
at277-4265.
If you have landlord troubles,
you .can call the Legal AidLandlord/Tenant Hot Line at 2437871 or the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group at 2772757.

The following are some of the
new courses during the fall
semester:
HISTORY

History 220- (W 6:30-9:15 p.m.)
This course is designed to examine
the myth and reality of the
American West as seen through
literature. The course instructor
will be Michael Welsh. The course
is intended as an introduction to the
many l)nd varied writings over the
past century about the West and
Southwest.
It divides Western
literature into the three major
cultural groups involved: Hispanic,
Indian and Anglo. The course is
offered through the Division of
Continuing Education.
History 320-005 - (Th 3:30-6: 15)
This course is designed to provide a
detailed study of the forces involved in the 'independence
movenents of Latin America during
the period 1780 to 1825. Some
issues to be examined will be
ideological influences in the independence movements, the impact
of the Bourbon reforms, the role of
foreign powers and social and
economec conditions in Latin
America on the eve of independence. The instructor will be
Nick Mills.
PHILOSOPHY
Philosophy 107-001 - (T, Th 11-

Chemistry Department Offers Glassblowing Introduction
The Chemistry Department is
offering a class in scientific
glassblowing.
This class will introduce students
t(> the the intricacies of glass as it is
theu in the laboratory and the
methods of repairing scientific
l!la"ware.

People planning careers in
chemistry, physics, geology,
engineering or medical research
would benefit from this course, said
Arno Roensch, the masterglass blower who teaches the course.
"Each student is able to complete

construction of a simple glass
condenser by the end of semester,"
Roenscb said.

Class discussions will focus on
the use and potentials of laboratory
glass, be said.

Individual instruction is assured
because only eight students may be
accepted into the class each
semester.

"Each student is able to complete
of a simple glass
condenser by the end of semester,"
Roensch said.
~onstruction
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Back To School Special

Buy one WHOPPER0 sandwich,
get another WHOPPER®

~s~

free!

BURGER
I
I

Kl NG

Welcome to UN M

I
I
I
1

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Umtt one coupon per customer.
1
Void where prohibited by law.
1
Valid only through.Aug. 23,1981
I
Good only at: 1916 Central S.E.

I1
I
L---------------------------------------~
One per person please.

®

Individual instruction is assured.
Permission of the instructor is
required to take the one-credit hour
course. The course Js open to
juniors, seniors and graduate
students. Roensch can be reached
in Room 117 of Clark Hall.

WELCOME!

-Centers-

THE LOWEST PRICES
IN ALBUQUERQUE.

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is presently seeking Account
Representatives for its Display Advertising department.·
We offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience in the
Albuquerque job market.

College of Arts and Sciences
Ortega 201,277-4621.
Robert 0. Anderson Schools of
Management - ASM 210, ASM
204, 277-2947' 277-4305.
College of Education 109A. 277-3637.

S~ ~

NE--IIRF;:8;::;::8;:a![

~:~-~~:~town Shopping ctr

'
1

CAMERA CENTER

neeeds a nu copieditor as s
oon as possibbble. In,dueries

College of Fine Arts- FAC l103,
277-4817.

College of Pharmacy Nur·
sing/Pharmacy Bldg. 183, 2772625. 277-2461.
School of Medicine (pre-med
advisement) - Ortega Hall 201,
277-4621.
University College College 20, 277-2631.

can come by the Lobo Offices
in Ma rron Hall or call

S2.00

Casey Optical_ Co.
, (J doOil Wf ST ol Ae• all Drug)
L M.A.S AT WASHINGTON 165·8&.46

5656.

The :'l:cw :0.1exlco l'nion Fo(xi Services is happy to welcome all l'X:'-1 •
student facnltv and stuff to the 1981
l;ull scmct;ter.' \\'e ha\'e been working
hard all !Himmer on many new unci exciting ideas in order to give yon the best
possible food at the lowest prices.
\\'e ha\'C added to our operation the
"l'ockct Coi'Jler" where YO! I can Ita \'e a
l'ila ht·cacl sandwich sttiffed with meat
or u\'ocado topped with three of your
favorite toppings and draped with our
own special sour cream and cucumber
sauce-The Casu Del Sol restaurant located
on the ground 11oor has a com plclcly different tltetllt ami a hatul-puintcd mural
in the dining room boasting the most
authentic Xew ~lcxicnn food In
Albuquerque. \\'hen yon try to "new"
Cas.! llel Sol vou will know why we arc
pwnd of it. ·
Xew in the Sidewalk Cafe located 011
the main level Is the Sottp Shoppe
fcatllring three different types of soup
daily: a vegetable, vegetable beef rutd
daily special soup. You will be able to
find the Soup Shoppe located olt the
sout11 end of the Sidewalk Cafe under
the new shi nglcd roof.
We arc huppy to serve ytni und will
be l<ecping yoi1 posted each "'eek tlll our
new products along with our SJieclals.
Feel free at any lime to give ns your
comments and suggest.iotts. Ilave a

Tbinkyou.

Gt·cut Scntcstct.

If you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a sales
position with one of the nation's leading independent student
newspapers.

..,, COMEandEX.
PLOAE ,-~
the
fjf

~

'

Contact:

University

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTILES

277-

. '

Tll:ACHINGS
ol 1"-

11:1' · ,
ilol·. ..

Country Store

This course will study the works of
contemporary women poets.
Students will utilize an anthology of
minority women poets and an
anthology of translations of women
poets from around the world. The
instructor will be Sharon Barba.
ANTHROPOLOGY

Amhropology 230-001

This
course provides an ave< view of how
different peoples perceive physical,
mental and cultural aspects of
AMERICAN STUDIES
aging. Some topics include crossAmerican Studies 185-001- (T, Th cultural concepts of aging, in9:30-10:45) This course is a basic terrelationships of biology and
introduction
to
contemporary culture in aging, roles of religions in
American culture. Students can aging, and political systems and the
expect to look into materials aged. The instructor will be Anita
defining our culture, the im- Alvarado.
portance of locale to our sense of Anthropology 325-001- (MWF 1culture and the changes in the l :50) This class, titled the
American experience of the past Anthropology of China, will study
thirty years affecting our American population biology in China, armythologhy. The instructor will be cheology, cultural anthropology
Vera Norwood.
and comparative linguistics of
American Studies 301-003- (T, Th China from the Middle Pleistocene
11-12: 15) This course will compare era to the 1949 Communist
American and European per· Revolution and the contemporary
continued on page A-24
spectives on questions of guilt,

specials. 'J'hc Tlo \' h·o is htsidc the Sidewall< Cafe

lee Cream Shop
Located next to Ute (hnclctlc Shop Is our kc Crcun1 Shop. \\'e usc

the same icc crcutit thut BuskJn~Rubbln~ uHcs so you l<.um\~ it's
good! \\'c huvc ten iluvur~ for cones, shu lees, malts ~mel sundaes.

Poeket Corner
Brund new! The Pocl<:ct Corner rs a s.pcdul uddiUon t.u our

Sldcwulk Cnlc. We mal<c pita bread sundwldtcs to order wlth the
choice of Alfalfa und Bc.uil .Sprouts, )lushrooms, Cucumbers,
Cheese, (hccn Chili, A vucudo, Ilam, Tutl<cy~ l{oast Beef aud
ntany more.

Deli
\\'here can \'im get u hot pust raml Handwich on .a 1\u.iscr roll with
Swis...., cheeSe, lettuce, tomutocs, miioll und a big J\.o~hcr pi<.'ldc'.'

The Deli in the Sidewall< ('ufc! \\'e offer \'Our favorite deli sliit·
dwichcs und suluds.

..

Carviug Line
Our Ct.t.r\'iug l..iltc ICuturcs limn, Turl<cy, tutd (~<last i'lccl' t.•ookcd
fresh duii y for yon. \\·c huvc u cuili plctc m ctt I for )o'fnt i ilcl udi u~ roll
uild lmt.tcr; vCMctublc, Mru,•y and potntocs.

Salad Bar
E.\·ervhtK1Y IO\'CS u !-;ulud hur unci so do we, so wfll ym1 when rou
lrv ()itr Suiud Bar. You'll finc.l vour ftt\•orHc drcs~ingH und tuppingK

u!(mg with fresh cut grccltH prepared dully.

SoupS~oppe
SpeCial! The SmtJI Shoppc has hmnemudc soup mude fresh dully.
\Yc will huvc your fuvorllc; Doil't miss it!

Omelette Shop
Omclcllc's ut Utclr best! l>\·cn· tltlte \'ou order front the Omclcllc
Shop you will agree! But w¢ offer ·much more. \\'c lnn•c com ..

bhtaUon breakfasts with your l'u,·orltc style e!.tl(s wtd toast. All«! u
terrific breukt'ust Hllndwlch for u quick rust hrcukl'ust. Itt the ui'tc:rnoun the omelette Shop (urns Into n hultlburl(cr shoptnuklng
your f'a·VtJrt tc chcC$Chu rgcrs 1 hum btirg:crs und putty mel ls.

CasaDelSol

ucross the hull f'rotn the SldcwuikCufe and Is
self scn·keJust lilu; the old "J!cner!ll stc!res" _
0 f,•curs lig<>. In thul spirit you cUll lind lrult,
on(l nuts In bushel busl<cts. l'opcorn, icc
l'rcmu, soclu pop, your l'u \'Orhc nnt urul

SHUc1(!4, Sll1UI \\' iChC~, {)IIi' 1HH11C11U(dC cookJcH

und utuch nwrc. Stu;> In u11d sec thcCcHmtr)'

l!1H01'L

(505) 277·5656

For more InformatiOn calf821·~2

Store..

Saints East and West

The wl'io \~ i\'Ou or u\\'licc:l" hus for you U_\'uricty of lluniburgcrs, hot
sandwichC$, desserts, frulhi; sulod plutc.'i ulong with our dufly

On the !!round ie,•cl of the Sl.udent l '•lion llulidln!! Is the best Xcw
MexicU11 food restaurant in Albuquerque. 'i'hc culshie offered In
the Custl Del !lol Is HCcond t<l none In t11stc, nu,•or, prc.~entuthln
and uutltentlclty, \\'c have Chili rcllcncl!;, IXtsolc, curnc udovudo,
stOif'fcd ll<>pJiupllla, tacos, hurri!<Js, cnhl iudus, u dull)' spe~lul and
all your fli\'orltcs und prices thut arc the best In l<l\\11. Casu Del
Sol Rcstuurullt on the gro1111d le\·cl of the 1\cw ~lcxlco Student

5206·13 Constitution NE

AsCENDED MASTERS
Paths of

lle~c we feature

rolls cuffcc, ten, milk, Juice..<.; fnr curly mor·
nln!(' ri~crs. 'l'he COinltr~· St<Jrc IH locutcd

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Business Office
Box20
Alb. N.M. 87131

.
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ENGLISH

English 211-001- (MWF 10-10:50)

TioV~vo

NurCollege of Nursing sing/Pharmacy Bldg. (North
Campus), 277-5643.

The new Mexico) Daily loblo

number with political science
department) - This course will be ~
semina; on the problems of
domestic and foreign intelligence
agencies for the United States.
Specific issues covered will be
intelligence services and their role in
foreign 11nd domestic policy,
problems in gathering, problems in
analysis, controls on the services
and the legitimate role of intelligence services in American
society. The course will be a group
seminar and the members of the
class will determine when to meet.
The instructor will be Peter
Lupsha,

conscience and individual freedom
as seen through a psychological
approach to major literature. The
instructor will be Sam Girgus.

Educ.

College of Engineering - Farris
Engineering Center 107, 277-4354,
277-5521.

You must have:
• student status
• a strong desire to succeed
•acar
• prior sales experience (not essential but it helps)
• a professional attitude
• at least 20 hours per week

Architecture and
Arch. 105, 277-3133.

of

Plannin~e-

Hours: Mon-Thu 9-6
Fri
9·8
Sat
10-5

Advertising
Sales

For more information contact
one of the centers listed below.
School

'
Nati.onal University of Mexico.
Political Science 499 (check section

Student
Union
Sidewalk Cafe

continued from page A -21

Come to Reed's for all your photographic
needs. We offer complete product lines, convenient hours, professional service and

a\..'-206M-enau-t

12:15) This course, entitled Living United States defense problems.
World Religions, will provide a Specific topics covered will be the
study of the basic concepts of five
politics of defense policy making,
major world reli~:~ions Hinduism, problems of strategic nuclear policy
Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, and and geo•political problems conChristianity. Sane of the ideas fronting the United States today.
discussed in the course will be The instructor will be Phil Roeder .
"zen," "ayatollah," "yam kip- Political Science 450- (MWF 12pur," ''trinity" and "mysticism." U:50) This class will be a general
The instructor will be Andrew study of Communist China. The
Burgess.
instructor will be Jean Wilson, a
Philosophy 24J-002/34J-001 visiting professer from Indiana
(MWF 11-11:50) This course will University.
study the concept of God as Political Science 340 (section
liberator of the oppressed, which is number undetermined, class
a major focus of Christian thinking ·number subject to change) - This
today. The course will draw from course will be a study of Middle
Biblical themes and anaylses of East politics.
Specific issues
minority movements in the third covered will be Arab Israeli
world, The instructor will be relations, oil, American power in
Matthieu Casalis.
the Persian Gulf and United States
Philosophy 241-003/341-002- {M and Soveit Union competition for
3-5:45 p.m.] Hegel and Marx on influence in the Middle East. A
Religion is the Iitle of this course meeting time has not been set. The
which will study the writings of instructor will be Jim Ray.
these two men in order to un- Political Science 340 (section
derstand their contribution to number undetermined, class
religious beliefs throughout the number subject to change) - This
world. The instructor will be course will be a study of U.S.
Matthieu Casa/is.
Central American relations.
A II of the new philosophy Specific issues covered will be the
courses cou11t towards a Religious • Nicaraguan revolution, problems in
Studies major.
El Salvador and what the U.S. can
and should do. A meeting time has
not been set. The instructor will be
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Political Science 340-001 - (MWF Angela Delli Sante, a visiting
3-5:45 p.m) This class will study professor from the Autonomous

"
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-Courses-----continued from page A-;23

modernization of
Republic of China,

the

Peoples

MODERN LANGUAGES

Modem Languaf{es · 457-001
(MWF 2-2:50) This class will be an
introduction to the Japanese
languuge. The instructor will be
Yumiko Ono Dab lain.
Modern Languages progmm in
Spanish for Native Speakers
This is a special program that
cotlsists of a 15 hour block of
courses designed to provide
students with a maximum expousure to the language during the
course of one semester. Students
must enroll for the entire block and
will receive credit for Spanish: 112,
211, 212, 300 and 371. Enrollment
will be by permission only and
interested students should contact
Professer Erlinda Gonzales·Berry.
D\tring the last two. weeks of the
semester students will have the
option of traveling to Mexico with
the program instructors.
I<:CONOMICS
Economics 212-001- (MW 7-8:15
p.m.) Titled Capital Markets and
Personal Investment, this course
covers how individuals can formulate and execute a financial plan
by analyzing risk and return and the
effects of inflation, taxes, and
investors competing in capital
markets. The instructor will be AI
Cl1urch.
THEATER ARTS

Theater Arrs 149-001 - (T, Th 6..
7;30 p.m.) This course is an introclution to ballet.
Theater Arts 214-001 - (T, Th 2-5
p.m.) This will be a course geared
specifically toward television studio
work. The instructor will be Alan
Baker.

A $20 reservation fee is required
before registering for the course at
an orientation session on Aug, 22.
Enrollment is limited, For more
information contact the UNM
Division of Continuing Education.
Health Education 171 - This is
also a television documentary style
class available on KNME-TV,
Topics covered include aging,
death, nutrition, alcoholism and
pollution. A $20 reservation fee is
required before registering Aug. 22.
Enrollment is limited. For more
information contact the UNM
Division of Continuing Education.

Federal Funds Aid UNM Energy Project
The University of New
Mexico's three-year campaign to
cut energy costs has been given a
boost by being awarded
$332,000 in federal funds for
projects that may save UNMan
additional $500,000 a year.
The projects include systems
that recover previously wasted
heat from the plant boiler,
produce chilled water using
evaporative cooling and use
control modifications in the

chilled water distribution,
1 he
energy
conservation
campaign, launched during the
1977-78 fiscal year, .involves
employing a full-time energy
manager to implement con·
scrvation measures and having
an Energy Awareness Program.
The Energy Awareness
Program involves UNM's P.ublic
Information Office using advertisements,
posters,
switchplate stickers and other such

The president is the chief
operational officer of the
university and is the only UNM
official to be provided a
residence on the campus. He is
appointed by the UNM Board of
Regents and is directly
rcponsible to them. Davis, 52,
has ·served as president since
October 1975.

Allow Us To Introduce ...

ADMINISTRATORS

UDENT
•

Used Books 1n
Stock Now

Administrative Vice President
of Student Affairs, Alumni
Relations and Development

Vice President for
Business and Finance
John Perovich

Marvin D. "fi.wede" Johnson

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computer Science 390-001
(MWF J 1-12:15) This class deals
with the particular features of the
new computer in Computer Science
Department. The new computer
that the students will be dealing
with is the Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX 11/780.

PRESIDENT
William E. "Bud" /)avis
'

measures to help UNM personnel and students voluntarily
conserve energy.
Since the program was
initiated, UNM energy use has
been Cl!t by 25 percent and more
tllan $1 million has been saved,
despite the addition of two new
buildings and increased energy
service to other parts ofUNM.
In fiscal year 1979-80 more
than $695,000 in energy costs
were saved,

Shop early and save

2~ 0/o

on ·the
largest selection of used textbooks
in town.

Supervises many student related
services including Admissions and
Records, the Dean of Students, the
New Mexico Union, Police and
Parking Services, the Student
Health Center and Ethnic Student
Services.

Must account for money spent on
campus by services, including
salaries for university employees.
This office also develops budget
plans and proposed facility additions for the campus. Some
departments included in this office
are the Comptroller and Physical
Plant.

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Nuclear Engineering 464-001
(MWF 12·12:50) This class will
study llUclear system heat transfer,
fluid llow, conduction and convection in single and two flow phase
regimes, mass and energy balance,
pressure changes and application of
convection coefficients
and
transient phenomena.

I just saved
30bucks
by shopping for
Used Books at SBS!

Medical Center Director;
Medical School Dean

Provost

Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

McAllister H. Hull

Along with the three associate
provosts, he is primarily in charge
of academics and faculty. His
office works with college deans and
project directors in formulating
budgets and policies for each individual college or school. Among
the many departments who report
directly to the Provost are
Women's Studies, the General
Library and the Office of Graduate
Studies.

Leonard Napolitano

Supervises the medical and
related programs of the university,
including the Cancer Research and
Treatment Center, the Student
Health Center, the Veterans
Administration Hospital and the
University of New Mexico
Hospital/Bernalillo County
Medical Center.

Joel M. Jones

Works with both the graduate
and undergraduate academic
colleges and schools (except for the
School of Medicine) and the Air
Force ROTC, Naval ROTC,
Division of Public Administration
and the General Honots and
Undergraduate Seminar Program.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Orientation to the University
This is a course offered through the
UNM Community College and will
last from Aug. 27 to Oct. I. The
course is designed to introduce
students to the UNM departments
with which they must learn to
interact effectively with, such as the
Financial Aid Office and academic.
advisement centers. The fee for the
course is $10. Further information
can be obtained at the UNM
Division of Continuing Education
and Community Services, 805 Yale
N.E.

American History 161 - In this
class the American Story is told on
location in such places as
Jamestown,
Plymouth,
Williamsburg, tndcpcndene Hall
and Ge!!ysburg. This class will be
an hour documentary type
television program on KNME-TV.

Class
Ad
Deadline
I H~h '\t11111

I un \\ L,fut•\tll!l!
'hrrm~llotil

tllr/Lin·ullrrllmm
,• (ullfltldi•m

1/rtUJil.ll

1

\..~. . . .

English 101
Math120
Spanish 101
Sociology 101
BiologyllO

Used

New

$24.75
$12.75
$23.15
$19.50
$18.00
$98.15

$32.00
$16.95
$30.79
$25.90
$20.9.')

$129.59

"More than a Bookstore"

Associate Provost
for Community Education

Come in and see our vast selection of:

Alex Sanchez

school supplies, stationery, calculators, art supplies,
greeting cords, engineering supplies, sports weer,
technical and reference works, study aids and textbooks
for all classes including Nursing, Medical Sciences and Law.

2122 Central Sl: M-F 9-5:30 Sat 10~4 243-1777

Open Saturdays 10 am to 4 prn

Associate Provost
for Research
t
j

Supervises programs not directly
associated with the main campus or
academic offerings including the
Gallup Branch College and
Continuing
Education
and
Community Services which includes
the Harwood Foundation and the
D.H. Lawrence· Ranch, north of
Taos.

Joseph V. Scaletti
Dean of Students

Director of Student
· Financial Aid and
Career Sen/ices

Work includes dealing with those
departments that are involved with
Karen Glaser
research projects. Among those are
the Energy Research Center, the
Office of Research Administration,
Fred M, Chreist, Jr.
Radiological Saf~ty, the Institute
Primarily responsible for the
for Applied Research Services and student personnel aspects of the
the New Melli co Energy Institute.
residence halls and the Student
Activities Center in the New Mexico
In charge of the allocation of all
Union. It is an administrative post student financial aid, including
that oversees short term loans, scholarships, loans and grants. His
personal counseling and referrals to • offi7e also provides c~unseli~g and
other camp:us agencies.
adv1ce for career and JOb chOices.

DirectDr of Development
Director of the UNM
Foundation, Inc.

Robert G. J..alicker

Must account for gifts given in
university
support.
The
Development Office raises money
for UNM programs, including the
funds for the Presidential
Scholarship program.
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COLLEGE DEANS
The dean is the principle officer of the college or
school. Each dean works with the members of his
academic departments to formulate policies and
budget requests.
With regard to educational policy, the dean
prepares plans for the consideration of his faculty
and carries into effect those plans which are adopted.

()

School of Architecture
and Planning
Geotge Anselevicus

College of Arts and Sciences
F. Chris Garcia

College of Education
David W. Darling

College of Engineering
Gerald W. May

College ol Fine Arts
Donald McRae

j
'

I
I

;/1
..,:l

Law School
Robert J. Desiderio

Robert 0. Anderson
School of Managment
Morgan Sparks

College ol Nursing
Carmen R. 111/estwick

College Of Pharmecv
Cat-man Bliss

Universito; College
William Huber

Give the gift
of music.

ntral SE
Across from UNM

M-F 10-9 Sat 10-6 Sun 12-6

Eubank & Candalaria
M-S 10-9 Sun 12-6
293-8882

OTHER
ADMINISTRATORS
;:;

'
Director Of Police And
Parking Services

Btwrv D. COl(

Uniliel1litr An:hltect
IIIIIJ Dorn Hooker

Dean of Ubraf'l SB111ices
G-rlJI Libraf'/
PIIUI VIISSllllo
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Better Students, Research Give Reason for Pride

OTHER ~-\DYII~ISTRATORS

The following qre excerpts from
an interview conducted August 11,
1981 with UNM President Wi//iqm
E. uBud" Davis,
Helen Gaussoin

!'

>~

i
r

.I
l'"\

J

Air Fon:e ROTC Commander
Lt. Col. Don R. Richanf
D.irectcuof tile Drdsion
of Public Administration
Thomas Zane Reeves

Nava/RO.TC
Commanding Officer
Capt. Jimmy W. Davis U.S.N

Director of General
Honors Program

Robert Evans
UNM President William E. "Bud" Davis.
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YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOU
ARE IN ALBUQUERQUE!
• backpacks
• records
• postefs
• cards
• t-shirts
•to_ys

-CALENDAR OF EVENTS-

PREPPY
HEADQUARTERS•
the handbook •
stationary •
night shirts •
aprons •

DER ALTE COWBOY
424 Central SEat Edith
Tuesday thru Saturday 10 til 6

Monday Night Football Night: Enjoy Big Screen TV
football parties each Monday night. 1st d!f.nk FREE
with University ID. (v,ell drinks or rap beer)

Un-Cover Night: We pay the cover charge. Everyone
who visits the North on Wednesday nights is
paid $1.00 just for coming in.

THURSDAY
Cuervo Go1d Night: Shots of Gold one dollru:

FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY
Weekend Party: The hottest live Rock-n-RoU bands
around the country. Plenty of dance float
Beautiful people, and good times.
Theirs always something going on at the North.
Daily lunches 11AM-3PM. (Mon · Fri)
Nightly dancing 9PM-1:30AM
Daily Happy Hour (2 for 1 Mixed Drinks) 4PM-7PM.

Boot Sale
;\len's and \\'omen's

Now
$49.95
reg. 79.95

10% off to all
UNM Students
with ID

uAmE

continued on page 8·6
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SFEL~ALS

.. 6 Games for $1.00

9 a.m. to 12 noon only
12 noon to closing
every day through Grand Opening

Ladies Nite

• 5 Games for $1.00
.. 6 Games for $1.00
Ladies only special

Featuring:

MSKP • NAT'L MED 8DS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB ,NPB I • NLE

~..fi.MPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Prepara!lon Speclal1sts

Since 1938
Fot information, Please Call:

~~IFH4N:t
WI'.SI"
.

open 7 days a week
across from U.N.M.
next to News land
2110 Central SE 247-4120

A f/ ..l.ll,,r,tq•rStcwo

I

Ele~::tnmiL:

Happy Hour

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE liiO • MAT
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT ·CPA· TOHL

$7.99

.'5.307 ;\lenaul 1\;E 12 blks. east San ~lateo)
881·1642

studies. She'~ very aggressive, very
innovative. There will be some
substantial changes there.
I'm very pleased with the appointment of Morgan Sparks as
dean of the school of management.
I think the momentum they had
built up will continue now without
interruption. It will continue to be a
very strong program.

GRAND OPENING

every Wednesday
5 p.m. to closing

Mash T·Shirts
Now Available On:
00 T-Shirt $6.99
Camouflage
T-Shlrt

WYOMING AND MONTGOMERY • 293·9363

The W[lrld (If

Students using the center for a
class project will receive a user
number or account number from
the professor teaching the class.

For more information, call the
center at 277•2211.

"We try to individualize
so that peoJ>Ie don't feel
that they're mere numbers
in a big machine''

Uf\mE WDAl(] •••

Keypunches, four terminals and
a card reader are located in the
central work area.

The center is open 7 a.m. to
midnight weekdays and 7 a.m.
Saturdays to 3 a.m. Sundays.

vived for this year. I think we h:we
to be vigilant and try to maintain
that.
Unlike many states where they
have actually reduced their appropriation from the previous years
we have not had that kind of im·
pact. We don't always get
everything we want from the
legislature but the legislature has
been consistently supportive and we
have made progress.
Q; What new projects do you have
planned for this year?
A: Well, I'm very excited about the
appointment
of
Charlene
McDermott as dean of graduate

I

I
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Instead of having to come up
with millions of dollars to buy their
own computer, students may use
the computers at the Computer
Center, 2701 Campus Blvd. N.E.

The center has terminal and
remote job entry facilities at the
Robert 0. Anderson Schools of
Management and at the Farris
Engineering Center.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Many University of New Mexico
classes have projects which may
involve the use of a computer.

Other students must fill out at\
application for a user number
obtained from Room 137 at the
center. These students will also
have to submit a letter of financial
responsibility.

MONDAY

Money machine night: Each Tuesday night someone
gets a chance to enter the Great Money Machine and
win up to $1000.00 · One Dollar Kamakazies.

Computer Helps

Q: This issue of the Lobo will
introduce new sttldents to UNM.
Do you have a special message for
them which they may have not have
received during the registration
·process?
A: I would hope that with all new
students as they come in and look at
the campus and the opportunity
that they be filled with a sense of
real pride because I think we've got
one of the great universities in the
whole country.
I'm proud of the fact that in a six
year period we've added more than
a 170 faculty slots for the same
student body. One of the big
criticisms of the University of New
Mexico for several years were the
horrendously large classes that we
had at the institution. Generally
speaking, we've cut down on those
classes.
I am very proud to be associated
with this faculty because I can think
of area after area where we have
exciting and productive faculty. I
couldn't possibly name them all. I
think that the opportunity to work

with professionals who work very
hard and are very dedicated is one
of the real opportunities of a
university like this.
What we need to convey to new
students is th>1t we do care about
them as individuals, that there are
people willing to help them with
their person>~l problems in ad·
justing to the university.
If you take the campus itself, we
are one of the largest communities
in tbe state of New Mexico. We try
to individualize the instruction and
the activities so that people oon't
feel that they're just mere numbers
in a big machine - a diploma
factory - rather a place where
education is a very personal thing.
We're trying to see that people
leave with something of real value
to take with them whether they're
here for one year or two years or get
their bachelors degree or end up
with a Ph.D. or Jaw degree, that
they leave with a good feeling, that
this has changed their lives, made
their lives better.
Q:There have been some recent
cutbacks in higher educational
funding, will this affect what new
projects are started at UNM?
A:I don't think it will have a
negative affect on our campus.
Most of the cutbacks have been
some modifications in financial aid
but most of the package has sur-
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-Pride---------------f<:Jr the Child Care Co-op?

continued from page B-5

1 look. for considerable
development in the College of
Engineering. Gerald May will be
going into his second year as dean. I
think with the interaction with the
defense laboratories in the state and
the scientific projects that there will
he some exciting developments
there.

We're in the process of submitting a five-year plan for capital
construction on the campus.
Q: What would this involve?

Well, some of the major
priorities in that would still be the
expansion of the HPER facility
(Johnson Gym). What we need to
emphasize there is that this is
basically an instruction building but
it is also a recreation and acti\ities
building,

A:

Another is the student services
building. It's the expansion of ll·lesa
Vista Hall plus a new wing so

" ... we can't do it without
funds. That's basic."
student.<; can go through the
registration process and see all of
the people in the same bui !ding
without being forced to run all over

campus.
We're also looking at an
engineering building to house
electrical engineering and also a
science library in the southwest
comer of the campus.
Q: You spoke of the student services building and you've often
eltpressed support for the Child
Care Co-op (housed in Mesa Vista
Hall), what do.you see is the future

we've said is that for the community college we snould be given
the resources to get it under way. It
is such a large project it cannot be
done with the existing resources of
the institution.

A: l think that the future we have
with the Child Care Co-op is to
maintain that program. We cannot
final(ze plans as to its relocation
because that will ha,·e to be done at
Q: If it were established, would it
the time we begin student sen~ces.
take some of the burden off the
We are also looking at a stronger basic skills program?
relationship between the co-op and A: lt would be primarily responthe College of Education and the sible for the basic skills program. I
early childhood program in the would hope the need f'or basic skills
College of Eliucation.
would diminish as students with
low admission standards anticipate
Q: You spoke earlier of support what's going 10 be demanded of
from the legislature. Two things; them, take responsibility and take
One, do you think that you will be those courses in high schooL But
getting the funding for the South· you are always going to need some
west Research Institute and, two, basic skills for those wh9 decided
do you think the general college will
get the funding it needs?

"Morale is damaged when
there is no input, no compromise, no gh·e and
take ... "

A: I think we 11ill be able to make a
strong case for both projects. The
South west
Hispanic Research
Institute is basically a $120,000
budget. Wh~n you're looking at
S160 million budget for higher
education, it's a small portion we late to go to college or who have
dropped out or are reentering the
think is very important.
educational process.
You can't, at this time, predict Q: Do you think the KDNM
what kind of success you'll have decision was damaging to student
with the legislature. The university morale?
would be delighted to provide small
classes and faculty responsive to the A: I don't think so. I think in any
community needs, but we can't do community as large as this
it without funds. That's basic. If university you're going to have
the legislature would provide the issues in which people take both
funds the university could provide sides. Morale is damaged when
these services. It would make much there is no input, no compromise,
more sense to integrate a program no give and take in the discussion.
within the university but as a Not all final solutions are comdistinctive
administrative pletely ac.ceptable to everyone but if
viewpoint.
the issue is out in the open and
there's a public exchange, I don't
This is what we proposed in 1978. think that is damaging to moral.
This is what the governor's task
force was prepared to recommend Q: What was the viewpoint of the
right before it was dissolved. What administration in wanting to take

over the
KUNM?

financial

bllrden

of

A: It was really the result of several.

things. One is that the president of
ASUNM wanted the administration
to assume the responsibility for
financing to free up portions of the
ASUNM budget,
Perhaps the most important
reason is the legal contractual
obligation for the institution to
comply to federal regulations in
terms of the management of the
station. There were a series of
personnel problems, internal
problems, creating a crisis and the
question was asked who was in
charge and cl, '"lY the university,
the regents and the administration
had to assume responsibility.
'Q: Now that the problems in the
athletic department seemed to have
finally cleared out, do you think
that was damaging to the university
in anyway?

A: I guess the question WO\lld be
whether it would be short term or
long term damaging. I think any
time the integrity of the indiviuals
of an institution is questioned this
can be damaging.
One of the great concerns, not
only with the specific problems of
the athletic department, is when
people get a distorted view of what

"Any time the integrity of
the individuals of an institution is questioned this
can be damaging."
the university is all about. We have
all of this activity going on and 90
percent of the publicity is focused
on the sporll at this institution. To
me tltat causes concern because it

diverts the public's attention from
all of the good things that are going
on.
In the long run, whether it will be
damaging depends on how the
institution reacts. I think the facts
were known. We took appropriate
action.
We
had complete
reorganization of the athletic
deparment. We developed a policy
manual and handbook for athletics
which is being used as a model by
institutions all over the country.
Q; Do you see the university on an

upswing?
A: I feel we have developed a great

"New Mexico has the
resources to go first class
at all levels of education,"
deal. We're attracting better
students as freshmen. Our contract
research has expanded considerably
in the last four or five years. If you
look at the record of faculty
publications and published research
this too is impressive. We've got
strong leadership from our deans,
our department chairs. Overall, I
think student morale has been
excellent and positive.
I think it takes a great deal of
strength and vitality of an institution to overcome the adversity
we've been through, the problems
we've had to face in the past three
years. New Mexico has the
resources to go first class at all
levels of education. This institution
can be as good as the people want it
to be. It depends on whether, as a
state that is represented by our
representatives, we are going to
commit the resources to determine
the degree of excellence for all
programs of the university.

the Living Batch
A Literary Bookstore
2406 Central SE
262-1619

Harry's Plaee

New and Used Books
Bought and Sold

2128 Central SE

]apa11 Offers Scholarships
Scholarships for American
graduate students to study in Japan
are now available through the
Japanese Ministry of Education,
Carol Robles of the UNM Office of
International Programs and Services, said.
Robles said the scholarships were
established to help create mutual
understanding and cooperation
between the United States and
Japan.
Applicants must be U.s. citizens
under 35-years-old and must have a
bachelors of art's or bachelor of
science degree from an accredited
college or university.

The scholarships cover transportation to and from Japan
room and board, a monthly stipend
and all Japanese school fees, she
said,
Students may study for two yeats
beginning in April 1982 or for one
and a half years beginning in
October 19.82.
Candidates from all fields are
eligible to apply. A knowledge of
Japanese is essential.
New Mexico students may apply
through the Consulate General of
Japan in Los Angeles, Robles said,
Applicants who go through the
Consulate General will u_ndergo a

preliminary screening, language
examination and an oral interview.
The deadline for applications
is Sept. 18, Winners will be
determined by Ministry of
Education officials in Japan and
results will be announced in the
spring of 1982.
"Students ar<;< encouraged to
begin the application process early
because it is a lengthy process,"
Robles said.
Application forms are available
from the Consulate General at 250
East First St., Suite 1412, Los
Angeles, California 90012.

Petty Thievery
Primary Problem
For UNM Police
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*Double Burger 1.35
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Patrick Armijo
Petty thievery is considered the
primary problem for the University
of New Mexico police, Berry Cox,
director of Police and Parking
Services, said,
"People don't iock their cars or
offices. In eight out of 10 larceny
cases there is no sign of forced
entry," he said.
Cox suggested that people mark
their property because it is easily
identified if stolen.
During the fall semester campus
police will be stationed around the
campus to mark bicycles.
An escort service is also provided
through the department. Students
can call 277-2241 during the dark
hours and police will send an escort
to accompany them to their car.
dorm or classroom.
The campus police department
will also give presentations, show
films and give pamphlets free to an
organization concerned about
personal safety, the possibility of
rape or harassing telephone calls.
Cox said that according to the
Uniform Crime Report there are
only five other large universities
with lower incidences of major
crime than UNM.
"In my opinion the University of
New Mexico provides one of the
City parking enforcement officers do a thorough job. Be careful safest environments to be found in
where you park. Sanely Kimura is pictured writing a $5 parking the
metropolitan Albuquerque
area," Cox said.
violation.

Welcome
to

Fall semester!
We look forward
to serving you
this school year .
• Our regular hours are Weekdays 8-5
Saturdays 9-1

• Special registration hours Monday Aug. 24,8 am to 7 pm
Tuesday Aug. 25, 8 am to 7 pm

(next to the Lobo Campus Pharmacy)

Hom.eof
Fam.ous Vienna Hot Dogs
onlv
~

,

• Please read return policy!

,....----~...;'"":,··

·'
t".

1l You must have your sales receipt
21 Last day to return fall tex~s is Saturday
Sept.19
3)Books must be in original condition as
purchased
41 You must have your ID

99°

we also serve:
~omedBeef

1/41b. Polish Dog
Pastrami
1/41b. Knockwurst
1!41b. Hot Dog
Roast Beef
Barbecue Beef
Handmade Hamburgers
Taco Burger
Y egetarian Salad
French Fries, Soft Drinks

Augl..iSt 21-22-23.
28-29-30•
September 4-5-6.

We hope you'll find what you're looking
for in your on-campus boo.kstore. We have
a fiue general book department, won·
derful children;s books and hard-to-find
I~IJI·I reference works. Our gift shop is full of ~~~~~
sports clot.hes, toys, cards and surprises II
and we have a full line of art supplies,
stationery and office needs.

Free coleslaw with ALL sandwiches:

l

·wc also have a Yideo game roon1!

Ticket• tnay oo cho!ged
lhloUgh ACLOA at

I

----------------~--~-----~·
\Yith the first game you play you'll

1
I

I

rccci.Yc a free soft drink!
Offers expire 8-2:3-81

345-65n or vour nearest
Ticket Moster bcation

snJD~JT

hOll

UNM Bool<store

!liJSH: $2.50 one

ur ootO<e show

1

time

I

CAll NOW af 3~77.

I

•--~-----~-----------~----~

ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC LIGHT OPERA
ASSOCIATION
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World News

by United Press International

Picture May Open Casket
DALLAS - The widow of Lee
Harvey Oswald and the mortician
who embalmed the body said
Sunday a purported photograph of
the accused presidential assassin in
a casket depicted someone else,
They said the grave should be
opened quickly to learn the truth.
Marina Oswald Porter said she
would go to court this week to seek
permission to have the grave
opened,
The controversy over the
photograph,
released publicly
Saturday, deepened the mystery
over who, if anyone, is buried in the

U.S. Treasury Fleeced
August has been stormy in Albuquerque. lightning approaches from the north (left) and streets become streams (right) during torrential afternoon thunderstorms.

Campus Briefs
UNM Library Hours
The following are the operating hours
for the University of New Mexico
libraries:

Zimmerman Library - Remaining
summer hours are Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and closed on Sunday.
Beginning Aug. 24, the new hours will be
Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m. to
midnight, Friday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday,
10 a.m. to midnigtlt.
Law Library - The hours remain the

same for the rest of the summer as for the
fall semester; Monday through Thursday,
7:30 a.m. to midnight, Friday and
Saturday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sunday,
10 a.m. to midnight.

Medical Center Library - The hours
remain the same for the rest of the
summer as for the fall semester. Monday
through Thursday, 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 11
p.m.
The Parish Library (Anderson School
of Management) and Fine Arts Library
have not yet set their fall semester hours.

Orientation Sessions

Emergency Number

Orientation programs for the olderthan-average or the non-traditional
student beginning college after a period of
academic inactivity, are being sponsored
by the Returning Students Association,
the Office of the Dean of Students and
Orientation Programs.
Two sessions are scheduled, one Aug.
18 from 6:30p.m. to 9:30p.m. in the Kiva
Auditorium and the other Aug. 26 from
6:30p.m. to 9:30p.m. in room 101 of the
Education Building.
Reservations are not needed and there
is no charge, Child care will be provided.

If ever an environmental crisis occurs,
there is a 24-hour, seven days a week
telephone number to call: 505-827-2275.
The phone will be answered by EID
personnel during normal business hours
and by the Radio Communications
Division at all other times.
Anyone with a serious enough situation
should call the number. The information
will be taken and EID Emergency
Response Coordinator Ray Krehoff will
be contacted. Krehoff will then contact
the original caller.

Rio Grande
Sporting Club
2500YaleSE

Aerobic Exercise
Two Times Weeki•
Thre~ Times Weekly Fiw Time& Weekly
$15.00 monthly rate $20.00, monthly rate $25.00 monthly rate

Class Times:
9:00 am • 12:1 0 pm • 5:30 pm · 6:30 pm
new hours can be arranged upon request

* * * INCLUDES * * *

Everything's on sale at
Mountains and Rivers ..

whirlpool
steam room

free towel
locker

for more information 243-9590

We're ready to clear it all out and now's your
chance to save Money on the best gear around.
We're having a pre-season ski sale and ... a Flea
Market!
So, come early- there's only one or two of some
things, but the savings are terrific.

Sale starts Saturday,
August 22 at 10:00 A.M.

MOUNTAINS
& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E. ~~·~.N.M.
268·4876, Mon-Ftl10•6, Sat

La Pinata Shop
No.2 Patio Market, Old Town
We carry pinatas, Mexican paper
flowers and other beautiful gifts.
242-2400
898-2464

Introducing:

Steven's Jewelry
Silver and Goldsmith
Contemporary, Classic and Custom Design
Repairs
247-4615

Man-Sat 10·5 and 7-9
Sun 1·6

'

WASHINGTON- Sen, William
Proxmire's Golden Fleece Award
for August goes to the Treasury
Department managers 'of the Social
Security Trust Funds for a "fiscal
fiasco," the Wisconsin Democrat
announced Sunday.

"was not an accident." He said the
managers of the funds, instead of
investing to get the maximum
possible return, have invested the
funds in Treasury issues that carry
low interest rates. They have done
this, he said, "to minimize the
Proxmire said the department's interest on the national debt. The
investment policies lost $2 billion in Trust Funds have thus been used to
earnings to the trust funds last year. subsidize the general revenues of
the government."
"While private money market
managers investing in government
or government-backed securities
earned 13 percent on their investments in 1980, the Treasury
managers (investing in the same
securities) earned only 8.3 percent.
This is not only a Golden Fleece,
but a fiscal fiasco," he said,
Proxmire gives a Golden Fleece
Award. each month to the perpetrator of "the biggest, most
ironic or most ridiculous example
of the waste or loss of the taxpayers' money for the period."
Proxmire said the $2 billion loss

Welded Seams
Too Shallow
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- Welded
seams along some of the steel
beams that gave way in the collapse
of the Hyatt Regency hotel
sky,iValks were too shallow to meet
construction requirements and an
expert said the welds looked like a
"glue job."
In a copyright story Sunday, the
Kansas City Star said construction
documents drafted by Hyatt architects and engineers and filed at
City Hall in 1978 called for "fulldevelopment" welds in those beams
- welds that penetrate to the same
depth as the metal being joined.
However, close-up photographs
of the walkway wreckage show the
welds in the beams did not
penetrate the full depth of the
metal.
The Star said seven welding
experts and engineers who independently
examined
the
photographs agreed the welds
would not meet the standard set in
the design documents.
lt has not been determined
whether the welds split before or
during the skywalk collapse ~ly 17
that killed U 1 people and InJUred
188 others.

Contract Talk Possible

grave at Rose Hill Burial Park in sold by someone looking for a little
Fort Worth, Texas.
glory."
The person in the photograph
The
photograph, reportedly
appeared to be in his late 30s,
dressed in a dark suit and tie. The taken by an unidentified Fort
man's neck appeared puffy and his Worth intelligence officer after
Oswald's body was prepared for
hair dark and relatively thick.
Mrs. Porter and Paul Grudy, the burial, was sold to the Associated
mortician who prepared the body Press for $500 by Jim Marrs, a
'former reporter for the Fort Worth
for burial, both said the
Star Telegram.
photograph did not depict the man
they buried on Nov, 25, 1963.
Marrs said he obtained the
Grudy said, "It doesn't look like picture from a "pretty highranking
the body that I put in the casket. I police official" in Fort Worth who
think the picture is of someone else, had retired. He said he sold it even
though Mrs. Porter had previously
told him the photograph did n.ot
depict her husband,

WASHINGTON
Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis
said Sunday he is willing to
negotiate a contract with a
restructured air traffic controllers' union, but "positively
not" with the current union that
is on strike.
Lewis was asked about a
statement from Robert Poli,
president of the Professional Air
Traffic
Controllers
Organi~ation, that he believes
negotiations could still resume
because he has not been told
otherwise by the Reagan administration.

Grudy said the grave should be
opened "to settle this issue. This is
a part of history. Let's di~ him up
and make sure he's there.

"No, we're not going to
negotiate with them, we're
positively not," Lewis said in a
telephone interview.

"I used an extra powerful and
strong embalming fluid in order
that I might gain extensive
preservation for the sake of the
future. At the time, I anticipated
there may be a time in the history of
mankind that they might need to
disinter the remains," he said.

"He (Poli) walked out on us.
We didn't walk out on him, and
we asked him to stay. And I
pleaded with him to stay. The
gun at his head was his own gun,
because he was the one who

declared he was going to go on
strike,"
Lewis said he will negotiate a
new contract with the controllers
who are still working or with a
"restructured" controllers'
union, but "I'm not going to
talk to Poli and the people on
strike."
Lewis said a decision by
Portuguese air traffic controllers
to refuse to handle U.S. transAtlantic flights for a 48-hour
period beginning Sunday night
"will mean some delay on flights
on arrival times -arrivals both
ways,'' because flights will have
to take longer routes across the
Atlantic.
But he said the Portugese
boycott should not affect
departures.
Lewis said he and "Reagan
knew there would be "some
temporary layoffs" in the airline
industry resulting from the
controllers' strike. "This is one
of the things we regret very
deeply," Lewis said.

Newsland
has moved

(six doors west between Schlotzsky's and Game World)
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paperback dictionaries
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• 1000 science fiction
titles
• We have the largest
selection of magazines
in the UNM area

while supplies last
,______________________________
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Ali official of i11e Kansas Citybased Havens Steel Co., :"'hich was
responsible for we.ldmg and
erecting the walkways ~~ the hotel,
declined to answer questions,
The newspaper also reported that
photographs of the third floor
walkway which did not collapse
show the bottom of one of its box
beams was beginning to bend
upward in a pat\etn of fallu~e
similar to that Which occurred m
the fourth floor skywalk which did
collapse.

We look forward to
serving you at our new location

Newsland

2112 ·central SE

Open seven days 9am-9pm

242-0694
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Ar±istrl!

WELCOME!

~uisJt j,tu dio
SPECIALIZING IN
TOTAL DEAUTY
SERVICES
SALON AND
nETAIL CENT£/1,
FQ/1, GUYS & GALS

QJ

Intro to the Basic Arts at UNM.
Ray Abeyta

883-1724
:!701 SAN MAYEO N E SUITE I
CRESTVIEW SQUARE
1 BLOCK NORTH OF COMANCHE

l0%off

on drafting
and art
supplies

w/student ID

New Mexico Art Supply
(formerly California Art Supply)

2510 Central SE

265-3733

So you're back in scnool, waiting
for the financial aid to roll in, gotta
eaten tnat eight-in-the-mornin!l bio
class. Funny how breakfast at the
Frontier just doesn't settle with a
bisection demonstration. Nobody
in town has the books you need,
and homework, I mean it's the first
week and you have to get through
the selected works of Dostoevski by
next week!
And the lines - Scholes Hall is
backed up to the duck pond,
Bandelier is like a Macy's basement
sale. Newr figured it possible to get
closed out of all eighteen hours of
your schedule. Oh well, there's
always a tennis class.
Well, anyone who's spent the
summer in Albuquerque can tell
you that things have picked up
considerably since people started
straggling in for the fall semester.
The university's influence on the
local scene is an undeniable one;
UNM offers any number of activities to its students as well as the
community. For the purposes of
this article we'll concentrate on that
group with an interest in the arts.
UNM sponsers a variety of art·
related groups and organizations,
who offer everything from off and
on Broadway shows to any number
of student and professional
galleries to visiting artists and
classical, rock, jazz, bluegrass and
experimental concerts, to premiere
run films etc., etc. It ain't New
York but it's happening smack dab
in the middle of Albuquerque.
Now, whether or not one chooses
to take advantage of what's
available is matter of one's taste;
however when I say UNM sponsers

PASS
SALES

We11ger, the Teaching Gallery
functions as an alternative
exhibition sp!lce for the purposes of
exposing art students to the work of
their peers, current faculty, a11d
visiting artists.
The gallery, aside from the
curating faculty, .is predominantly
student-run. Art works are checked
in, · labeled and arranged by a
volunteer staff of interested
students, Obviously a gallery is
more than just pictures on a wall
and the Teaching Gallery and the
ASA offer the oppurtunity to learn
the inner workings of exhibiting art
work. Interested persons can
contact Molly Mason at 277-3211.
The Teahing Gallery's hours are
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Jonson Gallery- 243-4667
Now this one you have to look
for. Located at 1909 Las Lomas
N.E. this gallery is a special treat.
The Jon son Gallery, aside from
being a gallery, is also Raymond
Jonson's home. Jonson, who
celebrated his ninetieth birthday in
July, is one of the movers and
shakers of the New Mexico art
scene. He came to New Mexico
during the 1930's, attracted by the
remoteness and beauty of the
landscape and the unusual blend of
Spanish and Native American
cultures. Jonson, along with artists
such as Georgia O'Keefe and
Andrew Dasburg, established an
aesthetic that is still prevalent
today.
The entraJ;ce to the gallery is
through the back door. You have to
walk through a storage room piled
with stacks of Jonson's paintings,
drawings, old easels, palettes and
other
miscellaneous objects
collected over a lifetime. The
gallery itself is located in the
downstairs section of the house
with Janson living upstairs. The
gallery exhibits a variety of works
with an emphasis on painting.
Highly supportive of young artists,
a show at the Jonson combines the
intimacy of a gallery with the
ambiance of a museum. While
5861
Located on the second floor Jonson himself no longer oversees
across from the main office of the the day-to-day running of the
Art Building and curated by faculty gallery, his presence is undeniable,
continued on page 8-11
artists Molly Mason and John

the arts that's just what I mean,
The Associated Students of the
U11iversity of New Mexico collect
$14 dollars from each student's
tuition to support student related
activities. The arts alone account
for only a small portion of the total
sura. In the case of Popejoy Hall's
Cultural Series, tickets for the
evening snows of "The Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas" are $20.00,
$18.00 and $14.00 per person, With
the ASUNM discount, students
only pay half price for any seat in
the house.
Now, cost of admission only
applies to films and performancerelated presentations. UNM also
has a number of art galleries which
offer their shows free to students
and staff and in most cases to the
general public.
The following is a list of UNM' s
art-related organizations, their
locations, phone numbers, and
interests:
Galleries
The Art Students Association 277-2667
Better known as the ASA Qallery
and located in the basement of the
SUB across from the theatre, the
ASA', true to its naroe, is the
student gallery on campus. Run for
and by students, the ASA has
existed as a fiesty low-budget and
suprisingly professional operation
for some four years now. Funded
by ASUNM and the GSA, the
gallery has presented every manner
of show from the downright
ludicrous "Generic Media" to the
ambitiousness of the "Southwest
Regional
Photographic
Exhibition".
Exhibitions are selected for each
semester by an exhibition commitec
made up of students and faculty
from proposals submitted by interested student and professional
artists.
Anyone interested in working
with the gallery should call or come
by Monday through Friday from
II :00 a.m. to 4:00p.m.
The Teaching Gallery - 277·

Crrrunch
our Salads

Bus passes will go on sale at the Sun-Tran booth in the
UNM SUB (main floor, north end) from 9AM to 4PM August
20, 21. 24, 25 and 26, 1981.

Semester Pass*
Commuter Pass

$50.00
$16.00

Punch Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8.00

~a)YJA

unlimited rides for
the whole semester
unlimited rides for
one calendar month
for 20 rides.

• available only to full-time students of an accredited post High School educational institution in Albuquerque. A full-time student at UNM is registered for
12 undergraduate hours or 6 graduate hours.

• •

Salad Bar by the ounce!
romaine
cherry tomatoes
cucumbers
sprouts
red cabbage
sunflower seeds
bacon bits
homemade croutons

cheese
carrots
yogurt cucumber dressing
blue cheese
homestyle french
italian with genuine olive oil
green goddess

----------------------------For information call:

766-7830

Introductory Offer

salad for 25"/oz (reg. 32•/oz)
with sandwich or meal with this coupon

----------------------------City of Albuquerque
also feoh.lflr'og.

Siren

Mtthroorn Avo 9Jtprtze

New Me:<itO Mushroom
lutkey Bfeo&l Sordw!ch
Quiche

the Real
Mood Place

Ch1les Rellenos
Homemade soups

I
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and a visit to this gallery is a unique
experience.
Jonson Gallery hours are from
12:00 to 4:~0 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday and I :00 to 4:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
UNM Fine Arts Museum -2774001
Located on the main floCir of the
Fine Arts Center along with
Popejoy Hall and Rodey Theatre,
the Fine Arts Museum maintains
one of the finest collections of
photog~aphs and lithographs in the
country. Collected through the
foresight of photographer Van
Deren Coke and master printerartist Garo Antresian, the
museums collection has drawn
historians and artists from around
the world.
Aside from prints, the museum
also houses an impressive collection
of paintings and sculptures by
internationally recognized artists.
Ironically, this collection also
includes a large number of painter
Richard Diebenkorn's graduate
student work. Diebenkorn, who
attended UNM in the late fifties
and was denied his M.F.A. by the
art department, left Albuquerque
for California and has since become
one of the most influential painters
of the twentieth century.
While the Museum is faced with
increasing inflation and cuts in
funding for the arts, it continues to
expand its collection, and serve as
an archival showcase for the visual
arts,
THEATRES/PERFORMANCE
The Experimental Theatre 277-4402
In the basement of the Fine Arts
Center, located across from the
dance studio, there's this black box
of a room, large enough to contain
the entire thirty member cast of" A
History of American Film" plus
audience, but small enough to
maintain the intimacy of an off, off
Broadway theatre~ The Ex is home
of some of the most experimental
performances in Albuquerque.
Usually the Ex functions as the
staging ground for new performers
and performances, who eventually
work their way up to the more
prestigious Rodey Theatre. This by
no means is a criticism of the endeavors undertaken in the Ex. Of
the people who have performedat
the Ex, many prefer it for its intimacy and subterranean cellar-like
atmosphere. Equipped to handle
just about any performance, this
little chunk of coal can shine like a
diamond on a good night.
Rodey Theatre~ 277~4402
In-between Popejoy and the Fine
Arts Museum you'll find Rodey
Theatre, UNM's home performance showcase and the largest
student theatre and performance
space. Under the direction of
students and faculty Rodey will be
transformed from cinema to
"Dancescape" to a stage inhabited
by the unearthly masked characters
of "Death's Nose" and "La
Cantina del Muerte".
Equipped to handle music,
dance theatre and film, Rodey is
book~d throughout the year with all
of these events. A performance at
Rodey is almost always an op·
purtunity to see the best that the
Fine ArtsDepartment has to offer .
Keller Hall - 277-4402
Main floor of the Fine Arts
building, across from Rodey ~nd
Popejoy. Predominantly . a rectta 1
space for the Music Department's
undergraduate and graduate
students, Keller Hall is the per·
forrnance space where UNM's
music students present their final
performances. Unli~e other
departments, the mustc department's finals consist of a performance by each student who has
made it through the rigors of en·
dless one-credit-hour classes and
hours of rehearsals, perfecting

themselves for those final moments
on stage when the slightest timing
chang~ is counted against you.
This is not to say that Keller is
merely a staging ground for final
exams. These recitals feature the
most promising young musicians
and composers that have worked
their way up to this moment, including everything from symphonies to solos to choirs to the
UNM Jazz Band.
All tickets and reservations for
the above halls can be arranged
thro11gh the Fine Arts Box Office,
located at the main entr.ance to the
Fine ·Arts Center across from the
Popejoy Box Office, For information you can call the Theatre
Arts office at 277-4332 or the Fine
Arts Box Office at277-4402.
Popejoy Hall- 277-3121
One of the saving graces at
UNM, Popejoy Hall, along with
the Santa Fe Opera is known across
the state as one of the main cultural
centers for New Mexico. -Next to
Lobo basketball, Popejoy Hall is
one of the biggest attractions on
campus. In its Cultural Enter·
tainment Series alone Popejoy will
present the Ballet Folklorico
Mexicano, Donizetti's opera ''Don
Pasquale", Venezuela's Maracaibo
Symphony, th~ internationally
acclaimed Nikolais Dance Theatre,
Andre Previn and the Pittsburgh
SynyJhony
Orchestra,
the
Broadway touring company of
"Annie" and more. This only
begins the list. Popejoy also
features films from the Audubon
Wildlife Film Series, and offers
year-round performances by the
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra.
Many of the seats for the performances have been sold by now

Come to Reed's for all your photographic
needs. We offer complete product lines, convenient hours, professional service and

so it is suggested that you buy your
tickets early if you have an interest
in any of Popejoy's shows. Sellouts
are not unusual.
FILM

THE LOWEST PRICES
IN ALBUQUERQUE.

ASUNM Film Comrnitiee- 277-

5608

Located in the south .end of the
basement of the SUB, across from
the ASA Gallery.
Hours: Mon-Thu 9-6
Now the question of film as art
Fri
9-8
has been a subject of controversy
Sat
10-5
ever since Melies' first reels sent the
audience running for their lives
from a small Parisian theatre. This
..
M•e•n•a•u•IN
..
E. . . . . . . . . .
tenacious little film committee and
theatre have been pushing the Holfmantown Shopping Ctr
question for as long as they've 299·6644
existed. Surrounded by con_...._,._,._...._,.~_,.~_,.
_,._,.....cr_,._,........._...._,.J"'_,.__.J"'............JCo!V'......-4
troversy, always on the verge of
losing their funding and their
theatre space, the film committee
continues to bring in the audie11ce,
whether it's for a re-run of "Casa
Blanca" or a guest appearance by
independent filmmaker Stan
Brakhage.
Last spring semester's controversy over a rent hike for the
SUB theatre space raised many
issues about the validity of the film
The division of dermatology, UNM School of
committee's location as a student
Medicine is conducting a double-blind study
theatre and their choice of films.
comparing hvo commercially available topic;!
The rent hike itself ended in a
compromise between the SUB and
corticosteroids,
the film committee, with the film
~
Patients will receive free evaluation and two
~
committee surrendering all con·
weeks
of
h·eatment
with
topical
corticostcriods.
cessions to the SUB for a reduction
in the rent hike. As for the film
Exclusions: pregnant females and patients
committee's choice of films, the n
with lesions covering greater than 50% total
question was whether or not certain
body area.
films were minority interest
material, and did they serve the
interest of the student community.
For informlltion and appointment
In response to this the SUB at·
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call Gail at 277-4757.
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106 Vassar SE
:
'268-6547
Campus
Bicycle
&
Moped
••
•
Hours 9-6 M-S
•
••
•
across from Shell
e
Station at east
••
e
endofUNM
e
••
e
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Back to School Specials
••
l. Bicycle tune up $10.00
•••
••
2. Up to 10% OFF Bicycles while stock lasts
••
3. 25% OFF all accessor-ies
••c
••
4. United thorn resistant tubes installed $4 .50 each
••
•••
•••
••
•
••
Expert
repairs
on
all
makes
of
Bicycles
•
••
••
Have .over 150 FUJI PEUGEOT SEKAI KHS in stock •
•
•••
•
••
•
••
••
SALE
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••
••
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and get rid of all the business at
Siren. Now I kind of wish we
hadn't. I'd like to get back into it,
nothing very time consuming. We
want to start repressing all the old
albums.

R.A. - Is the new album out in
the states now?
D.E. - Yeah, as an import nobody' s approached us about
American distribution. Warner
Brothers' turned us down,
Atlantic's turned it down and I've
approached IRS and we're supposed to hear from them on
Monday or Tuesday, they're sort of
Chrome fans.
R.A. - You want to talk about
what you're trying to do sound
wise, you're use of this wall of
sound approach?
D. E. - You mean mud?
R.A. -No, I mean you take this
approach to sound where it's
almost like this grid effect, where
no one instrument ever really stands
out.
D.E, and H. C.- Yean, well we
want to create this one sound. We're

I'

.

...j

'

(

continued from page B-11

Lobo, submissions can be taken to the Lobo news room,
Marron Hall, Monday through Friday.

Graphic by Debbie Spector, graduate art student with the UNM
Art Department. Eye Talk will run as a regular feature of the
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backlogged it, though, 'o he ~ould
play Romeo Void some more. He·s
a nkc guy but ... I mean he's part
of this whole monopoly in thi>
wwn of a_,hole:. like Bill Graham
and Dirk Dirk;on, and that
Hon>witz cat toat runs Bam.
D.E. and H. C'. -·- There was thi->
interview wito Bill Graham in th<1!
magazine, Another Room, and the)
talked about all the conflict ol
int~re't in S.F. Something thai
tilate Ill' in that interview "a' that"
lo1 nl Ciraham'-. ;lhlW!. w'cr~ .an
nntm~~tl on KOSI. which is <1
lbteucr SJ'~HIS~)red radio \tat ion and
there·-... wH ~uppn~ed to bt! nn~
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tempted a film program of its own
on a trial basis. The progam ran
half of the week during the spring,
alternating with the ASUNM
program, and was the only program
during the summer. The emphasis
for the SUB program was on
popular second run films with a
provert box office draw.
The SUB program folded, with
losses of up to $5,000, and the
ASUNM film committee will again
be the film program for the
university.
All .of this controversy hasn't
necessarily clarified the position of
the film committee as a student
entity in the Student Union, but it
has strengthened their determination to survive. Contrary to
the criticism that the committee is
run by filmic elitist, this year's
schedule will include films such as

"Fame,H

Kurosawa•s

"Kagemusha," John Huston's
1946
government
censored
documentary, "Let There be
Light" and Scorcese's "Raging
Bull".
Aside from being a student run
film committe, the SUB theatre is
the best deal in town. At a $1.50 a
ticket (student discount) you can
see all the films your financial aid
wiU buy you.

RADIO
KUNM -177-410ti
Located on 90.1 on your FM
dial, or at the corner of Girard and
Campus in Onate Hall, KUNM is
the last of the free form FM radio
stations in Albuquerque.
KUNM has an extensive library
of albums and tapes including e-very
conceivable sound that was ever
recorded. It has sponsered
numerous radio and recording
workshops with radio . and recording artists such as Robert Ashley
and Ned Sublette. Aside from its
KUNM
unique
programming,
offers training in all aspects of
radio management, from D.J. to
engineering, with some positions
open for work-study,

~:· ~- ,. ' ,J>.

"' ' 1;.
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and I both identify with the
psychedelic phase not directly .in
any sense but as an influence in
theory. Something about creating
an atmosphere and then beating the
shit out of it.
In some of the earlier albums and
on the title track of Blood on the
Moon we were interested in African
trance music. Blood on the Moon is
a very long and hypnotic track and
we'll probably go further with this
idea in later materiaL
R.A. One of the most
noticable qualities of this last.
album that makes it stand out from
the rest of your material is the
inclusion of the Stench rhythm
section. Prior to this you guys did
all of the instrumentation which
lent a homogenous quality to the
sound. The inclusion of two new
players has brought into play two
new characters and changed the
sound considerably.
D.E. - There was something
good about all the sound coming
from just the two of us, and one of
the reasons we were doing it was
out of necessity. We'd bring in bass
players who played like guitar

-Arts--

f

•

really into this m11chine sound with
D. E. - Yeah that's really what
nobody playing out. It's restricted the r)lythm section does, lay down
and minimalistic. We just have bass this basic grove and the only real
and drums with Helios and me ornamentation is in terms of the
exploring the tonalities. This last guitar and that's totally planned
album we recorded with the same out. It's not free form or any of
basic tonal structure throughout the tl)at shit.
J.S. - Another aspect is that,
cuts. It's also the first album we've
done with the same instruments on unlike a lot of other synthesizerevery song and we . recorded oriented bands, .most if not all have
everything live except for the vocals gone towards this hyper-clean,
steamlined, modernistic-futurism
which we dubbed in later.
J.S. There's a sense of kind of sound and it ends up being
limitations. Well actually it doesn't cold. What's so great about the
have anything to with limitation. tones that you guys use is that
It's just basic drums and bass and they're so simple.
D.E. and H. C. -We are one of
you've made this decicion. It's
nothing new for bass and drums to the few dirty synthesizer bands.
provide a strong basic grove, but You can't go into any club in S.F.
that's what they're doing, · and hear anybody do what we're
providing a strong constant grove. doing. If they're playing dirty
It's not any of this bullshit they're playing old metal and if
colorati.on stuff.
they're playing synthesizer they're
I was just remembering the first playing cold and clean.
We're trying to find something
time I heard what you guys bad
been up to. You turned on your that's grungy and high energy. I
amplifier and before you even mean we like rock and roll, we just
played a note the room filled up hated the chord changes that people
with this sound, a very residual had been doing for the past fifteen
noise, but a very effective noise that years. The thing we really liked
totally changed the room.
about rock was the rhythm. Helios
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Anyone interested in working at
KUNM or even making a request
for his favorite song should give
them a call or drop by for a loOk
around.

Wedd£ng

7nv£~a~£on~

6
Announc.emen.t~

Choose Pr-om
Tr-aditionat~ Contempor-ar-y
or- Cr-eate Your- O~n.
Heliograved and Copperplate
Engraved
Invitations
Social, Di~th and Party
Announcements
Personalized
Napkins, Book Matches,and Stirrers
ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
LOwer Level
·~~~-~~~
N.M.·

Union

277-5031

players and drummers who
couldn't follow bass players. It'd
just drive us nuts. Helios and I
weren't really that developed
stylistically and Hilary and John
were brothers with more of a
musical background than us.
J.S. - Well, Hilary and I had
worked together long enough to
realize just how bass and drums
could fit together.
D.E. - What you guys h;~d
developed together and what we
were' looking for isn't that common. Being in a certain heirarchy of
hipness or awareness or whatever,
checking out different styles and
artistic movements for ideas when
music is going through so many
changes. I mean John and Hilary
have this very mechanical feel
without the coldness. They've got
this live soul gut feel.
J. S. - There's another good
thing about this music and that's
when you walk into the alley here
and there's all these derelects and
winos. There's something about
this music that fits that scene out
there.

.
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Entertainment
Mtiseums Educate, Entertain
And Provide Culture for Visitors
Museums are 11 look at the past
and «n ironic look into our culture
today and what it might be in years
to come. There are many museums
in Albuquerque displaying a variety
of exhibits. The following list of
museums in Albuquerque is by no
means complete since there are
many businesses and organizations
which display exhibits c9verlng
cufture, science or progression of
some craft or art. [For a look at
museums on the UNM campus,
refer to /he news section ill upcoming issues of/Ire Daify Lobo).
Albuquerque Museum
The Albuquerque Museum, 2000
Mountain Road N.W. in the
northeast section of Old Town, is
open Tuesday through Friday from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday from I p.m. to 5 p.m. and
is closed on Mondays. There is no
admission charge.

Centurion Bicycles
137 HaJ•vurd S.E.

Special exhibits include Paintings
From Aff Walks of Life that will be
on display until the end .of August;
Newtown and the Rai(road Boom
Years - 1880-1912, which is a
Permanent exhibit; and Crafts '81,
which is a display of ceramics,
stained glass, metal works among
other crafts by New Mexico artists
on display until Sept. 20.
Tours are offered through the
museum and interested parties
should call about .two weeks. in
advance for reservatiOns, accordmg
t~. museu~ persom:ei. The tour
giv~s. details and history of the
exhibits.
Tours are a,lso offered through
Old Town. The "Old Town
W?lking Tour" is scheduled every
Fnday, Saturday and Sunday at
I :30 p.m. and Wednesday and
Thursday at 11 a.m. The tour meets
at the Albuquerque Museum. No
reservations are necessary.

For a recorded message with
further .information, ca11766-7392.
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
The museum at the Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center, 2401 12th
Street N. W., is open from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Saturday
and from IO a.m. to 5 p,m, on
Sunday. Prices are 75 cents for
adults, 50 cents for senior citizens
·and 25 cents for students.
There are two levels to the
museum. The lower, all permenant
exhibits, tells the story of the
pueblo people from a pueblo elder
point of view. li begins with the
myth of the origin of the pueblo
people and continues to contemporary times. The exhibit, "Our
Land, Our Story," covers historical
and religious point of views.
The second level consists of
comtemporary arts and crafts of

Guide for Restaurants
For the UNM Student
Robert Sanchez
Albuquerque is a town filled
with places to eat. Restaurants
of all sorts a bound. I sometimes
wonder how they all flourish.
Nevertheless, they seem to grow
until entire blocks are choked
with
fast-foods
places,
restaurants and the like.
'The area around UNM is no
exception.
However,
an
abundance of eating places can
be rather nice. It gives people
around the UNM area a wide
variety of choices of palate
pleasing places, fast foods to go
and cool resta.urants to rest in
while one eats, all within a few
minutes ofUNM.
The following is a list of
eating_ places in the U NM area.

The Jist was deriveci from the
yellow pages of the phone book.
It is not a review, but rather a
list of places to eat near or on
the UNM campus.
The boundaries set on the list
are between Lomas and Coal,
and Carlisle and University
Blvds., all within walking
distance ofUNM.

Places to eat on campus:
Aquinas Newman Center (1815
Las Lomas N.E.)- opens Aug.
24. It serves Mexican food and
sandwiches and will be open
from 9:30 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Casa del Sol (basement of SUB)
serves Mexican food and
continued on page 8-15

continued on page 8-16

-Restaurants---------------------continued from page 8-14

salads. It also serves a variety of
other types of food. It is open from
9 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

GENERAL: A
EVERYTHING

LITTLE

OF

Gel's Pizza (2004 Central S.E.) serves pizza, hot and cold sandFrontier Restaurant (2400 Central wiches and salads. Open from II
S.E,) - serves varieties of ham- a.m. to 8:30p.m. Monday through
burgers, Mexican food, breakfasts, Thursday, from II a.m. to 9:30
salads, steaks and side orders. Open p.m. Friday and from II a.m. to
from 7 l\.m. to midnight seven days 8;30 p.m. Saturday. Closed on
Sunday.
a week.

La Posada llining Hall (La Posada,
in dormitory area) - serves a
variety of dishes on a rotating
three-week schedule. It is open Mannie's
Central
A venue
from 6:45a.m. to 9 a.m. for break- Restaurant (2900 Central S.E.) fast, from 9 a.m. to 9:30 a.m, for serves Mexican food, chicken, club
continental breakfast, from 10:30 sandwiches, soups, steaks, salads
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. for lunch and and side orders. Open from 6 a.m.
from 4;30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. for to 9 p.m. seven days a week.
dinner. Prices are breakfast $2.25, lunch- $2.50 and dinner- GREEK
$2,75 and includes second helpings
on the on main entree and all you The Gyros Diner (106-A Cornell
S.E.) - serves Greek and Middlecan eat of everything else.
Eastern foods, It is open from I)
Sidewalk Cafe (Main area, first a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through
floor of SUB) - serves a variety of Friday and from noon to 5 p.m.
foods and changes specialtiies Saturday (after Aug. 24). Closed on
daily. It also has an ice-cream shop. Sunday.
Hours are [rom 6:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and ITALIAN: INCLUDING PIZZA!
from 6:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. on Carrara's Pizza (lOB Vassar S.E.)
Friday.
- serves Italian foods, including
pizza. It is open from II a.m. to II
Tucker Room (across from Pro p.m. Monday through Thursday
Shop on UNM North Golf Course) and from 11 a.m. to midnight
- serves Mexican food, hot and Friday through Sunday.
cold sandwiches and is open for
breakfast. lfours are from 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Fr'l\\ay and from 6:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

Vista N.E.) - features live entertainment during lunch and
dinner hours and serves hot and
cold sandwiches. It is open from 7
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Saturday and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Sqnday,
Siren Coffee House & Cafe (115
Harvard S.E.) serves sandwiches, soups, salads and other
natural foods. It is open from 9
a.m. to lO p.m. Monday through
Saturday. Closed on Sunday,

7 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m Saturday.
Closed on Sunday,

The Posh Bagel (2216 Central S.E.)
- serves deli foods, frozen yogurt
and breakfasts as well ~s side orders. It is open from 8 a.m. to 8
p,m. seven days a week.

Godfather's Pizza (I 06 Buena Vista
Schlotzsky's Sandwich Shops (2114
S.E.) - serves pizza, hot and cold
Central S.E.) - serves a variety of
sandwiches. and salads. It is open
hot sandwiches on freshly ·baked
Monday through Thursday from II
buns. Hours are from II a.m. to 9
a.m. to II p.m., from II a.m. to
p.m. Monday through Saturday
midnight on Friday and Saturday NEW MEXICAN
and. from II a.m. to 8 p.m. Sunday.
and from noon to ll p,m. on
El Patio (142 Harvard S.E.)
Sunday.
serves New Mexican style cooking. Soup 'R' Sub (2206 Central S.E.)
An
employee said that New - serves hot and cold sub sandNunzio's Pizza (107 Comell S.E.)
Mexican
style differs from Mexican wiches of many varieties, several
- serves pizza, pastas and salads.
style because the New Mexican style different types of Italian food and
It is open from II a.m. to 10 p.m. chili is vegetarian. It is open from salads. Breakfast is served Monday
Monday through Friday and from
though Friday. Hours are 8 a.m. to
noon to 10 p.m. Saturday. Closed II a.m. to 3 p.m. and from 5 p.m. 9 p.m. Monday through Friday and
to
9
p.m.
Monday
through
Friday
on Sunday.
and from 5 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. from I I a.m. to 8 p,m, Saturday
and Sunday.
Saturday. Closed on Sunday.
Pizza City (127 lfarvard S.E.) serves pizza and hot and cold SANDWICHES
VEGETARIAN
sandwiches. It is open from II a.m.
Defi-City Hero Sandwiches of Mother Nature and Son (3118
to 10 p.m. seven days a week.'
America Inc. (3004-B Central Central S.E.) - serves vegetarian
S.E.) - serves bagels, hero san- dishes only, Hours are from 11:30
NATURAL FOODS
dwiches of all kinds, salads and side a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Morning Glory Cafe. (2933 Monte orders. It is open from 9:30 a.m. to Saturday, Closed on Sunday.

Places to eat near campus (This list
is according to food):

Harvard Bike House
255·8808

BURGERS

(fbtl5ea~treet~
Coronado Center

We're famous for the finest
food, super special spirits,
and the best live
entertainment
in town.

Carraro's Pizza &
Italian Restaurant
108 Vassar, S.E.
(Across from U.N.M.)

be back for dinner!"

Jack in the Box (1808 Central S.E.)
- serves many types of hamburgers, chicken and sandwiches,
including tacos and side dishes. It is
open 24-hours a day, seven days a
week. However, from 2 a.m. to 6
a.m. the dining area is closed, but
the drive-up area remains open .

Attention

Jumbo Jack Drive-In (2138 Gold
S.E., Gold and Yale) - serves
hamburgers and hot dogs of all
sorts, fish, chili and salads as Well
as side orders, It is open from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. and is closed on
weekends.

"Try us for lunch and you'll

. !:'- • -.-... -•'
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"Juniper" Live Tonight
Happy Hour 4-7 pm • Monday • Friday

Sophomores· and Freshman
American Studies 301·401

No.4956

.3 credits

:rue

630·915
Instructor:
NancyM.
Theriot'

2 and 4 year scholarships
opportunities

CHICKEN

Scholarship provides
• Full Tuition
• All Books
• All Fees
• $100/month

Golden Fried Chicken {1830 Lomas
N.E.) -serves strictly chicken with
different side orders. It is open
from II a.m. to 10 p.m. seven days
a week.

After graduation a Navy of Mari11e Corps Commission
Travel, Adventure and
Career Opportunities
with excellent pay and benefits

Chinese Garden (3403 Central
N.E., one block west of Carlisle) -;-"
specializes in Cantonese food. It IS
open from noon to 2 p.m. and from
5 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and from 4:30p.m.
to 9:30p.m. Saturday and Sunday,
Closed on Monday.

Freshmen and Sophomores inquire
as soon as possible to determine eligibility

Lectures will include such topics as:

McDonald's Family Restaurant
(2200 Central S.E.) - serves a
variety of hamburgers, chicken,
fish and side orders. It is open from
7 a.m. to II p.m. seven days a
week .
Whataburger Restaurants(20l Yale
S.E.)- serves hamburgers of many
different varieties, fish and side
orders. It is open from 10:30 a.m.
to 10 p.m. seven days a week.

For details please stop by the Naval
Science Building on the UNM Campus

"The Creallon and Growth of American Motherhood"
''The Decline of American Fatherhood~'
"The Changing American Birth Ritual

Burger King Restaurant (1916
Central S.E.)- serves hamburgers
of all sorts, chicken, fish, hot and
cold sandwiches, and a variety of
side dishes. It is open from 10 a.m.
to midnight Sunday through
Thursday and from 10 a.m. to 2
a.m. Friday and Saturday.

720Yale NE
277-3744 or 277-3745

CHINESE

One Dragon Chinese Restaurant
(Ill Cornell S.E.)- specializes in
Szechwan (spicy) food .. It is open
from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and
from S p.m. to 10 p.m. Monday
through Saturday. Closed on
Sunday.

1981·82
Student Directory
Deletion of Names and Addresses
Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to
stop by the Student Activities Genter located
on the first floor of the New Mexico Union
IBtJildino (SUB) before Friday, September 14,
1981 ·
fill out the appropriate form.
The Student Directory will be published and
available during the first week in October
and will be on sale at the Student Information Center in the SUB and several other
places on campus tor $1.

Recharter
on time
so your organization
can aPPear in the 1981-82
--camPus Guide to
Chartered Student
Organizations··
Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept.· 11th
THIS YEAR STUDENT ACTIVITIES II IlL AGAIN BE LISTING
CHARTERED AND RECHARTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS IN
A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT OF THE DAILY LOBO. BUT, TO BE
ltiCLUDED IN THIS PUBL!CATION YOU flUS! RECHARTER YOUR
·lROUP Oil TIME. THE INFORIIATtOII WE GET FROM YOUR
RECHARTER IliB FOR.~ WILL BE USED TO DESCRIBE YOUR
ORGANIZATION AND LIST ItS OFFICERS. IF YOU HAVE
ANY QUESTIONS OR PROBlEMS, CONTACT STUDENT ACTIVITIES
AT 277·~706 OR COrtE DY RODM 106, STUDENT UNION BUtLDHIG

,,
'
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-Museums-----

Now

Leasing
Aspens
Apartments

$10 per month
discount for
UNM students
881-3570
Ul

......................... ~
Candelaria

~

"'

iii
0

North

We love
Students

•
•
•
•

3 swimming pools
all utilities paid
24 hour answering service
furnished apartments
available
• roommates welcome
(even in efficiencies)

Apartments from
$205 per month

881-3570
-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===:;;::;===:;;::;;;..;;;;;;:;;::;:;;::;:;;::;:;;::;:;;::;:;;::;:;;::;;;;::;;;;;=:;;;;;~::;:;====:::==;;;;;=~
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AHIC
----

University of New Mexico

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
1815 La~ Lomas N .E.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87106

_i

-.:l!t:
--

Staffed by members of the
Order of Preachers (Dominicans)
Area Code 505Phone 247-1094

WELCOME TO AQUINAS NEWMAN CENTER
Catholic Student Center at U.N.M.

continued from page 8·14
especially solar research. There are
different pueblos, separatecl by the fi!ms and a library at the museum.
pueblos. There are two galleries,
Tile 13-52 plane in front of the
one that displays arts and crafts museum is on exhibit, though no
from new acquistions and another one is allowed to roam freely inside.
that shows old pottery and pictures There will !llso be an F-105, a
from the time period spanning the fighter plane which the Air Force at
1800's to the 1900's.
once used widely but no longer
The purpose of the museum and builds, appearing at the museum
the 19 pueblos participating in its sometime in the near future.
upkeep is to promote the unTours are arranged for groups of
derstanding of the pueblo people.
six people or more and reservations
"Today we are very sensitive to for tours should made a day or two
our identity and the meaning of in advance, said Lynnie Grace of
being an Indian, therefore, we are the National Atomic Museum.
involved in a struggle of cultural Cameras. are allowed.
survival trying to find an indepth
awareness of our heritage, our Telephone Pioneers of America
culture and traditions," said Jim
The Telephone Pioneers of
Trujillo, director of the Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center. "Because America museum is presently
of this cultural erosin, the Ir:dain located in the Mountain Bell
people have turned to museums as a Building at 201 Third Street N.W.
means to preserve, document, but will be moving in October to the
protect and tell the story of their new Bell System Building, Plaza
Campana, between Copper and
people."
Tijeras and Fourth and Fifth
streets.
National Atomic Museum
The Natinal Atomic Museum is
The museum is open from Sa.m.
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. seven to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
days a week and has no admittance Admission is free and there is a selfcharge. It is building number 20358 guided tour consisting of tapes and
and can be reached from traveling buttons.
south on Wyoming to Kirtland Air
About 100 different types of old
Force Base and continuing along telephones and related equipment
Wyoming. The museum is relatively are on display at the museum,
easy to spot from the road because including old communications
a B-52 airplane is parked in front.
equipment,
switchboards
and
cables.
Visitors. should obtain a visitors
pass at the gate where their car is
The Telephone Pioneers of
registered to enter the base.
America are a group of people who
There are two major displays at have put in at least 18 years or more
the National Atomic Museum. The of service for the Bell System, some
first consists of the history of of whom have retired. The group
nuclear weapons, from the first does other charitable deeds besides
bombs constructed in New Mexico operating the museum, such as
to contemporary research.
helping the blind with talking books
and
teletype machines, among
The second display covers energy
research
and
development, other things,

Daily: 4: 30 p.m.
Weekends:
Saturday: 4:30p.m.
Sunday: 8:00,9:15,10:30, ll:45a.m.
WednesdayStudentMass: 9:00p.m.

SACRAMENT OF RECONCILICATION
Saturday: 3:30
or by appointment
Monthly Penance Service : First Saturday of Month 3: 15 p.m.
Monthly Anointing Service : First Friday of Month at Mass
SNACK BAR Mon- Fri 9:30-1:45 p.m.
COUNSELLING: by appointment

Photos by
Robert Sanchez

An Evening of Solo Dance
Works is a presentation scheduled
in a studio concert at the Orb
Movement Arts Dance Center, 821
Mountain Road N.W., for Aug. 28
and 29 at 8:30p.m.
The
presentation
is

choreographed and danced by Oma
Sandoval.
A wine and cheese reception
follows the perfomance.
Tickets at the door cost $4 for
adults and $2 for children, but
seating is limited.
---

~--

--

For A Lasting Smile!
Dr. Ed Romero D.D.S.
Family Dentistry

Chris Houtman, 22,
is not a UNM
student, but he
frequently uses the
SUB Crafts' Area.
Membership
for
full-time students is
free and membership
for
all
others costs $2.50
during the summer
and $5 during the
fall
or
spring
semesters.

Ceramic work waiting to be fired in the kilns rests
on shelves below a painting, all work completed in
the Crafts' Area.

~ jb~f OPTICIANS
• Instant Repair
• One day service where possible
• Ask. for student discounts
511 Wyoming N.E.
1001Tijeras N.E.

265-3667
247·3668

Invites UNM Students, Faculty, & Staff
to enjoy our complete Dental Services
· Call 292-4940 for Appoinbncnt

Family Dentistry

Office hours; 8:00 to 5:00 Mon.-Fri.
Sat. Appointments Available
9212 Montgomery NE

Men&Women

Scripture
Pmyer
Inquiry class
Christian Conlmttnication
Socia! Justice '
Morality

Low, Low Prices
Fight Inflation
Specials for
UNM Students

(1 blk. south of 1-40)
1 blk. west of Juan Tabo)

Those interested in being married at the Newman Center must
be members of the Cent~r and complete a three month marriage
preparation process. Please check far in advance for setting a
wedding date.

l!.~')f 1! ]i~j)a~lttl')fl!~l~~

ii ... 'J:D !Pnl :tiPS !:SJ;U,

I

STAFF:
Rev. Tony Romero, O.P.
Michael Winkels, O.P.

IMPORTED COFFEE &PASTRY 85c
REGULARLY $1.05 ·~'"'",,.,I
tWHILE PASTRIES lA5rl

fln::a:ss:::s:::: SIREN CAFE 115 HARVARD SE ts:s:c::l:'l:::s::c:!l

'

I

Quality Used Books

'

-

"

Thousands of
Used Books
1/2 original
•
price

......

-~--

! I OLD

322 Muriel NE

Sacrament of Marriage:

BOOK
STOP

Pro Gym Fitness Center
The Most
Complete and
Finest Center
in the Southwest

WEEKEND RETREATS
LIBRARY, STUDY ROOM
MEDITATION CHAPEL
CLASSES:

The SUB Crafts' Area, provided as a service to
students by ASUNM, is in the basement of the SUB,
near the entrance to the Subway Station.
There is equipment available there for photography
(developing - 50 cents a roll to develop; printing $1 a day; printing paper or film are not provided at the
Crafts' Area), ceramics, jewelry (cutting and polishing
stones), silk screening and copper enameling, are
among some crafts.
Books are available with instructions on the use and
art of some crafts and equipment at the area.
During the fall semester, the Crafts' Area will be
open on weekdays and Saturday and probably during
some evenings. But, the area is also busier because
people are making Christmas gifts and preparing for
the annual Crafts' Fair, a display of crafts from all
over New Mexico held in the SUB and scheduled for
December.
It is suggested that users of the Crafts' Area who
would like to use the the darkroom or kilns for firing
make reservations, because there are only two
enlargers and two kilns.
The coordinator of the Crafts' Area during the fall
semester will be Christine Thomas.

Teresa Meleski, who
worked at the SUB
Crafts' Area during
the summer, uses
the brush with rigid
care as she paints
the ceramic figure.

Solo Dance Presentation Scheduled

MASSES:

Aaron Arce, 0 .P.
Dr. Don 13tuckner, O.P.
Sr. Doris Faber, O.P.

Crafts' Area
In The SUB

Call294-l221

Women's Student
Special
599 for one year!

1!:
I

I

USED

RARE

Nob Hill Center
3500 Central S.E.

I

Hours: 10 a.m.- 9 p.m. Da~ly • Noon- 9 p.m. Sundays
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Entertainment

WILD WEST MUSIC

Burning 'Zozobra'
Robert Sanche~

MUSICIANS DO NOT
ABUSE THEIR TAL[ N f &
INSTRUMFNTS
DON T ABUSF YOtJFi
MIND & BODY WIT>-1
DRUGS & NARCOTIC';

CHARLI.E DANIELS
SUMMER PICNIC
TICKET OUTLET.

Rentals
Concert/Student/Night Club
243·2229
200 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque
"Home of the free kazoo"

VtSA·

Highest Fees in Albuquerque.
for 2 or 3 hours a week ot your spare time
Need some immediate cash?

Make -lhe payment on the car
. .

'

·Keep t.he landlord at
I

•

•

bay

.

Ah, Labor Day. There are more
reasons for celebrating than just
getting a day off from school, For
instance, since 1712 Santa Fe has
been celebrating the bloodless
reconquest of their city in !692. Big
deal, huh? Who cares?
It has been estimated that 80,000
people from all over the world have
hi the past attended the fiestas at
Santa Fe on. Labor Day. In an
effort to manage crowd control, the
fiestas have been moved to a week
after Labor Day.
Of course, not everybody attending the fiestas are celebrating
the bloodless reconquest of Santa
Fe 269 years ago, They are there to
release their ties to depression,
gloom and uncertainty by watching
the burning of Zozobra, which is
translated into English as "Old
Man Gloom." ·
Zozobra originated in 1926 when
Will Shuster, an artist in Santa Fe
and Jacques Cartier, a dancer and
landscape designer, designed
Zozobra to rid the city of all its
acquired ills accumulated during
the year.
Zozobra now stands over 40 feet
tall and is usually burned at dusk.

1

( 1"r-eal yourse If to new -threads
..

Campus
·Theatre
Productions

-

:~'. Get~n
with-t.hefimmcecompany:~:.
. -.
.
._;~Clean up the dentist bi\1
..

'

~::

•

~,

r

•

·-

·"- Rol I out some new tires.
~

'I

:

'

•

•

d anat e p Iasma.

youmay
save a life!

Without your plasma many hemophiliacs. kidney disease. tetanus,
small pox and burn pat1ents would not stand a chance.

It's easy and relaxing.
E,_L_N_E_W_D_O_N_O_R_O_F_F_E_R_
Start now and be a twice-aweek regular. S10 cash
thiS COUpOn worth
each donation. plus bonuses.
You can earn 51,200 and
in addition to the regular fee
New donors only
more m a year.
ALBUQUERQUE PLASMA CORP.
301 Second St.. S.W., (243-4449)

$5

phone for appointment

The symbolic burning rids the city
of its accumulated evils.
Since the early 1960's, the
Kiwanis Club in Santa Fe has had
the copyrights to the idea of
Zozobra.
The president .of the Santa Fe
chapter of the Kiwanis Club, Joe
Wirth, said that the burning of
Zozobra is a big fund raiser for the
club. A $1 donation is asked but he
said the club collects from only
about 15,000 people.
'The money is used to fund 10
scholarships worth $650, some of
which are to UNM, and six $500
orthodontic care treatments.
Zozobra has grown from an ISfoot creature to a 42-foot monster
this year, complete with T.V.
coverage. Wirth said that channel
four's (KOB-TV) P.M. Magazine
will carry coverage of the burning
of "Old Man Gloom."
Wirth said that besides the
burning of the 42-foot monster,
other entertainment, including
dancing and music, will be offered.
This year Zozobra will be burned
at Fort Marcy Ball Park in northern
Santa Fe, which is five to six blocks
north of the downtown plaza.
Festivities will begin about 6 p.m.
on Sept. 11. and the actual burning
will probably start about 8 p.m.

Popejoy Hali
Finn ian's Rainbow, a production
aboui leprecllliuiis ari1hiiagic,' ana
will he presented by the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Association. Performances are set
for Aug. 21, 22, 28 and 29 and
Sept. 4 and 5 at 8:15p.m. and Aug.
23 and 30 and Sept. 6 at 2:15p.m.
Ticket prices range from $3.50
(balcony) ·during the matinees to
$10 during the evening showings.
For reservations and information, call345·6577.
For subscriptions to the Theatre
Series at Popejoy, call 277-3121.
There is a discount for faculty/staff
and ASUNM/GSA students.
Subscribers to the Theatre Series
can also subscribe to the Audubon
and Travel Series at a student price
of $9 a series.

DOES SOMEONE YOU
KNOW NEED HELP
PAYING EDUCATION BILLS?
Today's Army has an answer to the soaring costs of technical and college
training. We have thousands of dollars in cash bonuses and free education
assistance for qualified high school graduates. Students now in college or
technical school or working out future plans need to know more about
these guaranteed, valuable Army programs. Your local Army recruiter is as
close as your telephone. Call today for information

Call Toll Free
1·800·423-3673
In today's Army, when we say "BE ALL YOU CAN BE," we mean it and help
pay the bills.

Keller Hall
Twentieth Century American
Music ]or Flute and Hatp"!s
scheduled for Aug. 26 at 8:15p.m_
Anne Eisfeller, a part-time
faculty member at the UNM
department of music, will play the
harp.

Drama Contest
A workshop open to anyone
interested in the role of the performing artist in commercial entertainment is scheduled at New
Mexico State University in LW!
Cruces, New Mexico, for Jan. 1316, 1982.
In conjunction with the
workshop the final competition of
the All-American Collegiate Talent
Search (ACI'S) is planned. The
finals are the last stage of the
competition that involved six
months of screening hundreds of
amateur college student performers
in America who have not signed an exclusive contract with any entertainment agency or management
company and who earn less than 50
percent their of total income in any
field of performing entertainment.
Those enrolled in the workshop
have the opportunity to attend the
ACTS finals where seven national
finalists will perform "live" as an
opening act for a major recording
artist.
Winners Will receive cash prizes
and matching scholarships for their
schools totaling $14,000 and
auditions by major entertainment
companies.
All contestants become eligible to
be selected for a tour of Europe or
the Orient under sponsorship of the
U.S. Department of Defense.
Students are required to submit
their entry on either video cassettes
or audio cassette tapes with
photographs.
Deadline
for
receiving entries is Dec. 4, 1981.
For details, contact Barbara
Hubbard, Director of Special
Events, Box 3SE NMSU, Las
Cruces, New Mexico 88003 or
phone ACTS at 505-646-4413.

I
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Athletic Director Looking Ahead
To Improving Athletic Programs
Eric Maddy

against the basketball team and do and television in the next two weeks
not effect the rest of the athletic than you have ever heard," he said,·
recent concerns by program.
"We plan to send out about
members of the University of New
Bridgers said his goals for the 25,000 letters with applications for
Mexico Board of Regents athletic department include in- season tickets to get support from
UCM is starting a new student group just
surrounding the 1981-82 athletic creasing revenues. He said he sees the community," he saiq. "I fee!
for: friendship and support. The only
'department budget, UNM men's two areas for potential im- really good about the promotions
athletic director John Bridgers provement.
we have scheduled,"
''program" will be lunch and fellowship
remains optimistic about the future
"The Lobo Club and football
Bridgers cited an example of
together, and a sharing of how things are
of Lobo sports.
attendance are potential sources for promotion for the first home game,
Bridgers declined to go into more income," he said. "It would Sept. 26 with Air Force,
going. This will be a time to reflect on the
specifics about the budge( con- be unrealistic for me to say that we
"We've been working closely
past
week's events, express our disappointtroversy but did dispute a statement were going to fill the stands right with Kirtland Air Force Base to
made by Regent Calvin Horn.
away but 1 think we are building in promote the game," he said. "Air
ments and hopes, and share our successes
Force is always a colorful opponent
Horn earlier said that the VIP the right direction.
and failures. Sometimes students tell us
"I think you are going to hear with their half times and we think it
seating area at University Stadium
"Nobody cares at this big place." We care.
would pay for itself if many of the more about Lobo football on radio will be a very good show."
seats were not given away to donors
And we want to help more students to care
of such things as "automobiles"
for themselves and each other. Bring your
for athletic department use.
"There are zero complimentary
lunch and meet old and new friends. Or brseats in the Zia Section (of
ing a friend. Starts Sept. 1.
University Stadium) given out by
the athletic department," Bridgers
Time: 12 noon, Tuesdays
said. "All the seats are fully paid
With five of last year's six nationally-ranked Utah during the
Place: UCM Center, 1801 Las Lomas NE
for except for a few complimentary starting volleyball players retur- WAC tournament.
(1 block north of Scholes Hall)
seats given out by the university ning, second year coach Mike
The highlights of the regular
actministration."
_
Hebert said that this year's team season last year were winning
Bridgers said some of the should be stronger than last year's streaks of three and four games.
complimentary seats are given to squad.
regents.
Joining the veterans are three
Despite all of the controversy, recruits: Shannon Vessup, a 5-foot,
Bridgers said he is pleased with the !l-inch transfer student from San
progress made by the athletic Bernadino, California; Alice
NEW MEXICO'S
AIL STORE
department during his 20 months at Modic, a 6-foot, l-inch freshman
UNM.
from Fort Wayne, Indiana; and
"It would be naive to think we Sally Plows, a 5-foot, I l-inch,
can change everything overnight or freshman from London, Ontario
even in another year or so," he (Canada).
said, "But we have coaches who are
Coach Hebert said that Vessup
on following items only:
highly qualified to do their jobs and and Plows will play either midare committed to the high standards blocker or outside hitter and Modic
of intercollegiate athletics, without will be used as a mid-blocker.
compromising
rules
and
Returning players will be center
regulations."
Kelly Knowles, midblocker Linda
Bridgers said individual sport Archuletta, outside left-side hitters
No. 910
budgets have increased greatly since Terri Nielson and last years captain
No.l233
he came to UNM but this has been Kim Hicks, who was named to the
No.
1301
overlooked during the latest all-conference player team last
No.92
No.l312
year, and Barbara Baca and Becky
controversy.
No. 94
"The budgets for every sport Lucht, who alternated on the right
except football has been increased side as outside hitters.
No.H7
Central
Hebert said he thinks that his
by at least 33 1/2 percent since I
No.l92
have been here," he said. "Some team needs to improve their
Store
No.l94
sport's budgets have increased up volleyball basics to be more
Only
competitive this season.
to 75 percent."
This year four away football
"We still have a lot of fungames will be telecast by KGSW damental training," he said, "but if
we can be fundamentally sound by
(channell4), Bridgers said.
He also said that sanctions the second half of the season the
imposed until December 1982 by rest of the season will be very
the NCAA would not effect any good.,.
d..:l.sco
The team finished last year with a
UNM football game that might be
scheduled for regional television 13-20 record, including a 16-14, 15d..t.&p1a.y h.ou.ae, i:n.c.
because the penalities are only 8, 7-15, and 15-2 victory over
3123 CENTRAL. NE • ALBUOOEROUE. NEW MEXICO 17106
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Rookies and Fundamentals
Keys to Vollyball Success

L~RGEST IJ:A.NSI(JNRET

Danskin lf2 Price Sale!

Bike Tune Up Special!
only S1450
10 or 12 speed Bicycles
Includes:
Brakes adjusted
Derailleurs adjusted
Wheels spot·lriled
Headset adjusted
All nuts & bolts checked
Pivots lubricated
Chain lubricated & cleaned
Tire pressure checked
Frame wiped down

Reg. $18 50 Now $1450

Touring gear for rent.
Expert repair on all makes.
New and used bikes for sale.

Nishiki • Peugeot • Panasonic • Raleigh • Bianchi

• Univega • Frame sets

Enrich Your Life!
Meet today's challenges,
Enroll in a Bible Course for Credit.
Greek 1411 New Testament Greek for Beginners
Mor1.-Wed. 9:00-10:30 am

Bible 1302 New Testament Survey
Mon.-Wed. 10:30-12:00

Bible 2301 Old Testament Survey
Tue.-Thurs.ll:00-12:30

Bible 4366 The Book of Revelation
Tue. 6: 30-9: 30 pm

Fees 10.00 per course
Registration at Christian Student Center
or at first class meeting

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE
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Colson Says Key Weak Spots Strengthened by Recruiting
Colson said that despite an losing are saving,'' he said.
'colson calls this years team
record, "We made more money last
As the 1981-82 basketball season year than in any other year in "nine new guys with a sprinkling of
old."
approaches, men's coach Gary UNM's history."
He said. he had a great recruiting
Colson said he is also saving the
Colson is readying himself to do
school money l:ybringing in players year and has signed nine recruits all
battle in his second season.
Colson, who said he is beginning that a.re not only good athletes but who Colson says have talent and
intelligence.
to realize the financial importance also good students.
With players like Phil Smith and
''With the cost of summer school
of UNM basketball, feels last years'
disappointing record was not a total and books rising every kid we keep a revitalized Larry Tarrance
out of summer school is money we returning plus redshirts like guard
disastser for the program.

Steve J(ing

Growth In Women's Athletics
Expected to Keep Increasing

Bill Harvey, forward Don Brkovich Dolensky and Jeff Reinert.
The 1980-81 season marked the
and center Mark Snow, Colson said
ninth straight year that the Pit has
he will have a lot to work with.
Colson also said his recruiting drawn more than 200,000 fans and
had strengthened !ast years weak the eighth time in the last ten years
that New Mexico has been in the
spot at forward.
Junior college All-Americans top three in attendance nationwide.
Last year the team was 11-15 but
Carvin Blocker and Tim Fullmer
and Craig Allison and Chris two of the losses were in overtime
Padgett should give the Lobos and six others were by six points or
strength along with returnees Alan less.

Nick Greenwalt
As she begins her lOth year
this fall as women's athletic
director, Linda Estes said she
has seen progress in her field
since she first came to UNM.
"We've made tremendous
progress over the last few years
but we still have a long way to go
to gain equal opportunities for
women athletes at UNM," she
said.
Estes said one problem for the
department is the location of
their offices, and that she would
like to see the offices of her staff
and the women's athletic
coaches moved out of Carlisle
Gym.
"We are still stuck in this
slum called Carlisle Gym and it
makes it hard for us to recruit,"
she said,
Estes said she thinks women's
athletics will be given a place in
Johnson Gym when it is restored
but that change is still three or

/

We're living off-campus.
Now, our PhoneCenter Stores are serving off-campus students at the University of
New Mexico. With phones and services sure to fit your lifestyle and your special
needs.
You can order new service or Custom Calling Services. Pick out all the modular
extension phones you need for a houseful of roommates. Choose stylish Trimline®
phones in a wide range of colors. And much more.
So talk over your phone needs with your roommates. Then, drop by and see us at
the PhoneCenter Store in your area.* You'll be surprised at what's in store for you!
''Registered Trademark of AT&T Co.

@ Mountain Bel

Football Gains Depth;
Squad Seeks Bowl Bid

four years away.
Despite the problem of
location Estes said she is pleased
with the women's program this
year,
"We've got nine good teams
and excellent coaches for each
one," she said.
"Volleyball has turned
around quickly. Mike Hebert
has done a tremendous job.
Basketball was disappointing
but I expect great things from
Coach
Hessel
and
his
assistants," Estes said. "Track
is going to have a good season
and Claudia Cagle is doing a
wonderful job on the Elite
(gymnastics) meet.''
Estes also said she is optimistic about the future of
women's sports.
"There is more interest and
more support," she said, "l
always think the next year will
be better than the last," she
said.
Estes believes two major

Steve King

changes in the women's sports
program wil[ have a big effect at
UNM this year. The first is that
all women'.s teams except skiing
will play in championships
sponsored by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.
Estes said fans will notice
some differences between the
way the NCAA holds championships and the way the
AlAW does.

Lobo football coach Joe
Morrison will be starting his second
year at the helm with high hopes for
a Western Athletic Conference

"More highly competitive
schools go to the NCAA and the
NCAA pays the teams way to
wherever they go," she said ..
The other change is the
department now has a full time
sports information director.
Before this year, softball coach
Susan Craig was handling the
duties.
The new SID is Gary Sandoval, who previously was an
assistant in the men's sports
information department.
Helen Horn

Women's Director Hires New Tennis Coach
A former Lobo women's tennis
team member and 1977 graduate of
the University .of New Mexico has
been named as head coach of the
women's tennis team.
Women's
Athletic
Director
Linda Estes said Thursday thllt

Helen Horn will replace Mary Dietz
who resigned earlier this month for
personal reasons.
Last year Horn coached the
University of Creighton to an
eighth place finish at their regional
tournament.

Horn also ranked fifth in
women's singles in the Missouri
Valley Conference.
"l 'm excited about the opportunity to .coach here," Horn
said.
graduated
from
Horn

Give a Kid a Break
Donate Plasma
---------------------------,
New Donors

Albuquerque's Manzano High
School in 1973 and from UNM in
1977.
At the UNM she played tennis;
alternating between the number
three and six spot on the team.

championship and a trip to the
Holiday Bowl.
The former New York Giant said
he is optimistic about this years
team, "We have more depth and
more team speed and a lot more
experience this yearthan last year,"
Morrison said. "Therefore, we
should not be hurting."
Robin Gabriel and David
Osborn, ·both who played quarterback last year after starter Brad
Wright suffered a shoulder injury,
will return this year and battle for
the starting role, he said.
Michael Johnson is back after
suffering a serious knee injury last
year that threatened his career.
Mike Carter, who did not play last
year, also returns to the squad.
Morrison said that Johnson and
Carter will both battle for the
starting tailback position,
He said his team will be
defensively sound and will have a
solid kicking game with Pete Parks
as place kicker.
The Lobos will play twelve games
this year, the first one with
Houston in the Astrodome on
September 5.
The first home game will be
September 26 against Air Force:
Homecoming is planned October 10
against Texas-El Paso and the fifth
and final home game will be against
Wyoming November 21.
The other two home games for
New Mexico will be October 3
against San Diego State and
November 7 against Utah.
All home games will be played at
University Stadium witl! kickoff
scheduled for 7 p.m.
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for the production of
anti-hemophilia factor VIII.
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Bring this ad.for a $2.00 bonus
on first donation. One per donor.
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Vale Blood Plasma
'· 122 Yale SE
MWF 8:30am-4pm

266-5729
TIH 9:30am-5pm
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SPRING

1981

on sale now

----

~~
Dates:
Session I

Sept. 141hru Ocl. 9
9:00 · 11 :00 am
Session II Sept. 151hru Od. 13
8:00 · 10:00 pm
sessopm III Sept. 16 thru Od. 14
1:00 . 3:00 pm

----

.11 Emphaslzlng
\/Ideo Tape Instruction"

-'-

featuring

at the following locations:

racquetballs • 8 regulation courts[1 glass·walled,
3 with wood·lramed viewing windows)' Men's and women's
steam room and whirlpool * Oak-carved lockers '
·
Plush Cannon towels • Juice Bar'
Video-Tape Instruction

'

MARRON HALL, Room 131
ASA GALLERY
UNM B00KS10REM

2 instructors per class
class limit: 15 students

243-9590
*For a list of PhoneCenter Store locations, check the Customer Guide in the White Pages Directory.

:

FINE ARTS ~~s:~QKS10RE
LIVING BA1 OOKS10RE
.s-ruoEN1 B

4 weeks/ 2 hour classes /$40.00
registration Aug. 17 ·Sept. 10

-

••
••

.

,

k by 34 UNM artists
· features wor
·
· arts
This year's magaztr:ith a section on perfo:mtng
and writers along . . . lilm and dance.
. eluding music,
events1n

-~-·•••• I I 11111111111111111111
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HAIR LINES UNISEX
lVaslt, couditio11, precisio11 cwd,
••egnla•·ly SIS
naeli. to school special $10.
Uy aJ•l~ointnaento.-.1•ast waJk in.
AvailabJe t.o:dndents, starr and faculty.
14H• Central N .I~. (,\crOIOSi'l'OIIt oJuck'" Lonn~c)
242-f:;4:'2 I~XI»i:rcs Sc1».t. ;JO, lU81

THE HERB STORE
rem t•dio~ nntu ralcs

NATUHAL IIEAl:fH CAHE
PHODUCTS

!1

HENNA •
SPONGES •
TIGER BALM • VITAMINS
BATH SALTS • HERBAL SMOKES •
BOOKS • CLAY FACIALS
NATURAL SOAPS • SHAMPOOS •
TOOTHPASTE
OVEH250
HEHBAL TEAS & JH.E:\'DS EXTHACTS
~inseng

• bee pollen

UEASONABLE PlUCES
J'LUS 10% off with this ad
and current UN;\1 I.D.
good until Sept. 15, 1981
ALTEH.l,'A'riVE COMMUNITY CE!';
S.E. No. 101
.\ion. "Sat. 10"6: 30

l!J(j Girard

255"8878
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Classified
Advertising

Sports
Women's Track Coach
Optimistic about Team
Saundra D. Lucero
Lobo track coach Tony Sandoval
said 1981 could be the year .of the
Lobos since the team has six
returning letter winners from last
year's undefeated team.
Sandoval has also signed two
high school All"Americans to run
for this year's team and said he
thinks that will boost the team's
chances to gain national honors.
Last season the Lobos were a
freshman"dominated squad that
Sandoval said sailed through a
relatively easy schedule and went
into the regional finals with an
undefeated record and very large
egos.
Sandoval said they failed to
qualify as a team for nationals
because were not used to the tough
competition.
Injuries to top runners Connie
Riegelmann and Roberta Touchin
also hurt the Lobo's chances to
qualify.
Sandoval said he will not face the
same problems this year because he
has scheduled the team to run in the
Colorado University Invitational
and the Brigham Young University
Autumn Classic,
Both will be held in October, just
before the Region 7 championships.
Sandoval said Region 7 will be as
tough as ever.

'~DMIN'' VETERANS

NEEDED PARI-TIME.

The Army Reserve urgently needs your experience to help train
all the new people who are joining. It's a good deal for you, too. For a weekend a month plus two weeks of annual training, an E-5 with 4 years pulls
dmvn almost $100 a weekend, over $1,596 a year. You'll also receive PX
privileges. Retirement points. And a chance to be with other veterans
like yourself who understand and appreciate what you've done for your
country. Stop by and meet us. Or call.

ARMY RESERVE.
BEAI LlCU CAN BE.
GARY JONES
266-5345

He said as usual the teams to go
after will be UTEP and BYU.
"With those two teams in our
region, if we should make it to the
nationals then we will definitely be
rated among the top 10 in the
country," Sandoval said,
Another new feature for this
season is the preseason training
camp, which was held August 14
through 18.
"lt gets us off on the right step
heading into the first meet,"
Sandoval said before the session.
"Usually it takes us halfway
through the season before we really
get to know each other and become
a real team."
An intrasquad run will be on
August 22 before the team travels
to Arizona State on September 19
for the start of the regular sea~on.

Lady Golfers
Start Season
A promising season from "an
excellent team" is expected by
Henry Sandles, the five year coach
of the women's golf team at the
University of New Mexico.
Although the team lost Patty
Curtiss and Kim Eaton to
graduation last year, Sandles said
he is optimistic because of a good
recruiting year.
The team has acquired the
University of Washington's number
one player, Susan Sanders; Debbie
Wright, a transfer student from the
University of Texas and originally
of Albuquerque; and Kristine
Arrington, a freshman from El
Paso, Texas.
The team's number one player
from two years ago, Sherry
Chandler, is also returning to the
team.
Two returning players from last
years team, Dana Howe and Chris
Monaghan, have qualified for the
U.S. Open.
Monaghan was an AU" American
last year and won the Brodmoore
Invitational in Colorado Springs
during the summer.
The team finished 17th at
nationals last season but Sandles
said he his team for the coming has
great talent and has a chance to win
the national title.

This Fall at 10 pm.

Plus. Great Movies Every Nightl

\

Days To
Get Passes
A schedule for students to
pick up tickets for football and
men's basketball tickets has
been set.
Undergraduates carrying 12
or more hours and full time
graduate students may pick up
one free ticket per game. Guest
tickets for football may also be
purchased; the first guest ticket
will cost $3 and each additional
ticket will cost $8.
Only one guest ticket per
game for basketball season may
be purchased for $5.
The pick up site for both
sports will be in the SUB by the
Mercado.
The schedule for picking up
football tickets is as follows:
September 22 and 23 for the
game on September 26
September 29 and 30 for the
game on October 3
October 6 and 7 for the game
on October 10
November 3rd and 4 for the
game on November 7
November 17 and 18 for the
game on November 21st
The schedule for picking up
basketball tickets is as follows:
November 10 and II for the
game on November 12
November 24 and 25 for the
games on November 27, 28 and
December I
December I and 2 for the
game on December 7
December 8 and 9 for the
games on December 29 and 30
January 5 and 6 for the games
on January 8 and 9
January 26 and 27 for the
games on January 29 and 30
February 2 and 3 for the
games on February 6
February 16 and 17 for the
games on February 18 and 20
March 2 and 3 for games on
March4and6
For other University teams
only a valid UNM identification
card is required for admission.

4. Housing

CAREFREE LIVING: ONE and two bedroom
apartments. Fireplaces, covered parking, cab!~ TV,
Indoor and outdoor heated .pools, rnen's and
women's saunas, jacuzzi, puttin~ .green, laundry
facUitles, Priced from $225/month. Excellem
l_ocation. 88 l-87ll.
8/17
GOOO &OCC~R fL"'\'E~S m:cded call Steve 266CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS. 215 Yale
6178.
8/17
GOOD LUCK SHORTY! You and your starf have , SEat Lead. Studio apartments near stores and UNM.
SJ60/month, free utilities. 5130 deposite, No
one long he!'dache ahead of you. Love, Muu altd
childrel\, pets, or roqmmates, See mana!!er at
Jeff,
8/17
apartment two or call 88~-594() or 243-3543,
8/17
TO MISS NANCY, Y9U alwa~s wanted a classified
HOUSEMATE, ·NON-SMOKER, SHARE three
writlen to you, Here ills, hope yp~ Uke it, This is our
bedroom house walking distance, J~,l3/mo. plus
last weekend before semester start~. Wlsh me luck.
one third utilities. 255-'7385, Mary.
8/17
L!,WC D,J. Bob.
8/17
GRADU;'\TESTUDENT TO share 3 bedroom house_
CARE ABOUT ;.Rn t;::onceptionii Southwest.
downtown· fireplace, and fenc~d yard. $150/month,
UNM's fine arts/literary publication, needs your
plus half utilitieS. 24'7-2029.
B/17
support. Work by .34 UNM arti_sts-on sale now-$4,00
ADOBE U!'l.lt"URNISHED IBDRM • .Sl90, utl\i:ie~
in Marron Hall room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
included, 2 1/2 blks to UNM ..265·4282.
8!26
Bookstore, Living Batch, Fine Arts Mus~um.
8/17
CLOS_E TO UNM KAFB, freeway. 2.bdrm, unALBUQUERQUE FAMILY PLANNING. Students
furnished apartment. Carpet, drapes, stove,
wekome. Td: 277-.5856,
8/17
refrigerator, W/D hook-ups. $240/mo., plus electric.
ACCURATE INFORMATION ,.\BOUT con$!50 security deposit. for appointment to see. call
traceplioll, st~:rilization, abortion, Right tO Choa"s~.
on-~ite
manager, 842-!196 or The Propeny
294.0171.
tfn
Professionals Real Eslate office, 81!1-6806.
8128
BIORH\'TI-IM, COMPLETE INFOR..\IAT]ON,
ONE- SJ::OROOM 5:U5. Studio $185,- Efficient;:)' Sl55
Computerized cha,tts. Po it yourself kh. Take ch~rge
furnished, .all utilitfe~ paid, 1218 Cppper N.E. 842·
and full advantage of your Physical, Emotional
6t7D.
m
(sensiti~·it)') and l ntellect\lal energy c;rcles. Send Sl.95
rEMALt HOUSEMATE WANTED to share North
with Birthdate, P.S.!. BiDr!mhm Senice, 490
Valley country home$. Washer/drycrJ ~;lose to bus,
Mistletoe Avenue, Bosque Farms. N.M, 87068 1012
Horses or pets welcome. Sl40.00 plus !IJ utilities. Kay
CO~TACT.S??
POLISHING1? SOLUTlONS1'l
344-06$4.
8/17
Ca~ey Optical Company. 265-8846.
tfn
GRA{)UATE STUDENT!uilh·rnlt)' rmployr"C.
PREG~ANCV 1'ESTISG & COU~SEUNG. Phone
Shiite half of thr'e bedroom bouse wllh e\'eryt~lngl
24'7.9819.
trn
Quiet, secure neighborhood adjacent canuJUs,
PASSPORT AND IDENTIHQ\TIO:S photos.3 for
$200/mo, 271-2!15.
8/27
S~.SO!! LoWest prices In town! Fast, pleasing, near
H>JDIAN PLAZA APARTMENTS, 1901 Indian
UNM. Call 265-2444 or come io 1717 Girard Blvd,
!\E.
tfil Plaza Dr~ N.E. Quiet, clean,. adult complex jun
minutes from UNM campu$. Furnished & unfurnished efficiencies, Ions, I & 2 Brdm. unils. Close
io shopplng, buses and [-40, Priced from .$200/mo.
Call Liz Rleh 268-9544,
8117
SHARE NEW APARTMENT north. of UNM wfth
CLAIM 'lOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
student. Pool, walking di~tance, bw. Call Steve 5·8
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily
tfn
p.m., 243-6471~
8/17
1/:Z BLOCK FROM UNM, 2 BR furnished apartment
898·0921.
B/17
lBR FURNISHED APARTMEI\'T Y: bk. from
campus-898-0921.
8/17
CHILD'S PLA\' DAYCARE3412San Pedro N.E,, 7
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOM HOUSE panly furnished,
a.m,-5;30 p,m., 884-64'76, opens doors August 24th.
females only, 5198 mo.293-7540 or 883-6262'Miirle,
Openings for 3-5 year olds. Home-llke-enviroruneilt,
8/17
nutritious snacks & lUnches. Call for information
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE also two BR apt. and one
884·3847.
8127
BR studio apt. UNM area, singles weleome884-5383.
VOLVO MECHANIC REASONABLE guaranteed
8/17
247-9083.
8/27
CLEAN ONE-BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 blocks to
MATH TUTOR. FOUR years of !~aching experien~.
UNM, one or two men.·SI75/mow884·396S.
8/17
Want to get a hcadstan on your Math class, Call
ENOJWOUS, QUIET TWO bedroom furnished
Rhita2.94-1663 (afler6 p.m.).
8/17
toWn house apanment, tiOO square feet, storage,
T\'PJNG, TYPESETfiNG, EDillNG, IIIU5tration.
SJSO', Utilities paid. no pets, ch11dren. 843·7281. 8/1'7
UNM 5iandardsl Ginger or Carolyn. 262·186~. 9/17
fOR RENT. EFFICIENCY aPartment. 5180/month, fl
RESUMES
PROFESSIONAL/CONFID£.'1ffJAL
all utilities paid. Air condition~ swimming pool,
16.5·9092.
9/8
laundJ}' facilities. For more information contacl
CARPENTRY W.ORK, FRAMING and finish. Free residenl manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266·8392, 255·
estimates. 247·9083.
8/17
625ti, or898•751'7.
tfn
\'OL\'0 MECHANIC, _RELI.,t.BLE, reasonable:,
THE CITADEL.SUPERB locatiQn near UNM and.
guarameed. 247-908l.
8/17
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. l bedroom
AI TYPIST. PAPERS, SBl re:pons; resumes. 299·
or dfltleny. from S105, All utilities paid'•. Deluxe
89JO,
816
kiteh~n Wilh dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room. swimming pool, TV roam and laundry. Adult
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO, 2219 lead SE.
tom
pies, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
(lust east of Yale Ave.). 256-1061 or 265-3067, Laura
Brown-Elder- Diret~or. Classlcai Ball~. Jazz, Tap,
3BR FURNISHED APARTMENT• one half blotk
Exercise Classes. Children, teenS" adults.
8125
from campus, 898-0921.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles. Mart's Guhar
28R .FURNISJIED APARTMENT 1!2 block from
Studio. 26S-3JIS.
trn campus. 898-0921.
tfn

1. Personals
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EVEJtY HIGHT!
On

Marron Hall Room. 131
8:00a.m ,"5:00p.m..
Deadline 12:00 Noon

FAST, ACCURATE1 TYPING. Typerigh~. 2655203,
Bfl1
QA TI'PING SERVICE: A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal,- mcdkal,
schols~h:. Char.ts and tables. 345-2125.
tfn

L

2. Lost & Found

3. Services

FOR SALE! SIXP_LEX 1 six lWo bedroom Lownhq~se
_apa,nments wi!h fireplaaes-,ln UNM area, Warehouse
l!ndt:rne~ti:J. owner ffialmained. Parents. buy this Md
~en~ yo;JUr children to co!le~e free. 24'7~8724, 8420925.
8/17
ROOMMAT~. THREE BLOC"S UNM. Larg:e
}Jouse or studio, rem negotiable, 242·3~98.
8125
HOUSEMATE. NEEDED. LARGE house with
private. bathroom A/C, fireplace, washer, pets
allowed. Co\1118'77·4387, after 8,9-81, $125/mont}J.
8/17
TI\'0 ONE--BEDROOM t\PARTMENTS open
SepJember I, 1981, $145.00/mo •. SIOO damage deposit,
unfurnishedt Utilities paid e)l:cept electricity, cali8B3~
3773 or 255-9492,
8/27
·FURNISHED ROOM VERY dose to campus,
SIOO/mo. 842-5489.
8/17
ONE AND T\VO bedroom apartments. Unfurnished.
Free utiliUes, Near Kirtland AFB. $225, $~50, 8~17503 Evenings, Weekends.
8/27
HOUSE IN PLACIT,_S, Solar greenhouse hi
renovated adobe fruit or.::hard. Unfurnished S450
lease. Lease/option Terrill & Co. 265-0550.
8/27·
GARDEN STYLE APARTMENT In N.E. Heighu.
Plea~ant & quiet. Unfurnished I B.R., garage
$170.00, Terrill& Ca. 26~·0550,
8/27
PRQ}'ESSOR, WILL SH,A.RE artistic Old Town
adobe With mature student willing t<l provide after
school care for eight year old son:. Low rem. 2'775427.
8/17

5. For Sale
ONE- NITE ONLY Sale! Wed. Aug. 18, 1981. Sale

begins at 6:00 p.m. and ends at midnight. Sove JOOi'o
on guitar straps, rock pos1ers an!;!. t·shirts. All strlngs 1
reeds and drumsticks 2 fQr I. Great deals on Pack•t()o
school musical accessories, Wild West Music Dealers
fn new, used, and vintage muslcal instrument$ and
equipment, and, of course, home or the free kazoo!
~·

SURI'LUS JEEPS, CARS, and trucks available'.
Many sell under $200. Call (312)-742-1143, ext. 675
for infOrmation onho"-· to purchase.
8/17
PORTABLE T\': nYELVE inch black-and-white.
Like new, still under warranty. Moving soon. 2660'778.
Bf11
MOPED ODYSSEY 1'75 miles of use wlth basket and
lock $300, 2'77·5101 Wl!ekda}'s,
8/17
HOUSI-: FOR SALE by owner neat northeast VNM.
Beautiful two bedroom, exceptional condition, .mu~t
see, 3012 [)elano Place, 266-3264.
8/17
SEE! THE NEW line of Anvil flight cases, Hearl the
volce of the Pro I (mini·Prophet synthesizer). Play!
th~ beautiful Dean 'Vj guilar. Savel bucks when you
buy strings, sticks, drum heads and mus_lcal ac~
cessories; at the home of ·the free kazoo! Wild West
Music, of coumt143-2229.
8111
$625 FOR 1964 Skylark.. Ve-ry good running condition. Tijeras af1er 5i25.
8/17
VOLVO UlS WAGON 30 MPG could ·usc liody
work. Runs $Uper Sl500. 776-!1269
8/17
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. GreenV.·ir;h Village (lennon styles), go'ld,
rimless. S54.$0 regular S6S.OO. Pay Less Optieianst
5001 Mcnaul N.E.
tfn
1976TOYOTA CELICA GT, ale, AM!FM, S.Spctd1
SJ,8 50.l99-6443.
IllS

6. Employment
-

On campus em~
ployment with Ne:w Mexl.::o Union Food Service. We.
are now accepting applications ror the· fall semester.
We offer nc10ible scheduling and free mtal benefits-.
Bring your faiJ class schedule and apply in the Food
Service office in the NM Union. Ask for Jeaneneor
Belly, 8a.m.-4p.m.
8125
JEWISH RELIGIOUS SCHOOL Is looking for
teachers who can teach Hebrew. prayer and Jewish
Herital!e 1 Call J. Goldman. 821-8270.
8/17

l't\llim1ce l'mt~caise
d'Alb11q11erq11e
$.1!-i fnt J:?: \H'l'l~
'x•ptl'tnhe:r J4 · Dt't't<llllll•r 4
d;~\ illld ('\1'111111!.

h·~mnt·r' · tlllt'tmtrlto~(c• • ud\ ~IILt't'il

wadttf'o.tuchl\ ffH1lthnl·
1'hlr,. \I.:S. "· r:-..M t!tmlnal!' a''''·
upp~triUIIU\ lu k.lfll.

Lobo Golfers
Add Recruits
Four recruits, including two who
were former state high school
golfing champions, will be joining
the Lobo men's golf team this year.
Joining the team are former high
school winners Tony Hildago from
New Mexico and David Baker of
Hawaii, Randy Cross, a former
Southern California high school
champ, and Jim :Hillsbery of San
Diego.
Three golfers from last yeats
team, which finished seventh
nationally, are also returning and
coach Dwaine Knight said this gives
his team a good nucleus.
"I'm very excited about our
prospects," Knight said, "the
future looks pretty bright."
Returning golfers include Mike
Putnam, who was an All"American
last year, Don Hurter and John
Baum.
Putnam and Hurter were both
invited to play in the Sun Bowl
Classic because of their top 25
finishing in the nationally.
The classic will be held in El
Paso, November 20 through .22.
Knight said the golf team still has
one spot open and walk· on tryouts
will be held Aug. 25 at University
South Golf Course.

mHlpnu:t l'<l' Ftm<.h.

For information
or schedule
call 821"5 788

Zap per's Video Games
Fri and Sat 1Oam" 12 midnight
We're directly across from Yale Park

If you can't find your course
in the catalog try a

week's free spree on Zapper.
Begin your •MVG Degree
Earn it Free
----------~------------------------.

I 2 free games per person per day with coupon
l M T W TH FRI SAT SUN
I oo oo oo oo oo oo oo
·I
offer good 8·24 thru 8·31

I
l
I
I

I
. -----------------------------~
·------. MVG: Master of Video Games
Welcome Back Jack!

. .....

···~··

8/23

PART TIME JOB afterf10Qf\S and evening~. Must be
able to work Friday a11d Saturday nights. Must be 21
yeiUS p)d, Apply ln. peoon, no phone callsj please.
Saveway Liquor Store~ ;1t -S704 Lomas NE; ~516
Menaul NE,
tfn
STAFF REPORTER NEEDt:D for Rp:reation 101
weekly entertainment supplement in Daily Lobo.
Apply in Room IJI, Marron Hall, For inteniew~-.
include writing samples and resume. For information,
call ~'77·5656,
8/27
RELlA'BLE HELP WANTED 1·2 hours weekdays,
12:30·2:30. some lifting. Three blo~;ks from campus.
$4.00 hour. Call ev!!nings 24;;!-3347.
8/17
SECRETARIAL HELP NEEDED one morning a
we~;l<. Shorthaod and typing a mu~t. Walking
distance from campus. Evenings 242·3347.
8117
GOPHER NEEDED. THE Lobo newstaff needs
someone to go for this and go ror that. Twelve hours
_a week. (Times negoJiable) catl277·56S6 and ask for
Kelly.
tfn
NEWS llf..'iK ASSISTANT wam~d. Some jour·
nalism class~:s preferred, good ty_pisi, mus1 be liletaJe.
Monday lhrough Thursda~·. J hours a -day, flexible.
Minimum wage. Call Judy. 277-5656, Daily l.l)bo.

8ll7

8. Miscellaneous
fAMOUS QUIVER,'. ROOKSUOP iind Photograph
GRiler)' [$' localcd \.1: block from Johnson Gym at l J J

Cornell S.E. Houu: 11·12:30, Monda.y·Friday.
Special order ~ervke. Ill Carn~ll S.S:. _87106, 2661788
8!17
1-'REE Kll'l'EN, REAL cute calico kitten, 8 weeks
9]d, hol.\se lrai!led, de~periitely neJ;"ds a home. 242p
7228,

8/27

NEW MEXICO'S ONl.Y

~dence l11=tion convention.
dealer~, more! W!nr!Xk

Authors, movies, panel$,
Inn, Aug. 28·30. More lnfo~ 898-J-709 rfter 6.
8128
PA~tKING SPACES JUST west of University
$8/mo. 842·5489.
8/17
MASH T·S_HIRTS, CAMOUFLAGED too,
camounaged too, camouflaged shorts, much more.
l{aurman's, El real Army-Navy stare. 304 Yale S.E ..
256-0000.
8125
PAINTER'S PANTS, MILITAIW shorts, arMY
pann, sun helmets, all at great prtces, Kaufman'~, a
re11l ArrnY·Navy store . .S04 Yalc:SE. 256-IXXlO. 8.'24
HOT FEl-dt RELJF.F wilh our 100 percent co!lon
8 · J7
men's qress socks:. No sweat. 243-0338.
AltTISTSIW_RITE8S/rERI-'ORMERS·
Can~;:eptions Southwest, UNM'.s pub1kation. of firle art,
literature and performing i:Jr1, i~ looking for
responsible, creative student~ to fill-5taff pasittons .for
the 1982 is~ue. All posmons arc non-payms, but loa
or practical ~xperience and traming are a~ailable Call
Le~licat 884·5123.
g.r:
TELEPHONE REPRESENTATI.VE(j It>< our
~~~er .. atton$ Uept The best m ~oli!.r, de.pendabl~
organtlauon. friend!>· atmosphere 1 Part.ume, huudy
pay plus bonus. Cai!J.ssa for appomtmeril 883·"":1'~1.
12.:30·5 p.m.
~ 1':'

7. Travel

9. Las Noticias

GOING SOMEWUERE? SAVE a liule money-take
someone along. Advertise your tide in the Daily
Lobo.
7116

AN\"THI~G EXCJTI~G IIAPPE~I!\G~ Ad>t:r!t;e
your meeuns. get-together m ('rgamtatu:m m La·,
Noticias for .10 per "ord
'· ~D

'

.
Buying auto 1nsurance .

.

~

IS

no fun ...

Getting lower rates might help

265-5695
CARLISLE AT GIBSON
1611 CARLISLE BLVD. SE
HOURS: MON-FRI

9:30-5:00

-

GEICO

THE GOOD

D~IVER

COMPANY

"

WORX-STUDV -STUDENTS!

conversational classes
being offered by

IIIIIWII\l'

NATIVE; 1\MERJCAN NURSES, Nursing students,
pte-nursing 5tud~nts W!lnted 19 fill out
questionnaires and be interviewed for rese~L.rch for
doctoral dissertation on llSSertiveness training.
$3.3~/hr., Mary Tenorio, 294-561~, or between 3
p.m.-1 1 p.m • .241·9501, ask for Medical Floor. 8126
FALl~ SEMESTER EMPLOYMENT/S,U.B. shifts
are 6 ttJ 9 a.m.: 9to 10:30 a.m.; 10:30 to 1:30 p.m.
We offer on-.;:ampus employment and free meal
benefits. If ~ou are imerested, apply at lh.e Ne-w
Mexii;'Q Union. Food SerVice office and bring your fall
cla$s se}Jedule. Ask for Jeanette or ~tty, 8-4p.m.

or

~-.

......................... .

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Mop
5 BUddy
9 Courtyard
14 Czech river
15 Wings
16 Carmen, e.g.
17 Tall grass
18 Roof piece
t9 Bravery
20 Sea fowl
21 Resound
23 Ocean route
25Smell-26 Pismire
27 Ripped
29 Pronoun
32 Bogged
down
35Water-

48 Touch
52 E. Canadian
range
56 Bleak
57 Water body
58 Lie against
59 Malaria, e.g.
60 Fettle
61 Wanton
62 Whine
63 Trimmed
64 Lode yields

65

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

~flight

DOWN
1 Lesions
2 Location
query
3 Amphitheater
4 Pallet
5 Obvious
36 Bad
6 - and kick"
37 Corn bread
ing
7 Rhonchus
38 Surgical
8 Caribou
thread
39 USSR river
9 Reign
10 Armadllto
40 Refs' kin
41 Listen
11 Kinfolk
42 Harass
12 Galt
43 Pioneer auto 13 Leporid
21 Luxuriant
44 Child's toy
45 Son of: Scol. 22 Noble
46 Couple
24 Alencon and

Cluny
27Whole
28 Swan genus
30 Fork part
31 Bed support
32Rowel
33 Heavy book
34 Not liked
35 Pare
360pt
38 Fleeced
42 Forbids
44 Counted

calories
45 Time periods
47 Ridge
48 Reason
49 Debate
50 Veils
51 Blrd sound
52 Speech prob·

tern
53
54
55
59

Pier
Poi source
Steel beam
Pertinent
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orange & Clear
Brown & Clear 127

For that fine light feeling!
lJtiiC/r

~Ct.

&qp 1?,

DMSO

·o4s

They really work!
Pink & White
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Blue & Clear 127

Diet Aids
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Brown & Gold 75
Blue Round

They really work!
They really work!

Green &Clear 75

355

Orange Round B T 72

Locations:
1744 Menaul NE Abq.
1900 Central SE Abq.
2807 San Mateo Abq.
6306 Central SW Abq.
6300 Central SE Abq.
1416 Cerrillos Rd. Santa Fe

Brown&. Clear 75

